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Summary
A variety of pathological conditions of the central nervous system (CNS) are
associated with demyelination and loss of myelinating oligodendrocytes, e.g. spinal
cord injury, stroke, and primary demyelinating diseases such as multiple sclerosis
(MS). Common to all of these pathologies is the intrinsic, yet variable, capacity of the
CNS to regenerate damaged myelin sheaths, resulting in the restoration of saltatory
conduction and neuroprotection. Although remyelination can be initially extensive, it
characteristically fails in long-standing, chronic demyelinating pathologies, such as
MS. Remyelination in the CNS is primarily mediated by a pool of adult progenitor
cells, the oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs). Upon demyelination, these highly
proliferative and migratory progenitors are activated and recruited to the lesion site,
where they differentiate into oligodendrocytes and form new myelin sheaths around
denuded axons. Proliferation of adult OPCs and subsequent differentiation into
myelinating cells during remyelination requires a tremendous increase in cell size and
cellular membranes, hence calling for a vast surge in lipid availability. Fatty acids are
the primary apolar building blocks for complex membrane lipids, and thus myelin
itself. Moreover, fatty acids are critical to a variety of fundamental cellular processes,
including membrane targeting of proteins, energy storage, cell signaling and
transcriptional regulation. Most cells are thought to primarily rely on uptake to
maintain their fatty acids pool, but highly metabolically active and proliferative, e.g.
precursor/stem cells are strongly dependent on de novo synthesis mediated by fatty
acid synthase (FASN). The multifunctional enzyme FASN is strictly required for de
novo synthesis of fatty acids, mostly palmitate. Tissue-specific ablation of FASN in
various cell types has provided valuable insights into the diverse and largely cell typespecific functions of de novo fatty acid synthesis. Given the highly proliferative
nature of OPCs and the tremendous demand for lipids towards membrane synthesis
during remyelination, we hypothesized endogenous fatty acid synthesis in OPCs to be
critical in these processes. To this end, we induced FASN depletion in adult OPCs to
assess its requirement for OPC proliferation, differentiation, and remyelination,
following experimental gliotoxin-induced demyelination. We show that FASN is very
low expressed in OPCs, but strongly expressed in oligodendrocytes differentiated
from adult OPCs during remyelination. Consistently, FASN-activity is dispensable for
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adult OPC proliferation and maintenance during remyelination. Most importantly, we
found FASN activity is critical for efficient CNS remyelination, an effect that is at
least in part dependent on the requirement of FASN-mediated de novo fatty acid
synthesis for maintaining the adult OPC-derived oligodendrocyte population during
remyelination. Our results add valuable information to the understanding of the
regulation of the remyelination process in demyelinating conditions, a promising
currently pursued drug target.
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Zusammenfassung
Demyelinisierung und Verlust von myelinisierenden Oligodendrozyten tritt in einer
Vielzahl

neurologischer

Erkrankungen

und

Schädigungen

des

zentralen

Nervensystems (ZNS) auf, so beispielsweise bei Rückenmarksverletzungen,
Schlaganfällen und primär demyelinisierenden Erkrankungen wie Multipler Sklerose
(MS). Gemein ist diesen Erkrankungen die intrinsische, wenn auch variable Kapazität
des ZNS die beschädigte Myelinschicht zu regenerieren, was zur Wiederherstellung
der saltatorischen Reizweiterleitung und Verhinderung irreversibler neurologischer
Schädigungen führt. Obwohl Remyelinisierung anfänglich umfangreich sein kann,
scheitert sie charakteristisch in langjährigen, chronischen demyelinisierenden
Erkrankungen wie MS. Die Remyelinisierung des ZNS wird primär durch eine
Population von adulten Vorläuferzellen, den Oligodendrozytenvorläuferzellen (OVPs)
vermittelt. Demyelinisierung führt zur Aktivierung dieser hoch proliferativen und
migratorischen Vorläuferzellen, welche zur Läsion rekrutiert werden, dort zu
Oligodendrozyten differenzieren und eine neue Myelinschicht um demyelinisierte
Axone bilden. Die Proliferation von adulten OVPs und die anschließende
Differenzierung in myelinisierende Zellen erfordert ein enormes Zellwachstum und
Vergrösserung der Zellmembran, was folglich zu einem starken Anstieg im Bedarf an
Membranlipiden führt. Fettsäuren sind die primären apolaren Bausteine von
komplexen Membranlipiden und damit von Myelin selbst. Darüber hinaus sind
Fettsäuren essentiell für eine Vielzahl grundlegender zellulärer Prozesse, wie z.B.
Membraninsertion von Proteinen, Energiespeicherung, Zellkommunikation und
Kontrolle der Genexpression. Die meisten Zellen sind grösstenteils auf die Aufnahme
von Fettsäuren aus dem Blutkreislauf angewiesen, aber metabolisch hoch aktive und
proliferative Zellen, wie Vorläufer- oder Stammzellen, sind stark abhängig von der
endogenen Synthese von Fettsäuren durch die Fettsäuresynthase (FASN). Das
multifunktionale Enzym FASN synthetisiert hauptsächlich Palmitat, welches als
Vorläufer für alle nicht-essentiellen Fettsäuren dient. Die gewebespezifische Ablation
von FASN in verschiedenen Zelltypen hat wertvolle Einblicke in die vielfältigen und
weitestgehend zelltypspezifischen Funktionen der endogenen Fettsäuresynthese
geliefert.
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Angesichts ihrer stark proliferativen Natur und dem enormen Bedarf an Lipiden für
die Membransynthese während der Remyelinisierung untersuchten wir die Funktion
der endogene Fettsäuresynthese in adulten OVPs und von ihnen abstammenden
Oligodendrozyten. Zu diesem Zweck depletierten wir FASN in adulten OVPs, und
untersuchten

Auswirkungen

auf

deren

Proliferation,

Differenzierung

und

Remyelinisierung nach experimenteller, Gliotoxin-induzierter Demyelinisierung. Wir
konnten zeigen, dass FASN in OVPs nur in geringen Mengen exprimiert wird, aber in
differenzierten Oligodendrozyten, die während der Remyelinisierung von adulten
OVPs gebildet werden, stark ansteigt. Dementsprechend ist FASN-Aktivität für die
Proliferation und Aufrechterhaltung der adulten OVP Population während der
Remyelinisierung auch entbehrlich. Insbesondere konnten wir zeigen, dass FASNAktivität essentiell für eine effiziente Remyelinisierung des ZNS ist. Diesr Effekt
kann

teilweise

durch

die

Abhängigkeit

der

differenzierten

Oligodendrozytenpopulation von endogener Fettsäuresynthese durch FASN erklärt
werden, welche FASN Aktivität benötigt um eine ausreichende Dichte an
differenzierten Oligodendrozyten während der Remyelinisierung aufrecht zu erhalten.
Unsere

Ergebnisse

liefern

Remyelinisierungsprozesses

wertvolle
in

Erkenntnisse

demyelinisierenden

zum

Verständnis

Erkrankungen,

des
einem

vielversprechenden und derzeit stark nachverfolgten Ziel für pharmakologische
Intervention in demylinisierenden Erkrankungen.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The third element defined
Rudolf Virchow, a Prussian physician and founder of modern pathology, first
contemplated the existence of a “connective substance” in the central nervous system
(CNS) in the 1850s [2,3]. The nature of the “Nervenkitt” in German or the Greek
derivative “Neuroglia” as he termed it (from “νεῦρον” nerv and “γλία” or “γλοία” glue;
literally translated nerve glue in English), was rather ambiguous, and Virchow
thought of it as a type of connective tissue, albeit admitting that it would also contain
cellular elements. Virchow’s concept of neuroglial elements was supported by earlier
histological drawings of glial cell types by fellow anatomists and pathologists,
including Heinrich Müller and Max Schulze in 1851 (Müller glial cells of the
Retina[4]), Karl Bergmann in 1857 (Bergmann glia of the cerebellum [5]) and Otto
Deiters in 1865 (stellate astrocytes [6]). Soon after Virchow, Camillo Golgi, Michael
von Lenhossek, and others identified astrocytes as the first type of neuroglial cells,
and Golgi introduced the first concept of glial function in metabolic support and
substance exchange in the 1870s [7,8]. At the beginning of the 20th century, the father
of modern neuroscience, Santiago Ramón y Cajal, much advanced the understanding
of neuroanatomy of the CNS, dividing its cellular elements into the neuronal, nonneuronal astrocytic and the non-neuronal third element [9,10]. The third element was
a general and ambiguous term used by Ramón y Cajal to describe a set of adendritic
perineuronal cells in the grey and white matter that were devoid of any processes,
which he could visualize with a variety of, yet fragmentary, staining techniques. It
took another 10 years until Pio del Rio-Hortega, a former student of Ramón y Cajal,
was able to further clarify the cellular identity of the third element by following his
mentor's tradition of developing and improving metallic impregnation techniques for
studying cell morphology. He first recognized microglia as a separate cell type, and
alongside identified “interfascicular cells” in 1917 [11]. Using another technical
refinement of the silver carbonate impregnation method, he further characterized
these interfascicular cells as glia with very few processes, which he termed
oligodendrocytes (from Greek “ολίγος“ a few,“δένδρον“ tree and “κυτίον“ box or
cell) in 1921 [12]. Despite Ramón y Cajal`s initial scepticism regarding the existence
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of oligodendrocytes, which also led to the dismissal of Del Rio-Hortega from Ramón
y Cajal`s laboratory in 1920, Del Rio-Hortega's discovery of oligodendrocytes was
internationally recognized after replication of his results by Wilder Penfield in 1924
[13]. Del Rio-Hortega`s detailed description and classification of oligodendrocytes
predicted the core of what is known about oligodendrocytes today, such as the
relationship of oligodendroglia and myelination and its involvement in neuronal
trophism. However, it wasn’t until the 1950s that myelin (named by Virchow) was
recognized to be part of the Schwann cell [14,15], a finding that was extended to
oligodendrocytes in the CNS 10 years later [16,17]. It was the work of these early
scientific pioneers that provided the foundation for the field of oligodendrocyte
biology and turned oligodendrocytes from an amorphous component of the
“Nervenkitt” to a fascinating study subject in cell biology.

1.2. Oligodendrocytes the myelinating glia of the CNS
Today, it is well established that oligodendrocytes, together with neurons and
astrocytes, are one of the three major classes of neural cells in the CNS [18]. Neurons
are certainly the most characteristic and diverse cell type of the nervous system, and
are primarily required for information transfer. However, neurons strongly interact
with the surrounding glial cells and are highly dependent on glial functions. Glia cells
can be divided into microglia (from Greek “µικρόν” small), which function as CNS
resident macrophages that are derived from the hematopoietic system during early
embryonic development, and macroglia (from Greek “µακρόν” tall or big),
comprising astrocytes and oligodendrocytes that originate from neuroepithelial cells
of the neural tube just like neurons. The star shaped astrocytes (from Greek “ἄστρον”
star) are the most numerous and functionally diverse glia cells in the CNS. Their
functions in the healthy CNS range from the control of local blood flow and provision
of metabolic support to neurons to regulation of synaptic transmission and more [19].
The general functions of oligodendrocytes are quite well defined. Most
oligodendrocytes in the adult CNS are located in the white matter, where their
primary function is to form myelin [20]. This may also explain why oligodendrocytes
are the last neural cell type to arise in development of any given region of the CNS, as
the number of oligodendrocytes generated has to accurately match the number of
neurons, i.e. axons to be myelinated [21,22].
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1.2.1.

OPCs – origin, migration and proliferation

Following the generation of neurons and astrocytes, oligodendrocytes are derived
from so called oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs). OPCs are derived from
neural precursors in distinct regions of the CNS during embryonic and early postnatal development. In the mouse forebrain, OPCs are generated in three distinct
waves. The first wave originates from the medial ganglionic eminence and anterior
entopeduncular area of the ventral forebrain during early embryonic development of
the mice at embryonic day 12.5 (E 12.5), followed by the second wave from the
lateral and/or caudal ganglionic eminences in mice at E 15.5, and the last wave of
OPCs arising within the ventricular zone of the postnatal cortex at P 0 [23] (Figure
1a). Similarly, in the mouse spinal cord, two distinct waves of OPCs arise, first in the
ventricular germinal zone or pMN zone, after the neurogenic/gliogenic switch at E
12.5, and secondly in the dorsal spinal cord in mice at E 15.5 [24-27] (Figure 1b). The
different populations of oligodendrocytes in the brain and spinal cord appear to be
functionally redundant, albeit fiercely competing for the availability of limiting
growth factors [28-30]. In the rodent spinal cord, OPCs derived from the ventral
ventricular zone outcompete the dorsal population and give rise to 85–90% of the
final oligodendrocyte population found in the adult spinal cord [31-33]. In contrast, in
the developing rodent brain, OPCs of the first wave rapidly decline in number, until
they are almost completely replaced by their later counterparts [23,34]. Regardless of
their developmental origin, newly formed OPCs travel long distances until they
achieve an evenly spread distribution throughout the CNS [24,35]. OPC migration is
tightly controlled and guided by a variety of secreted factors [36-41], as well as by
contact-mediated mechanisms involving the abluminal endothelial surface of the CNS
vasculature [42] and various cell surface molecules [43-45]. In spite of an early
phases of proliferation after their commitment in the ventricular and subventricular
zone, the major wave of OPC proliferation follows after their migration, when OPCs
have reached their destination in the developing white and gray matter [46]. After a
tightly controlled number, or rather density, of OPCs has been generated [28,47],
OPCs exit the cell cycle and terminally differentiate into stationary, pre-myelinating
oligodendrocytes [48,49]. Given the appropriate environmental cues, these premyelinating oligodendrocytes will eventually mature and myelinate receptive axons in
their proximity [50-54].
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Figure 1 Origin and migration of OPCs during CNS development. (a) In the mouse forebrain, OPCs
are generated in three distinct waves: At E12.5 in the medial ganglionic eminence (MGE) and the
anterior entopeduncular area (AEA) of the ventral forebrain, at E15.5 in the ganglionic eminences (GE)
in mice at E15.5, and postnatal at P0 in the ventricular zone of the cortex.1 (b) In the spinal cord the
OPC population that predominately populates the spinal cord into adulthood is generated at E12.5 in
the pMN region of the ventricular zone (VZ), they migrate into the developing gray matter (GM) and
white matter (WM) by E14.5, and are evenly distributed throughout the spinal cord by E18.5.2

1.2.2.

Oligodendrocyte differentiation, maturation and myelination

Differentiation and maturation of oligodendrocytes into myelinating oligodendrocytes
is a highly spatio-temporally regulated process, and oligodendrocytes have only a
short period of time to initiate myelination early during differentiation. Once this
critical time window has passed, oligodendrocytes appear rather incapable of forming
myelin [55]. Furthermore, myelination initiation on all axons that are to be myelinated

1

Adapted from: Goldman SA, Kuypers NJ, How to make an oligodendrocyte. Development. 2015 Dec 1;142(23):
3983-95. doi: 10.1242/dev.126409.
2

Adapted from: Rowitch DH, Glial specification in the vertebrate neural tube. Nat Rev Neurosci. 2004
May;5(5):409-19. doi: 10.1038/nrn1389
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by a single oligodendrocyte is achieved in a highly coordinated manner and occurs
rather simultaneously within a short time window (12–18 h in mammalian cell culture
systems [55,56] and 5 h in zebra fish [57]).
Given this high degree of spatio-temporal accuracy, it is perhaps little surprising that
differentiation and initiation of myelination are governed by a variety of intrinsic and
extrinsic signalling mechanisms. Intrinsic mechanisms include cell-cycle dependent
kinase (CDK) inhibitors, such as p18/INK, p21/Cip1, p27/Kip1, and p57/Kip2, which
gradually accumulated in dividing OPCs and promote oligodendrocyte differentiation
[49,58-60]. Negative transcriptional regulators of oligodendrocyte differentiation
include group D SOX transcription factors 5 and 6 [61,62], Hes5 [63] and Id2/4
[64,65]. Only after down regulation of these inhibitory transcription factors through
microRNAs [66,67], histone deacetylases [68] or signalling pathways, are
oligodendrocytes able to differentiate. Group E SRY-related HMG-box (SOX)
transcription factors 8,9 and 10 antagonize the action of group D SOX transcription
factors and are positive regulators of oligodendrocyte differentiation [62,69-72].
Other prominent positive regulators that cooperate to promote oligodendrocyte
differentiation include Olig1, Olig2 Mash1, Nkx2.2 and YY1 [73-77]. Maturation of
oligodendrocytes and myelination is further promoted by the expression of myelin
genes, driven by transcription factors such as SOX10, myelin gene regulatory factor
(MRF) MRF and zinc finger protein 191 (Zfp191) [69,78-81]. The extrinsic
mechanisms that promote differentiation of oligodendrocytes are pleiotropic, and
include secreted as well as membrane bound signals. Secreted factors include growth
factors that are critical to oligodendrocyte development, differentiation and
myelination. Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) acting as a potent mitogen
maintains OPCs in their proliferative state, while preventing their differentiation
[29,82]. Other growth factors such as thyroid hormone (TH) [83-85] and insulin-like
growth factors (IGFs) [86-88] promote differentiation and maturation of
oligodendrocytes. Another pathway involving secreted factors is the Wnt/β−catenin
pathway. Wnt/β−catenin signalling negatively regulates OPC differentiation and thus
inhibits myelination [68,89,90]. Other inhibitory pathways are based on membranebound axonal ligands, such as Jagged1, PSA-NCAM, or LINGO-1, that interact with
glial receptors [91-95]. Disinhibition of these membrane bound neuronal signals is
likely to assure accurate timing of oligodendrocyte differentiation and onset of
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myelination. Another prerequisite for the efficient and timely onset of myelination
and differentiation of oligodendrocytes in the CNS is electrical activity of axons that
are to be myelinated [51,53,92,96-100]. The key factors and events in OPC
development are recapitulated in Figure 2. Great progress has been made in our
understanding of the mechanisms that govern oligodendrocyte differentiation and
myelination, and the above-discussed pathways only cover the most commonly
discussed factors. Yet, our understanding of these processes is far from complete, and
most likely more factors and mechanisms are to be uncovered to complete our
understanding. Regardless of its regulation, once a differentiated oligodendrocyte
engages a particular axon, dramatic changes occur in the plasma membrane
architecture of the oligodendrocyte, leading to the initiation of myelination and
ultimately the formation of the myelin sheath.

Figure 2 OPC specification, differentiation and maturation in the developing CNS. Specification of
Multi-potent neural stem cells (nestin+) into OPCs (PDGFαR+, NG2+, and Olig2+) is promoted by
exposure to sonic hedgehog (SHH) and fibroblast growth factor (FGF), whereas bone morphogenic
proteins (BMPs) inhibit OPC specification. Specification into OPCs requires activation of transcription
factors, such as Olig2, Nkx2.2, Gli2, and Sox 8/9/10. The still multi-potent OPCs can differentiate into
several cell types including astrocytes, neurons, and Schwann cells. Growth factors, cytokine and
hormones, e.g. insulin-like growth factor (IGF), and thyroid hormone (TH), stimulate differentiation
along the oligodendroglial lineage to premyelinating oligodendrocytes (CC1+, PLP+, and Olig2+).
Release of ATP and LIF that is associated with neuronal activity further promotes this differentiation,
whereas BMPs and Jagged-1 block differentiation. Transcription factors, like Olig1/2, YY1, Nkx2.2,
and Sox10 are required for this differentiation, which is prevented by transcription factors Sox5/6,
Id2/4 and Tcf7l2. Maturation into myelinating oligodendrocytes is associated with the expression of
myelin proteins, such as proteolipid protein (PLP), myelin basic protein (MBP), myelin
oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG), and they retain expression of CC1 antigen, and Olig2.
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Transcription factors MRF, Zfp191 and SOX10 drive expression of myelin proteins and promote
oligodendrocyte maturation. Axonal signals such as PSA-NCAM and LINGO-1 prevent myelination
and maturation of oligodendrocytes.

1.3. The myelin sheath
Oligodendrocytes tightly wrap concentric loops of membrane around axons to form
the myelin sheath. Depending on species and region in the CNS, a single
oligodendrocyte forms between 20 and 60 individual myelin sheaths, or so called
myelin internodes, around multiple axons in its proximity. Each internode is separated
from the next internode only by a small gap, the node of Ranvier. One internode
covers a length of 20 to 200 µm along an axon and is composed of up to 100
membrane wraps [101,102]. Thus a single myelinating oligodendrocyte is estimated
to produce 5–50 × 103 µm2 of membrane surface [103,104], a tremendous
biosynthetic undertaking hardly matched by any other cell type of the body [105].
During myelination, the developing myelin sheath grows by wrapping of the leading
edge of the inner tongue around the axon, i.e. new wraps are added underneath the
previously deposited ones. In addition, the newly formed sheaths extend laterally
towards the future nodal regions [106]. Once established, each myelin sheath is a
multilayered stack of uniformly thick membranes with a characteristic periodicity of
alternating closely condensed cytoplasmic attachment sites that are electron-dense and
electron-light layers of apposed outer membranes, commonly referred to as major
dense line and the intraperiod line [105,107]. The myelin sheath is firmly attached to
the underlying axons in the paranodal region, which facilitates the stereotypic
clustering of axonal sodium and potassium channels in the nodal and juxtaparanodal
regions respectively [108]. The stereotypic clustering of ion channels in the nodal
regions and the dense compaction of myelin provide the high electrical resistance and
low capacitance required for rapid saltatory conduction of electrical impulses along
axons [108-110]. The resulting increase in conduction velocity and improved
metabolic efficiency of rapid electrical impulse transduction along axons is a
prerequisite for fast information processing in the spatially confined vertebrate
nervous system. The peculiar structure and therefore insulating properties of myelin
are highly dependent on the specialized molecular composition of the myelin sheath
and the optimal interplay of all of its components is required for its long-term
integrity and overall function [107].
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1.3.1.

Composition of the myelin sheath

Myelin is of an exceptional composition compared to other cellular membranes, yet is
simple in its molecular components. It is poorly hydrated, with only 40% of water
content in comparison to the grey matter that contains 80% water [105,111]. Lipids,
including cholesterol and the broad class of glycerolipids, such as glyco- and
phospholipids, are characteristically enriched in myelin and make up 70%-81% of its
total dry weight [111-114]. Consequently protein to lipid ratio is much lower in
myelin than in conventional plasma membranes [105,107,114]. Myelin contains only
a few major protein components, the majority of which are rather specific to myelin,
such as the highly abundant myelin basic protein (MBP) and proteolipid protein
(PLP), and quantitatively minor myelin associated glycoprotein (MAG), myelin
oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) and 2',3'-cyclic nucleotide 3'-phosphodiesterase
(CNP) [115,116]. Mature myelin is structurally and metabolically particularly stable
in contrast to most other membranes that are highly dynamic in their architecture and
turnover of their constituents [107,117,118]. Myelin proteins are among the most
long-lived proteins in the mouse [119,120] and also lipid components have an
exceptionally long half-life of several weeks to months, once integrated into myelin
[121-124].
1.3.1.1.

Lipids in myelin

The exceptional biophysical and metabolic properties of myelin membranes can at
least in part be attributed to the exceptional composition of myelin lipid components,
compared to most other plasma membranes. Characteristically, myelin membranes
contain a particularly high content of cholesterol, approx. 26%-28% [111,112,114].
The sterol lipid cholesterol is de novo synthetized in the CNS in a complex
biosynthetic pathway that is shared by all CNS resident cells, in contrast to other lipid
species that may also be derived from the peripheral circulation [125-128]. As for all
mammalian membranes, cholesterol is an essential structural lipid that provides
stability to the myelin membrane by regulating its fluidity and permeability [107,129].
In myelinating glia, cholesterol appears to have functions beyond regulating
biophysical

membrane

properties.

Inhibition

of

cholesterol

synthesis

in

oligodendrocytes results in a delayed onset of myelination, suggesting that the
availability of endogenously produced cholesterol regulates the onset of myelination
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and initially drives myelin biogenesis [130]. Whether this effect on the onset of
myelination is unique to cholesterol, or common to other endogenously produced
lipid components of the myelin sheath is currently not fully understood. Over time,
lack of endogenous cholesterol synthesis in oligodendrocytes can be compensated by
exogenous sources, and myelination consequently proceeds, albeit at a slower rate.
Cholesterol can not pass through the intact blood-brain-barrier (BBB), thus
exogenously derived cholesterol is likely to be synthesized by other CNS resident
cells, e.g., astrocytes, that pass it onto oligodendrocytes that lack endogenous
synthesis [130]. Which cell type is the source of exogenous cholesterol, and if this
exchange of cholesterol is relevant also under physiological conditions, remains to be
determined.
Another striking feature in myelin lipid composition is the high content of glycolipids,
approx. 31%, with the largest fraction belonging to the sub-glycolipid class of
glycosphingolipids. Among these, galactosylceramides (or galactocerebrosides) and
the derived galactosylsulfatides with long chain fatty acid moieties are the most
abundant, comprising 14-26% and 2%-7% of all myelin lipids [111,112,114]. More
than half of these glycosphingolipids are hydroxylated at the 2-C atom, which
provides additional groups for hydrogen bonding and increases the dense packing of
lipids in the myelin sheath [131,132]. Despite their high abundance, oligodendrocytes
deficient in galactosylceramide and/or –sulfatide synthesis are able to produce myelin
per se, but display a reduced myelin thickness, paranodal myelin abnormalities,
outfoldings and myelin vacuolation [133,134]. A common feature in all mouse
models with impaired glycosphingolipid synthesis is dysmyelination, a clinical term
defined as breakdown or defective formation of the myelin sheath, commonly
associated with biochemical abnormalities [135,136]. The dysmyelinating phenotype
aggravates with age, indicating that glycosphingolipid are not required for
myelination per se as cholesterol is, but for the maintenance and stability of the
myelin membrane with age [129].
Most of the remaining myelin lipids (approx. 44%) belong to the broad class of
phospholipids. Characteristic of phospholipids in myelin is the exceptionally high
content of ether phospholipids, i.e. plasmalogens. Plasmalogens are characterized by a
vinyl ether bond at the sn1-position. The sn-2 acyl position is typically occupied by
saturated long chain fatty acids arachidonic and docosahexaenoic acid [137]. This
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peculiar structure increases hydrophobicity and favours yet again dense packing of
lipids in the membrane, thereby further stabilizing myelin [138,139]. Apart from their
function in membrane stabilization, plasmalogens function in limiting lipid
peroxidation by quenching of free radicals [140,141], and arachidonic and
docosahexaenoic acid in plasmalogens can serve as precursors for inflammatory lipid
mediators, e.g., prostaglandins [142]. Two other phospholipids, lecithin and
ethanolamine phosphatides, are also a major lipid component found in myelin.
However, enrichment of both is observed even to a higher degree in other plasma
membranes, and thus is not a characteristic to myelin membranes. Other minor lipid
components of myelin include sphingomyelin, galactosyldiglycerides, gangliosides
and phosphoinositides. Despite their relatively low abundance, particularly the latter
two have important functions in cell-cell-interactions [143,144] and cell signalling
[145-147], respectively.

Table 1 summarize the lipid composition of myelin,

compared to a lipid preparation of gray matter lipids, for human of human and rat.
Substance

Myelin
(human)

Myelin (rat)

Gray matter
(human)

Whole brain
(rat)

Protein

30

29,5

55,3

56,9

Lipid

70

70,5

32,7

37

Cholesterol

27,7

27,3

22

23

27,5

31,5

7,3

21,3

Cerebroside

22,7

23,7

5,4

14,6

Sulfatide

3,8

7,1

1,7

4,8

43,1

44

69,5

57,6

Plasmalogens

12,3

14,1

8,8

11,6

Ethanolamine phosphatides

15,6

16,7

22,7

19,8

Lecithin

11,2

11,3

26,7
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Sphingomyelin

7,9

3,2

6,9

3,8

Phosphatidylserine

4,8

7

8,7

7,2

Phosphatidylinositide

0,6

1,2

2,7

2,4

Total glycolipids

Total phospholipid
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Table 1 Lipid composition of CNS myelin in humans and rats compared to lipid composition of the
gray matter (human) and whole brain (rat). Values for protein and lipid content are given as percentage
of dry weight. Percentages of lipid classes are given as percent of total lipid weight. Table was adapted
from [111,114].

1.3.1.2.

Fatty acids in myelin

Fatty acids are the primary building blocks of all classes of glycerolipids, including
the glyco- and phospholipids found in myelin. The fatty acid composition of myelin
lipids is distinct and characterized by a high content of non-essential, saturated and
monounsaturated long chain fatty acids (LCFAs) and to a lesser extent very long
chain fatty acids (VLCFA), i.e, fatty acids with aliphatic tails longer than 13 or 22
carbons respectively. For comparison, roughly 20% of fatty acids in myelin are
LCFAs, compared to only 1% in the gray matter. Conversely, essential
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) are much more abundant in the gray matter with
20%, whereas only 6% are found in myelin [148-150]. The most abundant fatty acid
found in myelin is the monounsaturated oleic acid (C18:1), followed by saturated
fatty acids stearate (C18:0), lignoceric acid (C 24:0) and palmitate (C16:0) [112,149].
The high degree of saturation in the fatty acid composition of complex myelin lipids
allows for dense packing of the long acyl chains that are held together by Van der
Waals dispersion forces, and decreases the fluidity of the myelin membrane [151].
This creates a highly ordered, strongly hydrophobic barrier for polar substances like
ions, thereby providing an essential contribution to the key function of myelin as an
electrical insulator [151].
In summary, it is the particular lipid composition of myelin that allows for the dense
compaction of the membrane into a stable, long- lived insulating sheath. The formed
myelin sheaths are metabolically relatively inert, and turnover of proteins and
complex lipids in myelin is slow. Yet, there is a constant exchange of proteins and
lipids and myelin lipid composition is not fixed. Changes in complex myelin lipid and
fatty acid composition are observed in aging and disease [150,152-156], and changes
in essential fatty acids supplied through the diet were shown to substantially impact
myelin lipid composition [157-159].
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1.4.

Sources of lipids and fatty acids in the CNS

It is largely the presence of myelin that renders the brain one of the lipid-rich organs,
surpassed in its lipid content only by adipose tissue. Lipids make up almost 50% of
total brain dry weight [160]. In contrast to adipose tissue that stores lipids mostly in
the form of triacylglycerol to meet local and systemic energy demands, lipids in the
brain are predominantly found in the form of membrane lipids, i.e. phospholipids,
sphingolipids, and glycolipids, most of which are found in myelin. Together with
glycerol, fatty acids are the basic building blocks for most membrane lipids, and thus
myelin lipids. Other than the obvious critical function of fatty acids as precursors for
the synthesis of complex glyco- and phospholipids for membrane synthesis, fatty
acids are essential to a variety of vital cellular processes. Stored as triacylglycerols,
fatty acids are a rich source of energy for many cell types [161-163]. Unesterified
fatty acids are important intracellular regulators of gene expression, serving as ligands
for nuclear receptors of, e.g., the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR)
family [164,165]. Fatty acids can directly regulate the activation of ion channels in
certain cell types such as smooth muscle cells [166]. Lipid-signalling molecules can
be derived from fatty acids, including eicosanoids and diacylglycerol [167,168].
Irrespective of their destined function, fatty acids can be derived from several sources:
de novo synthesis, hydrolysis of intracellular triacylglyceride stores, or uptake from
exogenous sources, such as the bloodstream or horizontal transfer from other tissue
resident cells [169]. In most cell types other than hepatocytes and adipocytes, the
intracellular triacylglycerol stores are very limited and contribute only in a minor way
to fatty acid availability within the cell. Instead, most cells rely on uptake of
circulating fatty acids from the bloodstream [169]. Whether this is also true for the
CNS is still subject to quite some debate, and mechanisms of lipid or fatty acid uptake
into the CNS are ill defined. The current knowledge and debate is discussed in the
following section.
1.4.1.

Lipid and fatty acid uptake in the CNS – proof of principle

The blood brain barrier (BBB), formed by a tight endothelial lining, pericytes, and
associated astrocytic endfeet, creates a highly selective barrier between the peripheral
circulation and the CNS. In accordance with the idea of a rather impermeable BBB
and a highly selective uptake of substances, the sterol lipid cholesterol was
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reproducibly shown not to traverse the BBB, and neither radioactively labelled
cholesterol [125,127,170] nor fluorescent cholesterol analogues [130] were detected
in substantial amounts in the CNS. Thus, uptake of cholesterol is not considered
contribute to the high cholesterol content of CNS in substantial amounts, rendering
cholesterol metabolism in the brain independent of the peripheral circulation. Instead
cholesterol is almost entirely derived from local synthesis by CNS resident cells.
The situation is much more complex for fatty acids. The CNS is particularly rich in
essential polyunsaturated fatty acids that cannot be synthesized endogenously and
therefore must be obtained from the circulation and cross the BBB [171]. Yet, the
predominant fatty acids in human diets, and consequently in circulation, are long
chain fatty acids (LCFAs) with aliphatic tails of 12-18 carbons [172]. Early studies
addressed the potential uptake of these circulating LCFAs into the brain by feeding,
injecting or perfusing adult animals with radioactive Carbon 14 (14C)-labelled
palmitate or stearate. Most of these studies have suggested a surprisingly rapid uptake
of LCFAs and their metabolites into the brain, as well as their incorporation into
myelin lipids. Yet, these studies are a subject of much controversy as the employed
methods do not allow to fully distinguish between uptake of fatty acids as such, or
uptake of fatty acid-derived metabolites. Given their highly debated nature, the key
findings and limitations of these studies are discussed in the following section.
After feeding adult rats with 14C-palmitic acid, radioactivity was readily detectable in
brain lipids within a few hours after feeding. Since most of the lipids had retained
radioactive labelling of the carboxyl group, it was hypothesized that palmitate had
been taken up as such, rather than being synthetized from acetate derived from its
oxidation [173]. In contrast, another study analysing the uptake of dietary palmitate
during rat brain development could detect only very little palmitate uptake, suggesting
that the de novo synthesis of palmitate may be the major source in the developing
CNS [174,175]. All studies noted that radioactivity was also detectable in cholesterol,
showing that at least some of the labelled fatty acids had been metabolized to acetate
[173-175].
To bypass the metabolism of fatty acids by the digestive tract, later studies
intravenously injected labelled

14

C-palmitate. These studies again confirmed rapid

uptake of radioactivity into the brain and incorporation of

14

C-labelled fatty acids

preferentially into phospholipids. Carboxyl 14C-labelling of fatty acids in these lipids
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was again interpreted as a sign of palmitate uptake into brain [176,177]. Carboxyl
14

C-labelled

fatty

acids

were

enriched

in

phosphatidylcholine

and

phosphatidylethanolamine, two non-myelin-enriched lipids. In line with this finding,
overall incorporation of presumably palmitate into different white matter areas of the
brain was reduced by roughly half compared to various grey matter areas [177].
Again, detection of radioactivity in cholesterol and metabolism of injected palmitate
had been noted [176,177].
Lipid uptake into myelin was addressed by subcutaneously injecting

14

C-labelled

stearate, the most abundant saturated fatty acid found in myelin. Injection of

14

C-

stearate in 18-day–old mice resulted in uptake of radioactivity into the brain and
detection of carboxy-14C-labelled fatty acids in myelin lipid preparations [157].
Again, this study found

14

C-labelled fatty acids to be partially metabolized by

elongation or degradation into acetate units, which were subsequently incorporated
into myelin lipids [157,173,176,177].
To further reduce the possibility of breakdown of labelled fatty acids in the peripheral
circulation, a more recent uptake study employed a brain perfusion technique using
anesthetized rats that allowed delivery of

14

C-labelled palmitate across the BBB

without any metabolites being present [178]. This study could further corroborate the
rapid uptake of

14

C-palmitate into the brain and preferential incorporation into

phospholipids [179]. However, anaesthesia alters the uptake of palmitate and other
metabolites from the circulation into the CNS [177]. Thus, another study in awake
rats utilized an optimized intravenous perfusion model to deliver albumin bound 14Cpalmitate directly into the bloodstream reported that in a single run through the brain
roughly 5% of albumin bound fatty acids were taken up by the brain [180]. Similar
kinetics were also observed for essential albumin-bound PUFAs [180].
Taken together, the majority of these studies indicate that in contrast to cholesterol,
which is primarily synthetized endogenously, exogenous essential and non-essential
fatty acids can traverse the blood brain barrier. Exogenously derived fatty acids are
likely to be taken up by CNS resident cells, eventually metabolized, and subsequently
incorporated into complex membrane or myelin lipids.
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1.4.2.

Contribution of fatty acid pools in the plasma to CNS uptake

The mechanisms through which exogenous fatty acids are taken up are not fully
understood. Potential sources and routes of brain fatty acids from the blood
circulation are represented in Figure 3. Fatty acids and other lipids are circulating in
different pools within the blood plasma, mostly in the form of lipoproteins of high
(HDL), low (LDL) and very low (VLDL) density that facilitate the transport of lipids
in polar environments such as the plasma. Alternatively, fatty acids can be bound by
albumin, which again prevents the aggregation of particularly (V)LCFAs into acid
soaps, i.e. bilayer like structures in the aqueous surrounding of the plasma that would
be detrimental to the blood circulation [172]. Due to the tendency of lipids to
aggregate, only low concentrations of fatty acids or lysophospholipids are circulating
freely in the plasma, within the nM-µM range [181]. Injection or perfusion
experiments with labelled fatty acids mostly contribute to the free fatty acids and
albumin-bound fatty acids, whereas fed fatty acids can be additionally esterified into
triglycerides or phospholipids and are packaged together with cholesterol into
lipoproteins in the liver. Lipoproteins formed initially by the liver are very low in
density (VLDL) and are continuously stripped of triacylglycerides while circulating
through the bloodstream, by which they become denser LDL and subsequently HDL.
Either one of these lipid pools is hypothesized to contribute to the fatty acid pool
found in the brain, yet most lipoprotein particles are not considered to traverse the
blood brain barrier [169,172,182,183]. Analysis of lipoproteins in the peripheral
circulation and the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of humans found that only one type of
lipoprotein, the ApoA-I that is found in a subpopulation of HDL, appears to be taken
up into the CNS [184,185]. Analysis of HDL-associated vitamin E uptake further
suggested that ApoA-I containing HDL particles are taken up by endothelial cells in
the blood brain barrier in a scavenger receptor class B type 1 (SR-BI)-dependent
manner [186-188]. As for most lipid uptake mechanisms, it is not fully understood
how these HDL particles ultimately traverse the endothelial cells, if they pass through
the astrocytes that almost entirely cover the endothelial basal lamina of the BBB with
their endfeet, and how they are released into the CNS parenchyma.
Endothelial cells of the BBB can take up LDL and VLDL through their respective
receptors, e.g. LDL receptor (LDLR), VLDL receptor (VLDLR) [187,189,190] or
SR-B1 [186-188]. Endocytosis of LDL or VLDL leads to hydrolysis of
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triacylglycerides contained in the lipoproteins and subsequent release of free fatty
acids. Alternatively, triacylglycerides in lipoproteins may be hydrolyzed by
lipoprotein lipases on the endothelial surface, so that free fatty acids along with
glycerol thus released can be taken up by the endothelial cells [169,172,182,183].
1.4.3.
1.4.3.1.

Mechanism of fatty acid uptake into the CNS
The diffusion model

Whether derived by hydrolysis from lipoproteins, released from albumin, or just
circulating as such, the released fatty acids have to pass across several cellular
membrane bilayers that are part the BBB to reach the CNS parenchyma. Multiple
mechanisms of how fatty acids are transported across the BBB have been proposed,
and are subject to much controversy. A fundamental question is whether fatty acids
cross lipid bilayers of the blood brain barrier by passive diffusion, protein-mediated
uptake or a combination of both. In the diffusion model, the outer leaflet of the
plasma membrane adsorbs free fatty acids, and at neutral pH protonated fatty acid can
flip across to the inner leaflet. With the acyl group now exposed to the cytoplasm, the
fatty acid releases a proton and is then slowly released into the cytoplasm
[169,172,191]. This flip-flop through the membrane creates a net influx and occurs
rather rapidly, which is argued to be in line with the observed rapid uptake of free and
albumin-bound fatty acids into the brain [178,180,191]. Passive diffusion may occur
across one or multiple membrane bilayers that are part of the blood brain barrier, but
it is most likely not the only mechanism for uptake of free fatty acids from the
circulation into the brain [169,172,191]. Diffusion might be facilitated by cytoplasmic
fatty acid binding proteins (FABPs; for details see section on FABPs below). By
binding and sequestering fatty acids that enter the cytoplasm, FABPs change the
equilibrium distribution of fatty acids across plasma membranes, thereby further
facilitating the creation of a net influx of fatty acids. Similarly, acyl-CoA synthetases
(ACS) may aid the creation of a net influx by activation of fatty acids through
thioesterification to acylCoA [172,191].
1.4.3.2.

Protein-mediated uptake of fatty acids into the CNS

It has been generally argued that diffusion rates of fatty acids across plasma
membranes are too slow to meet the needs of metabolically highly active tissues
[169,172,182]. Furthermore, fatty acid transport was shown to be a saturable
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processes in skeletal and heart muscle [192,193], suggesting that fatty acid transport
may involve protein carriers. Several proteins have been suggested to act as fatty acid
transporters across plasma membranes, including fatty acid translocase (FAT/CD36
[194], plasma membrane fatty acid binding proteins (FABPpm) [195] and fatty acid
transport proteins (FATP) [193,196-198]. Dissecting pure transport from transport
plus subsequent metabolism has overall complicated the investigation of putative fatty
transport proteins, and only very few studies have addressed their role in the blood
brain barrier or brain-derived cells [169,172,182]. Thus, most of the knowledge about
a function of these proteins in fatty acid uptake is obtained from other systems, such
as skeletal and cardiac muscle [55,194-197,199]. Nonetheless, the abovementioned
transport proteins are expressed by endothelial cells in the blood brain barrier and thus
might also be involved in fatty acid uptake into the brain [169,172,182].
1.4.3.3.

Intracellular fatty acid binding proteins

Regardless of their origin and mode of import, LCFAs are prone to aggregate into
acid soaps in the aqueous surrounding of the cytoplasm or blood plasma [181]. To
prevent this aggregation, LCFA are bound by proteins, such as albumin in the
circulation. Within cells, a specialized class of small intracellular fatty acid binding
proteins (FABPs) bind single fatty acids and facilitate their solubilisation in the
aqueous cytoplasm. The brain expresses three types of FABPs: FABP3 (heart FABP),
FABP5 (endothelial FABP) and FABP7 (brain FABP) [200]. FABP3 and FABP7
preferentially bind ω3 and ω6 fatty acids, whereas FABP5 has a high affinity for
saturated long chain fatty acids, e.g., palmitate [201]. The differential affinity of
FABPs is thought to contribute to the selective uptake and metabolism of different
lipid classes [172]. The most abundant FABP, FABP7 is highly expressed by
astrocytes, but also by OPCs [202,203]. Similarly, FABP5 is also expressed at the
highest level by astrocytes, followed by myelinating oligodendrocytes [202,203]. The
differential expression of FABP7 and FABP5 upon differentiation has also been
described in vitro and may point to a differential demand of lipid species upon
differentiation, i.e., a higher demand for saturated LCFAs in myelinating
oligodendrocytes compared to OPCs [203]. FABP3 is mostly expressed by neurons
[201,202]. FABP-bound fatty acids can rapidly desorb from FABPs to reach their
intracellular destination of metabolism, or may be transferred to cellular membranes
in a collision-mediated process. Released fatty acids can then traverse these
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membranes, either by passive diffusion or by active transport mediated by fatty acid
transport proteins in the plasma membrane, e.g. FATPs. Thereby, cytoplasmic FABPs
might facilitate transport of fatty acids through endothelial cells into the CNS
[172,191]. Fatty acids are assumed to pass through astrocytes, like most metabolites
[182,204-208]. Astrocytes may then shuttle the exogenously derived fatty acids
throughout the brain and eventually pass them on to other CNS resident cells [209212]. However, direct evidence for the distribution of exogenously derived fatty acids
by astrocytes is once more lacking. If and how fatty acids are exchanged between
different cell types of the CNS or BBB remains largely unresolved, and both passive
and active transport might be in play. Yet, one generally accepted route of fatty acid
and lipid exchange is via CNS-derived lipoproteins [182,185,212-214].
1.4.3.4.

Lipoproteins in the CNS

Most lipoproteins do not cross the blood brain barrier; instead, the majority of HDLlike lipoproteins is endogenously produced, and lipoproteins containing ApoE, ApoAI, ApoA-II, ApoA-IV, ApoD, ApoH, and ApoJ, have been identified in the CSF of
humans and rodents [182,184,185,212,215,216]. Astrocytes are considered to be the
major producers of lipoprotein constituents in the CNS, and they are the primary
source of the most abundant CNS lipoprotein, ApoE [204,212,217,218]. Yet also
microglia [215] and oligodendrocytes express high levels of ApoE, and rather specific
to oligodendrocytes is a high expression of ApoD [219-221]. Nevertheless, ApoEcontaining lipoproteins are considered to be the major class of lipid-shuttling
molecules in the CNS, supplying neurons [204,209,222] and eventually other CNS
cells with lipids. Several lipoprotein receptors have been implicated in the uptake of
lipoproteins in the CNS, mostly of the ApoE-binding LDL receptor family, such as
LDLR and LDL receptor-related proteins 1-8 (LRP1-8) [222-224]. Other candidate
receptors for lipoprotein uptake and homeostasis in the CNS include scavenger
receptor B1 (SR-B1) [186-188], and ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters, such
as ABCA1 and ABCG1 [225-228]. Most of these receptors interact and endocytose
pleiotropic extracellular ligands, and are also evolved in efflux of lipids and other
molecules [222,224,225,227]. Their function has been mostly studied in the context of
neuronal cholesterol uptake. Yet, all of these receptors are also expressed by
oligodendrocytes [202,229-232], and might therefore contribute to lipid and fatty acid
uptake in oligodendrocytes.
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1.4.3.5.

Fates of fatty acids in CNS resident cells

Despite their elusive origin and routes of entry, once fatty acids reach CNS-resident
cells they can be rapidly esterified into phospholipids, as shown by systemic perfusion
experiments with radiolabeled palmitate, where after only 45 seconds of perfusion
30% of the tracer is esterified into brain lipids [178]. Conversion and activation into
acyl-CoA thioesters by long‐chain‐fatty‐acid‐CoA synthases (ACSs), like FATPs, is
thought to aid this process in neuronal tissues, and shuttle fatty acids towards
membrane lipid or triacylglyceride synthesis, via e.g. the Kennedy pathway or Lands
cycle [172,197,233]. Alternatively, acyl-CoA can be oxidized rather rapidly after
administration in the mitochondria and peroxisomes, even if the brain does not
metabolize bulk quantities of fatty acids for energy production [234]. Given the high
expression of FABPs in glial cells, fatty acids are likely to additionally diffuse
through the aqueous cytoplasm bound by these lipid-shuttles [169,203,235]. How
fatty acids reach their metabolic destination in the cell is not fully understood, neither
if, or to which extent and at which point in their metabolism, fatty acids are converted
to acyl-CoA.
In summary, the brain contains considerable quantities of fatty acids, mainly found as
components of membrane lipids, and as such in myelin. There appears to be a
significant daily turnover of fatty acids in the CNS, and the CNS is clearly highly
dependent upon the uptake of essential ω3 and ω6 PUFA from the circulation. Also
non-essential fatty acids appear to be taken up rapidly, but the relevance of fatty acid
uptake into the CNS, as well as the precise mechanisms involved, remains elusive and
is still subject of much debate. It appears that particularly unesterified fatty acids in
the plasma are rapidly taken up into the CNS. Other lipid pools in the plasma, such as
triglycerides or phospholipids contained in lipoproteins, are also hypothesized to
contribute to CNS uptake. Yet again, the mechanisms of their uptake remain largely
unexplained. Therefore the mechanisms for fatty acid uptake proposed in Figure 3
(see next page) should be considered only as working hypotheses.
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Figure 3 Fatty acid uptake into the brain. Fatty acids from several candidate pools in the plasma
may enter the brain. These include VLDL, LDL and HDL, lysophospholipids, albumin-bound fatty
acids and free fatty acids. ApoA-I containing HDLs are the only circulating lipoproteins that can enter
the CNS in an SR-BI-dependent manner (1). Other circulating lipoproteins, such as LDL, can bind their
respective receptors on the endothelial surface (e.g. LDLR), and induce endocytosis. Within
endothelial cells, lipoproteins can be hydrolysed to release fatty acids (2). Alternatively, lipoprotein
lipases on the endothelial surface may release fatty‐acid‐containing lysophospholipids or free fatty
acids from lipoproteins (3). Circulating free fatty acids (4) that can be associated with albumin (5) may
then be taken up by endothelial cells via passive diffusion (6) or a candidate transporter (such as CD36
or FATPs) (7). In the cytoplasm of endothelial cells, fatty acids can associate with FABPs (8) and be
subsequently transported across the endothelial membrane, either passively (9) or by fatty acid
transporter proteins (e.g. FATPs) (10). How and if fatty acids are delivered and transported through
astrocytes is currently not fully understood, but astrocytes highly express FABPs and are considered
the major site of CNS lipoprotein assembly (11). CNS lipoproteins are released mostly by astrocytes,
and to a minor extent by microglia (12). Lipoproteins or free fatty acids may be then taken up by CNS
resident cells such as oligodendrocytes by candidate receptors of, e.g., the LDL-receptor family (13).
For simplicity, only uptake of fatty acids is depicted. Similar uptake mechanisms of HDL into CNS
resident cells, as illustrated in endothelial cells are possible. Free fatty acids may also enter these cells
by passive diffusion (14). Upon entering CNS resident cells, fatty acids must be again released from
lipoproteins, and may then be directly converted to activated acyl-CoA-thioesters by members of the
ACSs protein families, e.g., FATPs (15). Alternatively, free fatty acids might diffuse through the
cytoplasm, bound by FABPs, before being converted to acyl-CoA-thioesters (16). This may partition
them towards elongation or desaturation, followed by esterification and de‐esterification via the Lands
cycle or Kennedy pathway for subsequent membrane lipid or triacylglyceride synthesis (17).
Alternatively, fatty acids can be catabolized through β‐oxidation in the mitochondria and peroxisomes
(18). The products of β‐oxidation, NADPH and acetyl-CoA may then serve for de novo synthesis of
fatty acids (19), which in turn can again enter the Lands cycle, with or without being modified by
elongation or desaturation. Alternative sources of acetyl-CoA for de novo fatty acids include ketone
bodies, amino acids lactate and glucose (20).

1.4.4.

Endogenous de novo synthesis of lipids and fatty acids in the brain

- proof of principle
After injection of radioactively labelled non-essential LCFAs, the specific activity of
these fatty acids is one order of magnitude less in the CNS than in blood or liver,
suggesting a reduced uptake and incorporation of labelled fatty acids compared to
peripheral organs [157,173,176]. The same observation during developmental
myelination, when large amounts of fatty acids are incorporated into complex myelin
lipids of the growing myelin sheaths [173-175], furthermore suggests that
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exogenously derived fatty acids must be rapidly diluted by newly synthetized ones to
achieve the exceptionally high lipid content of the CNS myelin. In contrast, after
injection of essential lignoceric fatty acid, the specific activity in neurons and
astrocytes reaches similar levels as in the blood [236]. The fraction of labelled
essential and non-essential fatty acids is even more diluted in white matter and myelin
than in the grey matter, suggesting that fatty acid uptake and incorporation into
myelin lipids is even lower and/or slower than in the grey matter, most likely due to
the high stability and low turnover of myelin lipids [177,236]. Thus, de novo
lipogenesis, defined as the formation of fatty acids from the primary building block
acetyl-CoA that can then be combined with glycerol to form membrane lipids or
triglycerides, is likely to majorly contribute to the generation of the CNS lipids. In
situ studies in cortical rat brain slices during development showed a strong increase in
14

C-glucose and

14

C-acetate incorporation into all major membrane lipid classes

during the peak of myelination in the 2nd and 3rd postnatal week, as assessed by
monitoring oxidation to CO2, and incorporation of 14C into lipids [237]. Then again,
expression and activity of two essential enzymes required for de novo synthesis of
fatty acids that is, the creation of fatty acids from acetyl-CoA in the first part of
lipogenesis, was reported to peak during late fetal and first postnatal week of
development in the brain [238-240].This earlier peak in the expression and activity of
both enzymes, acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC) and fatty acid synthase (FASN), would
suggest that high activity of fatty acid synthesis correlates with times of high
proliferation, rather than myelination. In the adult, activity of these enzymes was
found to decrease even further to 20-35% of their maximal levels during fetal or early
postnatal development [238,240]. Similarly, incorporation of radiolabelled

14

C-

glucose, 14C-acetate or 14C-glycine into myelin lipids is low in the adult rat brain and
spinal cord [241,242], which would also correspond to the slow turnover and
metabolic stability of myelin lipids.
While an important contribution of endogenous de novo fatty acid synthesis by CNS
resident cells is rarely challenged, its degree and timely contribution to CNS
development and myelination are still poorly understood. Furthermore, the
dependency and potential functions of endogenous fatty acid synthesis in
oligodendrocytes and its effect on CNS myelination remain to be determined.
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1.4.4.1.

Mechanisms of de novo fatty acid synthesis in the brain

Fatty acids are synthetized from NADPH and acetyl-CoA that can be derived from
several sources, including glucose, acetate, and ketone bodies. All three are vital
precursors for fatty acids that are incorporated into complex myelin lipids in the
developing and adult CNS [242-244]. Biochemically, fatty acid synthesis is a
rescission of β‐oxidation and, in the first step, pyruvate carboxylation. However, β‐
oxidation is energetically highly favourable. Thus some variations are needed for the
reverse reaction to occur. Like most ana- and katabolic processes, fatty acid synthesis
and β‐oxidation are spatially and temporally segregated. Fatty acid synthesis occurs in
the cytoplasm and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), whereas β‐oxidation takes place
in the mitochondria and peroxisomes. Furthermore, a specialized set of enzymes is
required for the energetically costly synthesis of fatty acids [245].
1.4.4.2.

Acetyl-CoA carboxylase - the bottleneck of de novo fatty

acid synthesis
In the first step of fatty acid synthesis, acetyl-CoA is activated by carboxylation to
malonyl-CoA by acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC). This carboxylation reaction is
physiologically irreversible, and the generated malonyl-CoA is committed to fatty
acid synthesis. ACC is the rate-limiting enzyme in the synthesis of saturated straightchain fatty acids, and its activity is subject to tight regulation by phosphorylation and
allosteric inhibition. Excess of its own product malonyl-CoA or palmitoyl-CoA, the
final product of fatty acid synthesis, allosterically inhibits ACC. ACC is strongly
activated by high levels of citrate, as this indicates the presence of high levels of
acetyl-CoA to feed into the Krebs cycle for energy production. Also too high or too
low concentrations of ATP can affect ACC activity [246]. This tight allosteric
regulation has been confirmed for brain-derived ACC, but unlike the enzyme in the
liver or adipose tissue, ACC in the CNS appears to be unresponsive to dietary changes
[239,247,248]. During rat brain development, ACC mRNA expression and enzymatic
activity peak during the first postnatal week, at day 5 and 6, respectively [238-240].
Immunohistochemical (IHC) analysis showed preferential localization, i.e., strongest
expression of ACC, in carbonic anhydrase-positive oligodendrocytes of the
developing and adult rat brain, suggesting a high lipogenic activity in differentiated
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oligodendrocytes. Staining of other cells was noted, but not at the levels seen in the
oligodendrocytes [249].
1.4.4.3.

The multifunctional fatty acid synthase - one gene, one

polypeptide, seven enzymes, one function
Carboxylation of acetyl-CoA by ACC irreversibly primes the resulting malonyl-CoA
for fatty acid synthesis. The large, cytoplasmic, multifunctional enzyme fatty acid
synthase (FASN) then utilizes malonyl-CoA, acetyl-CoA and NADPH for synthesis
of saturated long-chain fatty acids palmitate that serves as a precursor for all nonessential fatty acids within the cell. In animals, FASN constitutes two identical 273
kDa multifunctional polypeptide chains, each containing seven discrete catalytic
domains and a flexible acyl carrier protein (ACP) moiety. The two polypeptide chains
are arranged head-to-head, so that two separate centers for fatty acid synthesis are
juxtaposed at the interface of the two subunits [250,251]. The kinetics and
specificities of the individual catalytic domains are optimized to facilitate the iterative
condensation of an acetyl moiety, or later acyl-moiety, with successive ACC-derived
malonyl moieties, followed by complete reduction of the resulting β-keto
intermediates. Following seven consecutive cycles of condensation and reduction, the
major product of FASN is palmitate (C16:0). Occasionally, small amounts of stearic
(C18:0) and myristic acid (C14:0) are produced [251,252]. FASN is thought to be
localized in the cytoplasm, but tight associations with cellular membranes have been
reported, and is linked to changes in its activity or site-specific membrane outgrowth
[253,254]. FASN expression in the adult is broad, with highest levels in the liver,
adipose tissue, lungs and CNS [255-257]. Biochemically, brain fatty acid synthase
isolated from the soluble fraction of cerebral tissue does not significantly differ from
that in other tissues. It also produces predominantly palmitate (C16:0), and small
amounts of stearic (C18:0) and myristic acid (C14:0) [247,252]. Expression of FASN
mRNA and enzymatic activity of FASN protein in the developing brain is highly
similar to that of ACC. An almost identical developmental profile of mRNA
expression was obtained with a peak at P5 in the rat brain, followed by a sharp decline
during the next two postnatal weeks [240]. Also the enzymatic activity of FASN
followed a similar course in the developing rat brain, which is in line with the
primarily transcriptional control of FASN expression and activity [238]. Contrasting
the otherwise strong regulation of FASN in the liver and other organs through diet
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and hormonal regulation, older biochemical studies suggest that FASN activity in the
brain is not susceptible to dietary or hormonal influences, as shown by early
biochemical work with isolated FASN protein from young (P14) rats [238,247,248].
Yet, it has to be noted that these studies have addressed dietary changes just after
weaning and the only hormonal regulators tested were thyroid hormone and
hydrocortisone. The effects of more recently acknowledged hormonal regulators of
FASN, such as insulin or glucagon, have not been addressed in the CNS.
Furthermore, regulation through diet are the most pronounced after fasting, another
effect that has not been addressed in the brain.
Loss-of function studies in mice have provided valuable insights into the pleiotropic
functions of FASN-dependent de novo fatty acid synthesis in vivo. Total knockout of
FASN causes embryonic lethality in mice, which is in line with the high expression of
FASN during fetal development, and suggests a high dependency of the embryo on de
novo fatty acid synthesis early during development [258]. This may furthermore point
to a critical function of FASN in highly proliferative and metabolically active cells of
the growing embryo, a dependency that might not be restricted to early development
[257]. Most cells are thought to mainly rely upon uptake of lipids from the blood
stream to maintain their fatty acids pool [169]. Even in the liver, one of the tissues
with the highest rate of de novo fatty acid synthesis, it appears that FASN-mediated
de novo fatty acid synthesis contributes only in a minor way to intrahepatic fat
compared to fatty acids derived from peripheral tissues or through the diet [259,260].
Still, highly metabolically active and proliferative cells such as cancer and stem cells
are strongly functionally dependent on de novo synthesis by FASN [257,261-263].
Viable tissue-specific FASN knockout mice have been generated, including those
with gene ablation in liver, heart, mammary gland, hypothalamic neurons, or adult
neuronal stem and progenitor cells (NSPCs) [165,262,264-268]. These studies
highlighted the diverse and cell type-specific regulatory functions of this fundamental
biosynthetic enzyme, e.g., in regulating proliferation of neuronal stem and progenitor
cells in the hippocampus [262], energy homeostasis in the heart [269], differentiation
and survival of mammary epithelial cells [265], palmitoylation of vital membrane
proteins in endothelial cells [268], and transcription in the liver, hypothalamic
neurons, adipose tissue and macrophages through activation of transcription factors of
the peroxisome proliferation activated receptors family (PPARs) [165,264,266,270-
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272]. Ablation of FASN in neural cells, i.e. NSPCs of the adult hippocampus and
hypothalamic neurons, showed diverse phenotypes. A reduction in the proliferative
capacity of NSPCs was observed following depletion of FASN, whereas loss of
FASN in hypothalamic neurons resulted in PPARα-dependent transcriptional changes
and anorexic symptoms, with no reported deficits in proliferation or cell number
[262,264]. These findings suggest the possibility of an important, but cell type
specific role of FASN-mediated de novo fatty acid synthesis in the CNS. IHC analysis
of the brain white matter in young P20 mice recently showed strongest expression of
FASN in Olig2+ oligodendrocyte lineage cells [210], and work in our laboratory
showed strong expression in CC1+ differentiated oligodendrocytes in the spinal cord
of P10 mice [273]. Astrocytes appear to express FASN only at low levels, and it
seems to be absent in cortical neurons[210], whereas large anterior motor neurons of
the ventral horn in the spinal cord express high levels of FASN [273]. Whether FASN
is expressed throughout the oligodendrocyte lineage, and if its expression persists into
adulthood, is currently not known. The function of FASN in developmental
myelination and myelin maintenance is currently under investigation in our
laboratory, and its involvement in myelin regeneration is the subject of the present
study.
1.4.4.4.

Increasing complexity: elongation and desaturation of fatty

acids for membrane lipid synthesis
Palmitate, derived from endogenous synthesis by FASN or uptake, may then serve as
a precursor for the synthesis of longer and more complex fatty acids. Elongation
requires palmitate in its activated state as palmitoyl-CoA, which is subsequently
elongated by addition of acetyl groups to form stearate (18:0) or even longer saturated
fatty acids. This process is mediated by enzymes on the cytosolic face of
the endoplasmic reticulum membrane or to a minor extent in the mitochondria
[274,275]. Membrane bound enzymatic systems in the endoplasmic reticulum also
introduce double bonds into the long-chain acyl-CoAs to generate unsaturated fatty
acids, such as oleoyl-CoA that is derived from stearoyl-CoA and is the most abundant
fatty acid found in myelin [276,277]. These acyl-CoAs may then be esterified into
glycerolipids for membrane synthesis or triacylglycerides for energy storage in the
Kennedy or Lands cycle [278]. Complex enzymatic pathways including multiple
enzymes are required to mediate the synthesis of complex myelin lipids, such as
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ceramides, sulfatides or plasmalogens. The enzymes mediating this process have been
subject to quite some interest, as the composition and structural properties of myelin
lipids vitally contribute to the stability and long-term maintenance of myelin, with
potential implications for neurodegenerative diseases [107,112,266].
1.4.4.5.

Regulation of de novo fatty acid synthesis

Most of our knowledge regarding the regulation of de novo fatty acid synthesis is
derived from studies in peripheral organs. Little is known about the regulation of
lipogenic enzymes in the CNS. As mentioned above, the tightest regulated and
committing step of de novo fatty acid synthesis is the carboxylation of acetyl-CoA by
ACC. Apart from the allosteric regulation through citrate and palmitoyl-CoA, the
liver enzyme is strongly regulated by the availability of nutrients, i.e., carbohydrates
and lipids [239,246,279]. Fasting induces phosphorylation of ACC in the liver,
whereas refeeding of carbohydrates leads to dephosphorylation and activation of ACC
[239]. The phosphorylation state of ACC is determined by both glucagon-dependent
activation of AMPK and insulin-driven activation of protein phosphatase 2A
[279,280]. Such diet dependent regulation of ACC through phosphorylation has not
been fully addressed in the CNS.
Another level in regulation of lipogenic enzymes is derived through transcriptional
control. Like most enzymes that are active in the same pathway or biosynthetic
process, lipogenic enzymes are transcriptionally regulated in concert, i.e. expression
of enzymes required for de novo fatty acid synthesis, their modification and
esterification, as well as cholesterol synthesis, are in part commonly regulated, despite
the requirement of an entirely different set of enzymes [281]. Despite shared
regulatory pathways with other lipogenic enzymes, this section will focus on the
regulation of FASN, due to its relevance for the current study. In the liver, hormonal
and dietary signals robustly induce the expression of FASN, which is best understood
for insulin signalling. Insulin stimulates the expression of FASN via activation of
transcription factors such as sterol regulatory element binding protein 1c (SREBP1c)
[282-284] and upstream stimulatory factors 1 and 2 (USF1 and USF2) [285,286].
Increased dietary carbohydrates also stimulate lipogenic gene expression by activation
of carbohydrate regulatory element binding protein (ChREB) [115]. Glucosedependent activation of FASN expression further requires hepatic nuclear factor-4α
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(HNF-4α) [287]. Other transcription factors that regulate the expression of FASN
include nuclear factor Y (NF-Y), which is responsible for cyclic AMP-dependent
inhibition of FASN [288,289]. Conversely, NF-Y can also act as a sterol-induced
activator of FASN expression in conjunction with Sp1 and SREBP1c proteins
[283,290,291]. Indirectly, another transcription factor, X-box binding protein 1
(XBP1), increases FASN expression through SREBP1c [292].

The oxysterol

responsive transcription factor liver X receptor (LXR) together with its dimerization
partner retinoid-X receptor (RXR) upregulates FASN expression through direct and
indirect mechanisms, indirectly by stimulating the expression of SREBP1c [293] and
ChREBP [294] genes, which can in turn activate FASN transcription. LXR-mediated
activation of SREBP1c is considered the primary mechanism of insulin-induced
SREBP activation in the liver [293], and involves cooperation with another nuclear
receptor, PPARα [295]. LXR also induces activation of FASN directly by binding to
its promoter and activating its transcription [296]. Yet, LXR target genes are
pleiotropic and pathways regulated apart from fatty acid synthesis and uptake include
cholesterol and glucose homeostasis. Both LXR isoforms, namely LXRα and
LXRβ, are expressed by oligodendrocytes, and are critical regulators of CNS
myelination

and

remyelination

[297].

Stimulation

of

cultured

primary

oligodendrocytes with LXR agonists was shown to promote maturation of
oligodendrocyte [297,298]. These effects are at least in part dependent on LXRmediated regulation of cholesterol homeostasis and myelin gene expression [297299]. Whether LXR regulates also de novo lipogenesis or FASN expression directly
or indirectly through SREBPs in oligodendrocytes has not been addressed.
As emerges from their versatile interactions and direct regulation of lipogenic genes,
SREBPs are central transcriptional regulators of lipid synthetizing pathways. Three
SREBP isoforms are currently recognized. SREBP 1a and 1c are derived from the
same gene, and mostly regulate genes involved in lipogenesis [300]. Despite having
similar target genes, the two isoforms differ in potency, regulation and levels of
expression, which varies largely among different tissues [301-304]. In the liver
SREBP1c is the predominantly expressed SREBP 1 isoform, and considered to be the
major regulator of FASN expression [282-284], despite a stronger activity of
SREBP1a for the FASN promoter in cultured hepatocytes [303]. The ratio of
SREBP1a:SREBP1c varies among different tissues, but SREBP1c is the predominant
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isoform expressed in the brain [304]. SREBP2 is encoded by a different gene, and
preferentially activates genes for cholesterol homeostasis, including synthesis and
uptake. Some of the uptake receptors regulated by SREBP2 may also be involved in
the uptake of other lipid classes, such as fatty acids [300,303,305]. Activity of all
three SREBPs is regulated by proteolytic cleavage. SREBPs are synthesized as
precursor proteins in the ER membrane, and interact with SREBP cleavage-activating
protein (SCAP), which is in turn bound by insulin induced gene protein 1 (INSIG1).
Both, INSIG1 and SCAP bind sterols, which facilitates the interaction of INSIG1 and
SCAP. Sterol-dependent interaction of INSIG1 and SCAP anchors the SREBPSCAP-INSIG1 complex in the ER. In the absence of sufficient levels of sterols, SCAP
can no longer bind to INSIG1, leading to the release of the SREBP-SCAP complex
from the ER and transport to the Golgi. In the Golgi, SREBP precursor proteins are
cleaved by two proteases, site-1 protease (S1P) and site-2 protease (S2P), releasing
the active, amino terminal domain of SREBPs into the cytoplasm [45,306,307].
SREBPs subsequently translocate to the nucleus and activate the transcription of
target genes. The importance of SREBP function in CNS myelination has been
recently addressed by conditional ablation of SREBP-processing protein SCAP in
oligodendrocytes. Oligodendrocyte-specific depletion of SCAP led to a pronounced
down regulation of SREBPs and their target genes, including FASN, thus firstly
suggesting an SREBP-dependent regulation of FASN expression in oligodendrocytes.
Furthermore, impairment of timely myelination was observed in terms of myelin
thickness and fraction of myelinated fibers in the optic nerve of young mice (P20).
The number of mature oligodendrocytes was also decreased at this time point, yet no
defects in the abundance of OPCs or proliferation of oligodendrocyte lineage cells
could be detected. Myelin thickness recovered with age, but the fraction of
myelinated fibers remained decreased after SCAP depletion in oligodendrocytes. Of
note, myelin composition was not dramatically altered following SCAP depletion in
oligodendrocytes, regarding cholesterol or myelin specific lipid composition, but fatty
acid composition was at disarray with an increase in saturated LCFAs, VLCFAs and
unsaturated fatty acids. Still, SCAP-depleted oligodendrocytes were able to form
relatively normal myelin and myelination deficits partially recovered over time, which
suggests a contribution of exogenously derived lipids to myelination. Conditional
depletion of SCAP only in astrocytes, or in astrocytes and oligodendrocytes, further
showed the importance of astrocyte-derived lipids for myelination. Similar to the
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oligodendrocyte-specific loss of SCAP, SCAP depletion in astrocytes alone led to a
decrease in myelin thickness and decrease in myelinated fibers in the corpus callosum
of adult mice (P120). The astrocyte-specific loss of SCAP did not result in a decrease
of myelinated fibers on the optic nerve or a decrease in differentiated
oligodendrocytes, as the loss of the protein did in the oligodendrocyte. Interestingly,
supplementation with a diet high in cholesterol and oleic acid could fully restore the
myelination defects following depletion of SCAP in astrocytes, but not when both
astrocytes and oligodendrocytes were directly affected. This indicates that lipid
availability in the periphery can indeed impact myelination, at least in situations
where endogenous lipid availability is limited. Whether this is also true under
physiological conditions and how the diet improves myelination remains to be
determined. Taken together, this study highlights the essential role of SCAP/SREBPmediated control of lipid homeostasis for timely and efficient myelination by
oligodendrocytes. Furthermore, it was the first to show the critical contribution of
astrocyte-derived lipids to proper CNS myelination. Yet, the reduction in
differentiated oligodendrocyte and persistent defects in myelination (reduction in
myelinated fibers) after oligodendrocyte specific-SCAP depletion, suggest that there
might be functions of SCAP/SREBP-driven lipid homeostasis in oligodendrocytes
that can not be compensated by the exogenous supply through astrocytes[210]. One
could speculate that such functions could go along the line of e.g. newly synthetized
lipids that specifically control PPAR activation [270], or more complex regulatory
functions of lipogenic enzymes in signalling availability of nutrients [256].
In recent years, one of the central regulators of cell metabolism and growth,
mammalian target of Rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) emerged as a key player in
activationg SREBPs and regulating lipid metabolism in various cell types [308,309],
including oligodendrocytes [273].
1.4.4.6.

mTORC1 a key regulator of de novo lipogenesis

Mammalian (or more recent terminology: Mechanistic) target of Rapamycin (mTOR)
protein is a serine/threonine protein kinase of the phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)related kinase family that controls a multitude of processes involved in cell growth,
survival and metabolism. mTOR nucleates two distinct multiprotein complexes:
mammalian target of Rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) and complex 2 (mTORC2).
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The kinase mTOR is central to both complexes, but they differ in associated
regulatory proteins. mTORC1 is characterized by association of mTOR with
regulatory- associated protein of mTOR (Raptor), and proline-rich Akt substrate
40kDa (PRAS40), whereas mTORC2 is composed of rapamycin-insensitive
companion of mTOR (Rictor), mammalian stress-activated protein kinase interacting
protein (mSin1) and protein observed with Rictor-1 (Protor-1). Mammalian lethal
with Sec13 protein 8 (mLST8) and DEP-domain-containing mTOR-interacting
protein (Deptor) are part of both compexes [308,310]. Both complexes exert their
functions by regulating other important kinases, such as S6 kinase (S6K) and protein
kinase B (PKB/AKT) [311]. Yet, mTORC1 and 2 show distinct patterns of activation
and phosphorylation of (mostly) distinct targets, thus frequently regulating distinct
cellular processes. mTORC1 integrates four major inputs, namely intra- and
extracellular nutrient availability, growth factors, energy status and stress, to regulate
a variety of

processes and modulate cell growth and metabolism accordingly

[309,311]. mTORC2, is less responsive to nutrient availability, but is activated by
growth factors and regulates cell survival, metabolism and cytoskeletal organization
[312,313]. Conserved from yeast to humans, the TOR pathway induces an increase in
cellular metabolism and growth under favourable condition, e.g., high nutrient and
oxygen availability. In mammals, particularly mTORC1 induces cell growth by
controlling anabolic processes, including protein, purine, and pyrimidine synthesis, in
addition to synthesis of many lipid classes, such as fatty acids, glycerolipids and
cholesterol [308,310,314]. mTORC1 may regulate lipid homeostasis in multiple,
sometimes cell type specific ways, e.g., through activation of nuclear receptors
[315,316]. Yet, the best understood mechanism by which mTORC1 regulates de novo
lipogenesis is through insulin dependent activation of SREBPs [317]. Binding of
insulin to its receptor leads to the activation of PI3K, which in turn recruits and
activates AKT. AKT positively regulates de novo lipogenesis, firstly by promoting
glucose uptake and glycolysis to provide energy and building blocks for de novo
lipogenesis, and secondly by activating mTORC1 through phosphorylation (and
consequently inactivating) of tuberous sclerosis complex 1/2 (TSC1/2) and PRAS 40.
AKT may additionally stimulate SREBP1c in an mTORC1-independent manner that
is yet to be fully characterized [318]. The PI3K-AKT-mTORC1 pathway promotes
proteolytic cleavage of SREBPs in a S6K1-dependent manner that is yet to be fully
clarified [319]. At least in the liver, mTORC1-dependendt SREBP activation also
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involves the negative regulation of phosphatidate phosphatases lipin1 [317,318,320323].
Regulation of SREBP-driven transcription of lipogenic genes by mTORC1 has also
been observed in oligodendrocytes. Genetic ablation of Raptor, and consequently loss
of mTORC1activity in oligodendrocytes of Raptor conditional mutants (Raptor cMU)
resulted in delayed myelination and chronic hypomyelination that was associated with
reduced myelin protein expression [273,324]. Lipid profiles of spinal cord tissue from
Raptor cMUs displayed a decrease in most major lipid classes such as cholesterol,
ceramides, sphingomyelin and glycosylceramides, as well as non-essential fatty acids.
PUFAs were increased and the ratio of non-essential oleic to the PUFA linoleic acid
was decreased [273], which can be interpreted as an indication of decreased
endogenous synthesis and increased uptake of fatty acids from dietary sources
[112,210,325]. In line with decreased endogenous lipid synthesis, expression of
SREBP1a and SREBP 1c target genes ACC, FASN and SCD1, as well as SREBP2
itself and its target genes HMGCR and IDl1, were decreased on RNA and protein
levels during the early phase of myelination of the spinal cord at P10. Cell type
specific analysis of FASN expression by IHC in the spinal cord furthermore
highlighted a dramatic decrease of FASN expression in oligodendrocytes at the same
time point. These defects in lipid synthesis and/or lipid homeostasis, together with the
decrease in myelin protein levels, are likely to be at least in part responsible for the
observed myelination impairment in Raptor cMUs. These data indicate that mTORC1
is a critical regulator of SREBP-mediated activation of de novo lipogenesis in
oligodendrocytes during developmental myelination.
In addition several upstream regulators of mTORC1 have been studied, indicating a
complexity of mTORC1 signalling that goes beyond a purely growth and myelination
promoting effect in oligodendrocytes. Depletion of a direct activator of mTORC1, the
small GTPase Rheb, showed a phenotype similar to that found upon raptor depletion
[326]. Corresponding to this, deletion in oligodendrocytes of a negative regulator of
mTORC1 activity, the phosphatase and tensin homologue deleted on chromosome 10
(PTEN), resulted in AKT-dependent mTORC1 hyperactivation, and showed the
opposite

effect

of

mTORC1

inhibition,

i.e.

hypermyelination

[146,147].

Hyperactivation of AKT itself in oligodendrocytes led as well to hypermyelination
[327] in an mTORC1 dependent manner [328]. Depletion of another negative
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regulator of mTORC1, tuberous sclerosis complex 1 (TSC1), in oligodendrocytes
using CNP-Cre also resulted in mTORC1 hyperactivity [273], but unexpectedly,
mTORC1 hyperactivation lead in this case to hypomyelination and a reduction in
SREBP1 and 2 target genes including FASN and other lipogenic pathways. This
effect was shown to be directly dependent on hyperactive mTORC1. mRNA levels of
oligodendrocyte-specific transcription factors were also down regulated following
TSC1 depletion in oligodendrocytes [273]. More recently TSC 1 depletion in
oligodendrocytes using Olig1-Cre confirmed a similar phenotype, including a
reduction in lipid synthesis, and additionally described an increased apoptosis of
myelinating oligodendrocytes, as a result of increased ER stress [329]. A similar
phenotype was also described following depletion of TSC2 in oligodendrocytes using
Olig2-Cre, alongside a fate switch from oligodendroglia formation to astrocytes
[330]. Taken together, it appears that finely tuned mTORC1 activity in
oligodendrocytes is required to orchestrate the extensive and intricate biosynthetic
pathways that are required for efficient CNS myelination.

In summary, endogenous synthesis of lipids importantly contributes to the lipid pool
in the CNS. Oligodendrocytes are capable of de novo synthetises of most lipid classes,
including cholesterol, glycerolipids and non-essential fatty acids. De novo fatty acid
synthesis requires two key enzymes, ACC and FASN, and both enzymes are enriched
in oligodendrocytes [210,249]. Most work on lipid metabolism in oligodendrocytes
has focused either on specific myelin-enriched lipids [112,129], or effects on
synthesis and homeostasis of several lipid classes, i.e. cholesterol, complex
glycerolipids and fatty acids [210,273]. Several signalling pathways and
transcriptional regulators are involved in the regulation of de novo lipogenesis, and as
a part of this, de novo fatty acid synthesis. As in most other cell types, SREBPs were
shown to be potent regulators of lipogenic genes such as FASN and ACC, in an at
least partially mTORC1-dependent manner [210,273]. LXR was shown to regulate
cholesterol homeostasis in oligodendrocyte, but whether LXR and other factors
contribute to the regulation of de novo fatty acid synthesis in oligodendrocytes is not
known [297,298]. Loss-of-function studies of these molecules have highlighted the
importance of de novo lipogenesis for the myelination process. Yet, SREBP and LXR
target genes include enzymes involved in lipid uptake, such as LDLR, SR-B1 or
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ABCG5/8, and thus it cannot be fully excluded that the observed effects on
myelination reflect an overall change in lipid homeostasis, i.e., uptake and synthesis
to some extent [305,331].

The critical contribution of endogenous cholesterol

synthesis in oligodendrocytes for the myelination process has been addressed [130],
but whether de novo synthesis of fatty acids, which in contrast to cholesterol can be
derived either from uptake or de novo synthesis in the CNS, serves similar functions
in oligodendrocytes and the myelination process has not been fully clarified and is
currently under investigation in our lab.

1.5. Myelin regeneration in the CNS
1.5.1.

Myelin damage- demyelination

Myelination is essential for the normal functioning of the mature vertebrate nervous
system. The importance of myelin is highlighted by the severe consequences of its
disruption. Demyelination, i.e. the destruction, removal, or loss of the myelin sheath,
as a consequence of injury, pathological degeneration [332] , or genetic intervention
in mouse models [333], leads to severe functional neurological deficits and frequently
a reduction in life span of the affected individual. Even only focal loss of myelin can
result in rapid loss of neurologic function, as observed in the most prevalent
demyelinating condition, multiple sclerosis (MS) [334]. Whether myelin loss is focal
or widespread, neurological deficits associated with demyelination are mostly a result
of secondary neuronal damage [335-339]. Demyelination leads to the dissolution of
nodal structures, which impairs fast, and metabolically favourable saltatory
conduction of electrical impulses along demyelinated axons [340-343]. Following
demyelination, the otherwise sufficient and concentrated density of sodium channels
at the nodes of Ranvier is too low to sustain conductance of action potentials along
demyelinated axons, as in the absence of the insulating myelin sheath axonal currents
dissipate along the previously myelinated portions of the axon (i.e. previous
internodes) that contain low densities of sodium channels [343]. Some demyelinated
axons are able to restore conduction by increasing sodium channel density along
denuded stretches of the axon, which contributes to clinical remission, but this is
energetically expensive [332,344,345]. Demyelination is also associated with
impairments in the axonal cytoskeleton and axonal transport of mitochondria and
other vital cargo, required for neuronal function and survival [339,346-348].
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Furthermore, demyelinated axons are openly exposed to the inflammatory milieu in
areas of demyelination, which additionally contributes to the secondary axonal
damage that is observed in association with demyelination [337,349]. If not resolved,
demyelination and loss of oligodendroglial support leads to progressive axon
degeneration and irreversible neuronal damage [335,350-353]. Demyelination in
pathological conditions, like MS or ischemia, is commonly associated with the death
of the myelinating oligodendrocyte [354]. Primary oligodendrocyte damage is
hypothesized to contribute to the development of MS early on [350], and
oligodendrocyte death was shown to be sufficient to induce immune-mediated
demyelination [355].
1.5.1.1.

Oligodendrocyte metabolism, its implications for

oligodendrocyte pathology and oligodendrocyte cell death
During the peak of myelination, oligodendrocytes are estimated to elaborate about
three times their weight in membrane per day, and have to sustain myelin membranes
that are up to 100x the weight of their cell bodies [356-359]. This tremendous
biosynthetic

demand

renders

oligodendrocytes

vulnerable

in

many

ways.

Oligodendrocytes must have exceptionally high metabolic rates, and require large
amounts of oxygen and ATP to myelinate efficiently [359]. The high cellular
metabolism and production of ATP leads to the formation of potentially harmful toxic
byproducts, such as hydrogen peroxide and reactive oxygen species, which must be
properly metabolized [359]. Many myelin lipid synthetizing enzymes require iron as a
co-factor [356], which likely explains the exceedingly large intracellular stores of iron
in OPCs and oligodendrocytes [360,361], which under unfavourable conditions can
promote free radical formation and lipid peroxidation [362,363]. Low concentrations
of the anti-oxidative peptide glutathione in oligodendrocytes may additionally
aggravate these effects [361]. Lastly, production of myelin proteins in the ER causes
additional strain, and even slight variations in the amount of a single protein can result
in the retention, misfolding, and accumulation of proteins in the ER of the
oligodendrocyte [364,365]. Thus, the high metabolic burden with the generation of
toxic byproducts, the requirement for high intracellular iron stores and low levels of
antioxidative enzymes, make oligodendrocytes vulnerable to oxidative damage
particularly under pathological conditions [361,363]. Oxidative damage majorly
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contributes to the loss of oligodendrocytes in many pathological conditions, including
MS and ischemia.
Several other mechanisms contribute to oligodendrocyte loss in pathological
conditions. Some of these are also induced by oxidative stress, such as the release of
ceramides from damaged myelin membranes that triggers activation of pro-apoptotic
signaling in oligodendrocytes [366-370]. In addition, oligodendrocytes are susceptible
to glutamate toxicity and excitotoxic cell death [371-375], mediated through AMPA
[374,376], kainate [374,377], and NMDA [378-380] receptors. They are also sensitive
to the damaging effects of sustained levels of extracellular ATP [381] that are
associated with inflammation. Also inflammatory mediators such as tumor necrosis
factor α can induce apoptosis of oligodendrocytes [382]. IFNγ is more selectively
toxic to OPCs and to a lesser extent immature oligodendrocytes [383]. Inflammatory
mediators also stimulate the production of harmful oxygen and nitric oxide radicals
by microglia and possibly astrocytes, and damage oligodendrocytes through blockage
of enzymes in the mitochondrial respiratory chain [251,384,385]. The described
mechanisms do not damage exclusively oligodendrocytes. They also impair the
function and viability of other neural cells, but oligodendrocytes, which have to
maintain their elaborate myelin sheaths, appear to be highly susceptible to these types
of damage. This may also explain why damage to myelin and oligodendrocytes is
frequently observed in inflammatory pathologies that are not primarily targeting these
cells [386,387]. Still, oligodendrocytes can also be damaged by selective mechanisms
that target oligodendrocyte-specific epitopes. This may occur through autoreactive
antibodies that recognize epitopes on the extracellular surface of the myelin sheath, as
it is induced in models of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), and
may also occur in at least a subset of MS patients [388,389]. Also cytotoxic T-cells
can target myelin and oligodendrocyte antigens, or foreign antigens expressed in
oligodendrocytes that are induced by e.g. viruses, ultimately leading to apoptosis of
oligodendrocytes and ectopic demyelination [390-392].
1.5.2.

Regeneration of the myelin sheath- Remyelination

Regeneration of the CNS is considered to be largely limited. Post-mitotic neurons of
the adult CNS are not able to regenerate, and generation of new neurons is limited to
neurogenic niches of the dentate gyrus in the hippocampus and the subventricular
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zone around the lateral ventricles. As a consequence, neuronal loss cannot be
compensated on a cellular level, i.e., once lost, neurons cannot be replaced by new
ones. In contrast, damage to the CNS myelin or death of the associated myelinating
oligodendrocyte can be compensated by a spontaneous endogenous process termed
remyelination. Remyelination describes the reinstallation of entire myelin sheaths, i.e.
entire internodes, around demyelinated axons. It leads to the full restoration of
saltatory conduction of electrical impulses [179], and restores functional deficits in
animal models of demyelination [393-396]. Thus, remyelination is a promising, and
lately much pursued therapeutic target for neuroprotective intervention in
demyelinating conditions. Although newly formed myelin leads to full functional
recovery, it is classically thinner, as best described by an increase in g-ratio, i.e., the
ratio between axonal diameter and myelinated fiber diameter [397-401]. Correlation
between axon diameter and myelin sheath thickness and internodal length is much
less apparent after remyelination than in developmental myelination [397].
Therefore, focal remyelinated lesions of the white matter, as induced in animal
models or naturally occurring in MS, are always recognizable as sharply delimited
areas with uniformly thin myelin sheaths [402,403].
In MS patients, these typically focal occurring thinly myelinated lesions were first
described by Otto Marburg in 1906 [404] as “Markschattenherde”, which Dawson in
1916 loosely translated as “shadow plaques” and further described [405,406].
Marburg speculated on the possibility of remyelination, but it took the development of
experimental animal models, until in 1961 Richard and Mary Bunge demonstrated
remyelination following induction of demyelination by CSF barbotage in the spinal
cord of the cat [20]. Since then, remyelination has been extensively studied in MS.
Active MS plaques in the early stages of the disease can exhibit abundant
remyelination and the presence of differentiated oligodendrocytes. In this, the primary
regenerative response in MS resembles experimental animal models of demyelination,
which can become almost completely remyelinated. Yet, the degree of remyelination
in MS can be highly variable between different patients and even different lesions in
the same patient [407-409]. Extensive remyelination that may occur in the early
course of the disease frequently fails in long-standing demyelinating condition in a
strongly age associated manner [410-412].
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1.5.3.

Adult oligodendrocyte progenitor cells – the remyelinating cells of

the CNS
Pre-existing mature oligodendrocytes do not contribute to remyelination [413-415].
Neural stem and progenitor cells (NSPCs) in the neurogenic niches of the adult CNS,
e.g., the subventricular zone, can form oligodendrocytes following demyelination, and
are thought to contribute to remyelination of the corpus callosum [416-419], a view
that has been recently challenged [420]. Either way the contribution of NSPC to
remyelination is limited to regions near neurogenic niches of the adult CNS. Instead, a
discrete population of adult oligodendrocyte progenitors (OPCs) that is evenly
distributed throughout the CNS is the major source of remyelinating cells in the CNS
[414,421-427]. Similar to their developmental counterparts, adult OPCs are
characterized by the expression of proteoglycan NG2/CSPG4, platelet-derived growth
factor receptor α (PDGFRα), GT3 ganglioside A2B5, transcription factor Nkx2.2 and
oligodendrocyte lineage markers such as Olig1 and 2 [425,428-434]. They have been
given several names, such as NG2-glia [432,435,436], synantocytes [437], or
polydendrocytes [438]. Adult OPCs maintain stem cell-like characteristics such as
multi-potentiality [439-445], great potential for self-renewal, and proliferative
potential [446-448]. In the healthy human or rodent brain, adult OPCs make up
roughly 5% of total cells [433,436,449]. They differ in some ways from
developmental OPCs, as they demonstrate longer cell cycle times, a slower rate of
proliferation, reduced motility and reduced survival [447,449,450]. They are not fully
committed to the oligodendroglial lineage, and have in vivo the capacity to generate
astrocytes [440,451,452] and neurons within neurogenic niches of the CNS of the
hippocampus and in the piriform cortex [445,453,454]. Following white matter injury,
i.e. demyelination, they can also generate Schwann cells in the spinal cord [442] and
contribute to the generation of reactive astrocytes in the glial scar [451,452]. In the
healthy CNS adult OPCs also appear to have heterogeneous functions. Some of them
might become quiescent, yet others perform key physiological functions and are
involved in bi-directional communication between glial and neuronal cells, as they
receive synaptic inputs [378,455-458] and are capable of generating action potentials
[459]. Furthermore, they may contribute to myelin plasticity and adaptation by
generating new oligodendrocytes even in the absence of injury [460,461]and are a
life-long source for new oligodendrocytes [462].
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Following demyelination, the migration, proliferation and differentiation of adult
OPCs, followed by their maturation into myelinating oligodendrocytes, is thought to
largely recapitulate the events and mechanisms seen during developmental
myelination. Yet there are some clear distinctions between the two processes. First,
adult OPCs are activated by demyelination- and injury-associated inflammatory
mediators, such as Il-1b, TNF-a and LIF that are produced by microglia and
astrocytes [463,464]. The activation response appears proportional to the
inflammatory response and prior to demyelination and is required for efficient
remyelination [464,465]. Activated OPCs adopt a hypertrophic morphology, and
transcriptionally revert into a more immature state that is closer to developmental
OPCs than the somewhat quiescent adult OPCs in the healthy CNS [353,466,467].
Transcriptional changes following activation lead to the upregulation of genes
required for subsequent differentiation, such as Olig2 and Nkx2.2. [425]. In addition,
activated OPCs become more responsive to mitogens and chemoatractants [467],
which together with above-mentioned inflammatory mediators lead to the recruitment
and proliferation of OPCs at the lesion site [468-481]. After the removal of inhibitory
myelin debris [482], OPCs are able to differentiate into oligodendrocytes, which will
engage demyelinated axons and form new myelinating sheaths around them.
Differentiation and remyelination are in many ways similarly regulated as in
developmental myelination, yet there are some striking differences between the two
processes. Regulation of transcription factor Olig1, and to some extent Olig2, seems
to be different. Loss of Olig1 can be partially compensated by overexpression of
Olig2 during development, whereas this is not the case during remyelination
[431,483,484]. Furthermore, remyelination is not affected by ablation of Notch1
[485], a central negative regulator of oligodendrocyte differentiation during
development [91], appears not to be strictly required in PLP-expressing
oligodendrocytes for CNS remyelination in [485]. These differences illustrate that
although developmental myelination and remyelination share many similarities, and
studies of developmental myelination have contributed to the understanding of
remyelination, the mechanisms involved and the factors that govern these processes
may not be the same and may change with age (or adulthood). Figure 4 summarizes
the events leading up to OPC-mediated remyelination in the CNS.
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Figure 4 OPC activation, differentiation and maturation during CNS remyelination. Adult OPCs
(PDGFRα+, NG2+, and Olig2+) are activated by demyelination-associated inflammatory cues, such as
Interleukin 1β (IL-1β), tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα), and leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), which are
recruited to the lesion site by chemotactic signals including platelet derived growth factor (PDGF),
basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), and chemokine C-X-C motif ligand 1 (CXCL1). Multipotent,
activated OPCs proliferate and can give rise to multiple cell types, namely astrocytes, neurons and
Schwann cells.

After clearance of myelin debris, OPCs differentiate into premyelinating

oligodendrocyte (CC1+, PLP+, and Olig2+), which is essentially driven by the similar use of
transcription factors as during development (for details see Figure 2). Maturation of differentiated
oligodendrocytes during remyelination is considered to largely recapitulate developmental myelination,
and is dependent on MRF, Zfp191 and SOX10 dependent upregulation of myelin proteins.
Remyelination leads to the reinstallation of nodal structures for saltatory conduction, forms a physical
barrier to the harmful inflammatory milieu of the lesion, but the newly formed myelin sheaths are
thinner, and have shorter internodes. Cell stage and lineage specific markers used in this study are
highlighted in red.

Interest in understanding, and potentially promoting the remyelination process, is
much derived from the observation of incomplete or failing remyelination in MS. In
line with the basic concepts described above, OPCs and remyelinating
oligodendrocytes are abundant in early stages of demyelination, within active lesions
that are still infiltrated by macrophages and lymphocytes [486-488], as seen in
plaques at early stages of the disease. Growth factors and inflammatory mediators
derived from macrophages and other immune cells are likely to promote
remyelination in these active lesions, as seen in experimental animal models
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[465,478,489-492]. However, even in the early stages, densities and differentiation
stages of oligodendrocytes are highly variable within lesions of different patients and
lesions in different stages in the same patient [409]. As briefly discussed in the
previous section, remyelination largely fails in later stages of MS, and is thought to be
associated with progressive neurological deterioration [410,493]. Animal studies
indicate that the failure of OPCs to remyelinate might be a consequence of the
physiological ageing process [410,494,495]. In accordance with this, differentiated
oligodendrocytes that are otherwise present in active MS lesions slowly disappear in
established, chronic lesions [496]. The exhaustion of OPC sources by repeated
demyelinating insults, and failure of OPC recruitment or proliferation [470], have
been hypothesized to underlie this observed depletion in long-standing demyelinated
conditions [410,497]. However, data from experimental models speaks against an
exhaustion of OPCs following repeated episodes of focal demyelination [411,498],
which might also be true for MS lesions [499]. Instead, impaired differentiation and
maturation into myelin-forming oligodendrocytes is frequently discussed as the major
cellular event in oligodendrocytes that essentially contributes to the observed ageassociated impairment of remyelination [411,500,501].
Intrinsic changes in remyelinating cells, as well as extrinsic changes on a systemic
level or in the lesion environment, are considered to contribute to the age-associated
decline of remyelination in experimental models. These changes may affect OPCs,
derived oligodendrocytes, or both. The most commonly discussed causes include: (i)
Continuous immune-mediated injury to OPCs or new myelin sheaths that may lead to
OPC death [502] or interruption of the remyelination process [403,499,503], (ii)
changes in the immune response, macrophage activation and less efficient clearance
of myelin debris from the lesions that prevent OPC differentiation [482,489,490,504506], (iii) re-expression of developmental negative regulators of myelination, leading
to the inability of remyelinating cells to interact with demyelinated axons [507], and
(iv) the presence of inhibitory factors in the lesion environment [508-510], which
further limit the remyelination capacity.
Interestingly, intrinsic changes of gene expression during ageing in the sciatic and
optic nerve, both of which are strongly enriched in myelinating glia, were reported to
mostly affect the immune response in healthy, aged mice [511]. This further indicates
that the observed age-associated changes in the inflammatory system during
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demyelination might indeed be the consequence of physiological changes with
ageing. The other major process changed with ageing was lipid metabolism, ana- and
catabolism of most major lipid classes. Similar changes in inflammation and lipid
metabolism have been also reported in the ageing process and pathologies in other
systems [512-517]. Major efforts are currently invested in identifying mechanisms
that drive the remyelination process or cause its failure, in the hope of finding ways to
stimulate myelin repair, halt the progressive degeneration of demyelinated axons, and
thereby promote neuroprotection [352,518]. Given the age associated changes, and
the importance of lipid metabolism for myelinating cells, a further understanding of
this process may aid these efforts.
1.5.4.

Animal models for studying remyelination

Various animal models have been developed to study different aspects of
demyelination and remyelination. None of them fully resemble human pathology. All
of these models have their advantages and pitfalls that are important to keep in mind,
and the question asked needs to be matched to the right model. Furthermore, a
combination of different animal models is likely to improve universal applicability of
the results to demyelinating conditions. The most frequently used animal models are
discussed briefly below.
1.5.4.1.

Experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis – the

predominant inflammatory demyelination model
Experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) is the most widely used and
oldest [519,520] inflammatory model of demyelination. It has proven particularly
useful to study immunological aspects, e.g., T-cell mediated effects, in CNS
autoimmunity. Classical EAE is induced by injection of purified myelin protein
peptides, most frequently the adaxonal myelin protein MOG, in Freund’s adjuvant,
supplemented with Mycobacterium tuberculosis extract, followed by an additional
injection with pertussis toxin. This immunization typically results in a monophasic
relapse-remitting phenotype, but adaptations to the model have been made that induce
multiple cycles of relapses and remittance. EAE may also be induced by passive
transfer of reactive T-cells from immunized animals to naïve animals. Demyelinated
lesions in this model occur stochastically throughout the CNS, affecting frequently
the corpus callosum and spinal cord [521,522]. Remyelination in this type of
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demyelination model is not very extensive, and as in MS demyelination and
remyelination occur in parallel. The lack of temporal segregation of demyelination
and remyelination, and the stochastic nature of demyelination in terms of timing and
location, make it difficult to dissect different aspects of oligodendrocyte biology in
this model. Still, EAE has been used as a standard model for developing and testing
therapeutic strategies in CNS autoimmune diseases [523].
1.5.4.2.

Cuprizone induced demyelination - a systemic gliotoxin-

induced model of demyelination
Oral administration of the copper-chelating agent cuprizone induces oligodendrocyte
cell death and demyelination in several white matter tracts of the brain
(predominantly the cerebellar peduncles, corpus callosum, and anterior commissure)
[503,524,525]. The mechanism of cuprizone-induced demyelination is not completely
understood, but deregulation of copper-dependent function of mitochondrial complex
IV in oligodendrocytes is assumed [526,527]. Following withdrawal of cuprizone
robust spontaneous remyelination of demyelinated lesions is observed [528].
However, during cuprizone treatment, demyelination and the early phases of
remyelination, i.e., OPC proliferation and recruitment, coincide [529]. This
characteristic of the model may resemble the situation in MS, but makes it less
suitable to studying early phases of remyelination.
1.5.4.3.

Lysophosphatidylcholine and ethidium bromide-induced

demyelination- Focal gliotoxin induced demyelination models
Focal injection of gliotoxins, such as ethidium bromide (EtBr) [530,531] and
lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC) [530,532-534] allow studying demyelination and
remyelination reproducibly in predefined white matter areas of the CNS.
Demyelination and remyelination occur in a highly spatio-temporally regulated
manner, i.e., phases of demyelination and remyelination are separated in time and
proceed from the lesion borders outside-in. The succinct temporal separation of
demyelination and remyelination is particularly useful to dissect cellular and
molecular mechanisms of the two phases. Remyelination occurs in both models
within 3-4 weeks, but they differ in the mechanisms that induce initial demyelination
[503]. Injection of the DNA-intercalating agent EtBr results in the cell death of all
cells that have their cell bodies located in the white matter, including
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oligodendrocytes and astrocytes. EtBr-injection results in a spatially well defined
demyelinated lesion with increased remyelination by Schwann cells [503,530,531].
LPC is a bioactive lipid that preferentially solubilizes myelin membranes [535]. Like
EtBr, focal injection of LPC into white matter tracts results in a fusiform,
anatomically well defined demyelinated lesion. LPC quite specifically destroys
myelin,

leaving

glial

cells

other

than

oligodendrocytes

relatively

intact.

Remyelination is primarily mediated by adult OPC-derived oligodendrocytes and
remyelination by Schwann cells is limited to the spinal cord [442,503,533,536,537].
The high reproducibility and spatio-temporaly segregated demyelination and
remyelination make this model particularly attractive. Still, there are some
confounding issues to be considered, such as toxin-induced axonal damage,
experimental breakdown of the BBB, and moderate traumatic injury from the
injection.
1.5.5.
1.5.5.1.

Lipids and lipid metabolism in remyelination
CNS lipid composition in MS

The lipid composition of the CNS has been extensively studied in MS, as primary
defects in myelin lipids have been hypothesized to contribute to disease aetiology
[538] and antibodies against myelin lipids have been discovered in MS patients [539].
In addition, deficits in the stability of newly formed myelin have been hypothesized,
which might be related to changes in the composition of the newly formed myelin
[499,540].
Changes in the lipid composition of normal appearing white matter (NAWM) of MS
patients that could suggest changes in lipid composition prior to demyelination and
eventually the onset of the disease, have been described, but are still subject to quite
some debate [538,541,542]. Evaluation of consistent changes in total lipid or myelin
lipid composition of NAWM have been largely complicated by the presence of small
lesions in the NAWM that can go undetected in the mostly macroscopic examination
of the tissue, leading to a potential misinterpretation of the results [538]. Currently
there is no consensus on such alterations. Some studies suggest considerable changes
in individual lipid classes and their fatty acid composition. Overall these studies
detected an increase in phospholipids, at the expense of otherwise myelin-enriched
lipids, as well as an increase in saturated fatty acids and a decrease of mono- and
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polyunsaturated fatty acids, in total NAWM [155,156,543] and myelin of the NAWM
[155,156] of MS patients. Other studies have found that the lipid profile of NAWM in
MS patients was similar to that of healthy brains [538,544-546], and attributed the
observed changes to microlesions, as the above-mentioned differences in the NAWM
resemble those seen in MS lesions.
Changes in lipid composition of white matter lesions from MS patients are as
expected more pronounced. Quantitative comparison of data is however difficult, due
to differences in experimental design, i.e. isolation of total lipid or specifically myelin
from the lesion, use of lesions at different stages with only little clarification, use of
different methods for lipid measurements and of course technical advances over the
course of the 40 years that these studies may be apart. However, all of the studies
noted a decrease in lipid content, higher protein/lipid ratios, increased water content,
and a reduction of myelin-enriched lipids such as cerebrosides, sulfatides and
ethanolamine plasmalogens, which are all indicators of demyelination that have
occurred or are still actively ongoing [113,155,156,546-548]. These changes are
likely to reflect the hypercellularity and decreased myelin content found in MS
plaques. Some other changes in individual lipid classes have been noted in individual
studies, but were not reproduced in others. Fatty acid profiles of lipids in MS plaques
were also strongly altered and showed an increase of saturated long chain fatty acids
(LCFAs; e.g. palmitate) at the expense of monounsaturated fatty acids, which was
interpreted as a sign of loss of monoenoic-rich myelin [546]. Other studies interpreted
these changes in lipid composition as a sign of increased endogenous synthesis of
saturated, nonessential LCFAs, to compensate for low levels of unsaturated fatty acids
[549-551]. However, the contribution of individual cell types to the observed changes
in lipid profiles, and the involvement of a potential upregulation of endogenous fatty
acid synthesis in MS lesions compared to normal white matter still has to be
determined. Still, the hypercellularity of the lesions, with abundant immune and scar
forming cells, is a likely source for the changes in lipid composition. None of these
studies described the degree of remyelination in the lesion material studied, so no
conclusions can be drawn regarding the contribution of newly formed myelin to the
observed changes in lipid composition.
The lipid composition of myelin preparations from MS brains has been analysed, but
the data are once more difficult to interpret, likely due to the heterogeneity in the
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material analysed. As in lipid preparations from total MS lesions, early studies found
a decreases in sulfatides, phosphoinositides and plasmalogens in total myelin lipids of
MS brains compared to healthy controls [155,548], but later studies suggested no
significant changes in the composition myelin lipid classes in brains of MS patients
[542,552]. Earlier studies also suggested similar changes in the fatty acid composition
of myelin lipids as seen in total lipid preparations from MS lesions [155,548],
whereas the later studies did not detect substantial changes [542,552].
Whereas myelin lipid composition of the CNS is relatively conserved in healthy
individuals and even between different species (see Table 1 “Myelin lipid
composition in the CNS”), CNS and myelin lipid composition are highly variable
amongst studies in MS patients. Variable inclusion criteria, in terms of age, gender,
type or stage of lesion, and evaluation of the degree of de- and remyelination certainly
contributed to the variability of the results. In the analysis of myelin lipids, it is
difficult to understand whether putative changes are the result of changes in the “old”
or newly formed myelin, since the tissue of MS patients used for analysis contained
affected and non-affected areas and demyelination and remyelination occur in parallel
in MS lesions. In total plaque preparations, the contribution of different cell types to
the isolated lipids makes the results even more difficult to interpret. Despite similar
experimental protocols for isolation of lipids and their analysis in some cases, the
conflicting results of these studies make it difficult to draw definitive conclusions.
The development of more sensitive methods that require less input material may
allow for a more stringent selection of material from human patients and eventually
animal models, to ultimately aid our understanding of changes in myelin lipid
composition before and after demyelination
1.5.5.2.

Changes in lipid homeostasis and lipid availability in de-

and remyelination.
As in other inflammatory conditions, MS patients exhibit alterations in the lipid
profile of the blood plasma, with an elevation in circulating cholesterol [550], lipid
hydroperoxides [553], and LDL [554]. This as an “adverse”, i.e. unhealthy, described
lipid profile is further associated with low levels of HDL [554], essential omega-3
fatty acids, and reduced levels of linoleic acids in plasma cholesteryl esters
[550,555,556]. These changes in plasma lipids and lipoproteins of MS patients mirror
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those seen in other infectious or inflammatory conditions, and are part of the innate
immune response and likely to have an important function in protecting the host
[557]. Correlation of this adverse lipid profile with high levels of cholesterol,
triglycerides and LDL, and low HDL is associated with disability and progression of
disability of MS patients [554]. However, the cause and effect relationship between
disease severity and adverse lipid profiles in the blood plasma is not fully understood.
Similar changes in the lipid profile are also evident in the CSF of MS patients, and
elevated levels of oleic acid, palmitic acid, and palmitoleic acids have been reported
[558]. ApoE- and Apo A1-containing HDL is reduced in the CSF of MS patients.
Also phospholipid transfer protein, which mediates the transfer of cholesterol,
phospholipids, α-tocopherol and other molecules between different lipoproteins, and
between lipoproteins and cells, was found to be reduced in MS patients
[214,558,559]. These findings have led to the idea of perturbed intercellular transport
of lipids in MS patients. The implications of these changes for remyelination are
poorly understood. Whether increased free fatty acids from the CSF reach
remyelinating cells and can serve as building blocks for membrane lipid synthesis
during remyelination is currently not known.
A recent study addressed the role of exogenous cholesterol for CNS remyelination. It
was shown that in contrast to the healthy CNS, where cholesterol can not traverse the
BBB, it can enter the CNS through the compromised BBB in inflammatory and gliotoxin induced models of demyelination in mice [560]. Increasing dietary
supplementation of cholesterol promoted remyelination in all models assessed, likely
by increasing the expression of growth factors such as FGF1/2 and IGF. The authors
suggested that increased cholesterol availability also directly promoted proliferation,
differentiation of oligodendrocytes, and ultimately the remyelination process itself.
The increase in dietary cholesterol did not affect the density of immune cells or
astrocytes. Still, it cannot be fully ruled out that primarily systemic effects of
cholesterol supplementation that are independent of direct cholesterol uptake by
oligodendrocytes have influenced remyelination outcome. Furthermore it has to be
noted that in contrast to MS patients, plasma levels of cholesterol were dramatically
reduced in all mouse models of demyelination and that only in one of these animal
models increased dietary cholesterol led to an increase in circulating cholesterol in the
plasma. Thus effects of a diet increased in cholesterol in MS patients may have
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different effects than those seen in animal models. Of note, no apparent correlation
was found between cholesterol supplementation and demyelination or remyelination
in

a

virus-mediated

animal

model

of

demyelination

(Theilers

murine

encephalomyelitis) [561].
In contrast to cholesterol enriched diets, a diet high in triglycerides that mimics a
conventional westernized high fat diet (HFD) containing 21% of lipids (in contrast to
approx. 10% in normal chow), exacerbated inflammation and the clinical severity of
experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), an inflammatory model of
demyelination. Even in the healthy CNS, HFDs have been reported to impact CNS
homeostasis and can induce a CNS inflammation and astrogliosis [562-568]. Yet, not
all HFD are the same. A ketogenic diet high in lipids and very low in carbohydrates
had the opposite effect and attenuated clinical the severity of EAE, most likely via
attenuation of the immune response [569]. This finding is in line with the reported
neuroprotective effects of ketogenic diets in other injury and disease models.
Ketogenic diets are considered to promote a fasting like state, another dietary
intervention that proved beneficial in EAE and systemic glio-toxin-induced
demyelination with cuprizone. Fasting not only ameliorated inflammation,
demyelination and clinical severity of EAE, but also promoted remyelination in the
cuprizone model [570]. A pilot study also addressed the feasibility and effect of
fasting and ketogenic diets in patients with relapse remitting MS. Relapse rate in the
pilot study was unchanged between the different groups, but patients put on a fasting
regimen or ketogenic diet exhibited a reduction in lymphocytes and a mild
improvement in in expanded disability status scale (EDSS) scores, suggesting a
potentially beneficial effect of these dietary intervention in relapse-remitting MS
[570]. Thus, the effect of increased systemic lipid availability appears to be strongly
dependent diet composition. Whether ketogenic diets improve remyelination in
animal models similar as in a fasting regimen has thus far not been directly addressed.
Such studies might be of interest from a therapeutic perspective. However, as such
they are most likely not well suited to advance understanding of the dependency of
oligodendrocytes on lipid uptake during remyelination, as they do not allow to
distinguish between effects of increased lipid availability or their metabolites for
oligodendrocytes. Furthermore, eventual beneficial effects on remyelination might be
secondary to alterations in other cell types.
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In summary, exogenous supply of lipids or non-essential fatty acids to CNS resident
cells is highly debated, and mechanisms are subject to much speculation in health and
disease. Changes in lipid metabolism and availability are likely in demyelinating
conditions, but the effects on individual cell types, and their implications for
oligodendrocytes, and the regeneration of the myelin sheath remains to be determined.
1.5.5.3.

Endogenous de novo lipogenesis in demyelination and

remyelination
Endogenous lipid and fatty acid synthesis during remyelination has so far hardly been
addressed directly. Microarray analysis of the corpus callosum in a systemic gliotoxin
induced demyelination model using cuprizone found that the expression of lipogenic
enzymes such as FASN, strearoyl desaturase I, and cholesterol synthetizing HMGCoA reductase fluctuated only in a minor way during demyelination and
remyelination compared to age-matched corpus callosum tissue during CNS
homeostasis [126]. An essential enzyme of ceramide synthesis, ceramide
galactosyltransferase, showed a sharp increase with the recovery phase (presumably a
phase of increased remyelination) in this model, paralleled by a characteristic increase
in myelin protein expression that is associated with remyelination [126]. Of note,
demyelination and remyelination occur partially in parallel in the cuprizone model,
which together with the dramatic changes in the cellular composition of the
demyelinated and remyelinated tissue may have interfered with the detection of more
subtle during demyelination and remyelination. Another transcriptomic approach
analysed

laser

micro-dissected

tissue

from

LPC-induced

lesions

during

demyelination, active remyelination and completed remyelination. In this study, no
changes in FASN could be detected. Some other lipogenic enzymes (Acadl, SCD1/2,
Fads2 and Faah), were differentially regulated, but no concerted upregulation at a
certain time point was detected, which would have suggested concentrated lipogenesis
at one time point or another [571]. Again, the isolation of the entire lesion tissue in
this study may have impeded the detection of more subtle, cell type specific changes
in the expression of lipogenic genes during demyelination or remyelination.
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1.5.5.4.

Regulators of endogenous lipid synthesis in remyelination

De novo lipogenesis may not have been directly assessed in remyelination, but the
function of some potential upstream regulators of de novo lipogenesis has been
studied.
LXR, a conserved regulator of de novo lipogenesis and FASN in several tissues
[296,572-576], was shown to promote remyelination in an ex vivo slice culture
system of demyelination and remyelination, in a similar manner as in developmental
myelination. Oxysterol-dependent activation of LXR in these cultures promoted
differentiation of oligodendrocytes and accordingly myelin gene expression [297].
Effects on cholesterol synthesis as during developmental myelination or enzymes of
de novo lipogenesis have not been addressed in remyelination.
RXRγ, the dimerization partner of LXR, has emerged as an essential regulator of
oligodendrocyte differentiation that promotes CNS remyelination [571]. Similarly,
vitamin D receptor (VDR), another dimerization partner of RXRγ, also positively
regulates oligodendrocyte differentiation and remyelination [577]. Whether regulation
of de novo lipogenesis and FASN are amongst the pleiotropic downstream targets of
RXRγ and its various dimerization partners in oligodendrocytes has not directly been
shown until now.
The function of mTORC1, an important regulator of de novo lipogenesis in
oligodendrocytes during development, has not been addressed in remyelination.
Hyperactivation of mTORC1 in oligodendrocytes by depletion of its negative
regulators PTEN was shown to have no apparent effect on remyelination using the
focal LPC-mediated model of demyelination [146]. As during development,
hyperactivation of mTORC1 through depletion of TSC1 showed a different result.
Depletion of TSC1 in OPCs using NG2-CreERT2 led to an improvement of
remyelination following LPC-mediated demyelination, whereas a presumably later
depletion using PLP-CreERT had no effect on remyelination [578]. Thus effects of
TSC1 depletion have been hypothesized to be cell stage specific, a finding that
certainly requires validation. TSC1 or 2 depletion in development led to an mTORC1dependent impairment in myelination, survival deficits, and fate shift of
oligodendrocytes [273,329,330]. This might further suggest differential functions of
TSC1/2 complex in developmental myelination and remyelination. Yet again,
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regulation of de novo lipogenesis following TSC1 depletion during remyelination has
not been addressed.
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2. Objective
We reasoned that proliferation of OPCs, subsequent differentiation and maturation
into myelinating oligodendrocytes during remyelination requires a tremendous surge
in lipid availability. Fatty acids are the primary apolar building blocks of cellular
membrane lipids, and thus myelin itself. The origin of fatty acids for membrane
synthesis in oligodendrocyte lineage cells during developmental myelination and
remyelination are largely unknown, and fatty acids may have additional functions,
e.g., in cell signalling, protein targeting or transcriptional regulation. We hypothesized
that endogenous de novo synthesis of fatty acids in oligodendrocyte lineage cells is
critical in these processes. We were particularly motivated to address the importance
of de novo fatty acid synthesis specifically in adult OPCs and derived
oligodendrocytes during remyelination, as adult progenitor cells or their derivatives
may undergo metabolic changes compared to their developmental counterparts, and
age-associated changes in lipid metabolism have been reported in myelinating glia
and in the brain [511]. Furthermore, the increased permeability of the blood brain
barrier in pathological conditions such as MS [579] and in animal models of
demyelination [560] may change the availability of exogenous fatty acids from the
circulation, and impact the remyelination process, as observed for exogenous
cholesterol [560]. Other changes in the lesion environment, such as the activation of
microglia and astrocytes, which leads to drastic changes in the metabolism of these
cells, might alter the postulated horizontal transfer of fatty acids from these cells to
oligodendrocytes[210]. Thus, we aimed to address the role of de novo fatty acid
synthesis, mediated by the enzyme fatty acid synthase (FASN), in adult OPCs upon
OPC proliferation, differentiation and remyelination, by tamoxifen-inducible
conditional depletion of FASN in adult OPCs following gliotoxin-induced focal
demyelination with LPC.
Secondly, mTORC1, the central regulator of cell metabolism and growth, was shown
to be a critical regulator of developmental myelination [273,324], and lipogenesis in
oligodendrocytes. We hypothesized that mTORC1 activity is aswell critical for
efficient CNS remyelination, an effect that might be at least in parts dependent on its
regulation of de novo lipogenesis in adult OPCs and derived oligodendrocytes during
CNS remyelination. Thus, we aimed to assess mTORC1-dependent regulation of
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remyelination and de novo lipogenesis in adult OPCs and derived oligodendrocytes
deficient in mTORC1 activity through conditional depletion of Raptor in OPCs,
following lysolecithin-induced demyelination, focusing on the regulation of de-novo
fatty acid synthesis.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Animals
Mice homozygous for fatty acid synthase (Fasn) floxed alleles (FasnloxP/loxP [270].
FasnloxP/loxP mice were crossed with mice heterozygous for tamoxifen-inducible
Pdgfrα-CreERT2 [440], carrying homozygously the recombination marker Rosa26stoploxP/loxP-YFP [580](Pdgfrα-CreERT2: Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP

mice;

genetic

background: C57BL/6) for generating Fasn conditional mutant (FASN cMU) mice.
For the generation of experimental animals, FASN cMU mice were backcrossed for at
least 3 generations with C57Bl/6 mice. For creating Raptor conditional mutant
(Raptor cMU) mice, Pdgfrα-CreERT2: Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP mice were crossed to
mice homozygous for the Rptor floxed allele (RptorloxP/loxP [581]; genetic background:
C57BL/6).
Animals heterozygous for Pdgfrα-CreERT2, homozygous for Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP
and

wildtype

for

Fasn

and

Rptor

alleles

were

used

as

controls

for

immunohistochemistry (IHC), and isogenic control mice lacking Cre-recombinase,
but carrying FasnloxP/loxP and RptorloxP/loxP allels were used as controls for electron
microscopy. Unless stated otherwise, animals of either sex were used for this study.
Animal experiments were performed according to the principles of laboratory animal
care and approved by the Veterinary Office of the Canton of Zurich, Switzerland.
Genotypes were determined by PCR using genomic DNA. Primer sequences for
genotyping were as follows:
Cre primers:
Forward: 5’-TTC CCG CAG AAC CTG AAG ATG TTC G-3’
Reverse: 5’-GGG TGT TAT AAG CAA TCC CCA GAA ATG C-3’
Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP Primers:
Forward: 5’-AAA GTC GCT CTG AGT TGT TAT-3’
Transgenic reverse: 5’-GCG AAG AGT TTG TCC TCA ACC-3’
Wild type reverse: 5’-GGA GCG GGA GAA ATG GAT ATG-3’
Fasn Primers:
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Forward: 5’-GGA TAG CTG TGT AGT GTA ACC AT-3’
Reverse: 5’-GGT CAT CGA GAC AAC CAC ACA T-3’
Rptor Primers:
Forward: 5’- ATG GTA GCA GGC ACA CTC TTC ATG -3’
Reverse: 5’- GCT AAA CAT TCA GTC CCT AAT C-3’

3.2. Tamoxifen administration
Cre-mediated recombination was induced by intraperitoneally injecting 8-10 weekold cMU and control mice with 2 mg of tamoxifen on 5 consecutive days (Stock
solution: Sigma T5648; 20 mg/ml dissolved in sunflower oil containing 1/10 ethanol).

3.3. Spinal cord demyelinated lesions
Four weeks after tamoxifen induction, demyelinated lesions were induced in the
ventral spinal cord white matter, as previously described [532]. Mice received a
subcutaneous injection of buprenorphine (0,1 mg per kg of body weight) as analgesic
treatment, and were anesthetized by isoflurane inhalation. A dorsal laminectomy was
performed at the T12/T13 level, the central vein was identified, and the dura was
pierced with an acupuncture needle. Using a three-way micromanipulator, a thin glass
needle attached to a Hamilton syringe was advanced through the pierced dura at an
appropriate angle for injection into the ventral funiculus. A total of 1µl of 1%
lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC; Sigma) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4)
was injected in two steps at a rate of approximately 0.5µl per minute. The needle
remained in the injection site for 1 minute per 0.5 µl of injection volume to allow
maximal diffusion. For FACS sorting, q-RT-PCR and LEGENDplex experiments, 1
µl of 1% LPC was injected into the dorsal and ventral funiculus, as described in
[504,532]. The injection site was closed in two layers: First, the musculature on top
was closed with a 3-0 silk suture that marked the injection site, and secondly the skin
was closed using wound clips or 3-0 silk sutures. Animals were allowed to recover on
a heat pad and monitored every hour for the first day after surgery. Animals were
monitored twice daily for the subsequent two days and received each time a
subcutaneous injections of buprenorphine (0.1 mg per kg of body weight). For
additional analgesic treatment, animals were supplied with ad libitum buprenorphine
in the drinking water (0.01 mg/ml) over night. After the first three days, animals were
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monitored daily for the first week after surgery, and then every other day till
sacrificed.

3.4. Histology
3.4.1.

Immunohistochemistry

3.4.1.1.

Tissue preparation

Control and cMU mice were deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital (10% in saline
solution)

and

intracardially

perfused

with

1x

PBS,

followed

by

immunohistochemistry (IHC) fixative: 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA; Electron
Microscopy Sciences) in PBS (pH 7.4), supplemented with 5% sucrose. 6 mm of
spinal cord tissue around the injection site was dissected and incubated in fixative at
4°C overnight, followed by cryo-preservation in 30% sucrose for 24h at 4°C. The
fixed tissue was embedded in Tissue-Tek OCT (Sakura), and serial transversal
sections with a thickness of 10 µm were cut in a cryotome (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
with an increment of 100 µm between serial sections. The sections were transferred
to SuperFrost Plus (Thermo Scientific) coated slides and the slides were stored at 80°C until further use.
3.4.1.2.

Immunohistochemistry

The basic protocol for IHC was as follows: Slides with frozen spinal cord sections
were thawed, allowed to dry at room temperature for a minimum of 30 minutes and
rinsed 3x with 1x PBS containing 1% Triton X-100 (1% PBT). Sections were blocked
and permeabilized by incubation in blocking solution (10% serum in 1% PBT).
Primary antibody solution was prepared according to Table 2 in blocking solution,
and the sections were incubated with primary antibodies overnight (4°C). Tissue
sections were washed 3x 10 minutes with 0,1% PBT and incubated with fluorescencelabelled secondary antibodies or fluorescence-labelled streptavidin diluted 1: 1000 in
blocking solution for two hours at room temperature. Tissue sections were washed 2x
10 minutes with 0,1% PBT and incubated with 4′,6′-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI) for 10 minute. After a 10-minute wash with 1X PBS, sections were mounted
using Shandon ImmuMount (Thermo Scientific). Special adaptations to the basic
protocol have been made for the following antibody stainings:
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Basic antigen retrieval with Tris-EDTA buffer (10mM Trizma Base, 1mM EDTA,
0.05% Tween 20, pH 9.0) was performed for stainings with CC1 and cleaved Caspase
3 antibodies as follows:

Slides were incubated in a pre-heated staining dish

containing tris-EDTA buffer at 86°C in a water bath for 20 minutes. The staining dish
with the slides was removed from the water bath and allowed to cool down to room
temperature in the solution for 20 min. After 2x 10 minute washes with 1% PBT,
staining proceeded according to the basic IHC protocol, with exception of stainings
with CC1 antibody:
For stainings with CC1 antibody, sections were incubated with Mouse on Mouse
(M.O.M; Vector labs, MKB-2213) blocking reagent for 1 h at room temperature,
prepared according to manufacturers recommendations in 1% PBT, to prevent crossreaction of anti-mouse secondary antibodies with endogenous antibodies. After a
short rinse with 1% PBT, stainings were continued according to the basic IHC
protocol and all subsequent incubations with antibodies were performed in the usual
blocking solution containing serum.
For stainings with biotinylated Olig2 antibody, sections were treated with
Streptavidin/Biotin blocking Kit, Vectorlabs, SP-2002) according to manufacturers
protocol. In brief, after thawing and washing, sections were incubated for 15 minutes
with streptavidin solution, followed by a quick rinse with 1x PBS and 15 minutes of
incubation with biotin solution. Sections were washed 2x with PBS and staining
proceeded according to basic IHC protocol. For detailed description of dilutions and
staining conditions for individual primary antibodies see table 2, for secondary
antibodies and streptavidin see table 3.
Unless stated otherwise in the figure legend, IHC stainings were imaged for
quantification on a Zeiss Axioplan Imager M2 equipped with a 20x objective (0,8
NA, PH2, Plan-Apochromat) and an automated stage. Images were quantified using
open source FIJI software [582]. Cell counter plugin (developed by Kurt de Vos;
https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/plugins/cell-counter.html) was used for counting cells. For
densitometry analysis, i.e. measurement of lesion area covered by signal for a given
staining, images were thresholded using Otsu's global threshold clustering [583]
plugin (developed by Christopher Mei, Anthony Joshua and Tony Collins;
https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/plugins/otsu-thresholding.html) and the area covered by
signal was measured in FIJI. Details on the number of quantified cells and section are
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stated in the figure legends. Representative images were acquired on a Zeiss LSM
780-FCS laser scanning confocal microscope equipped with a 63x oil objective (1.4
NA, DIC, Plan-Apochromat) and the following laser lines: a 405 nm diode, 488 nm
argon laser, 561 nm solid-state laser and a 633 nm helium-neon laser. Detectors for
signal detection included: two Quasar PMTs and a 32 PMT GaAsP detector.
Antigen

Company

# Cat.

Origin

Dilution

AG
retrieval

Blocking

Caspase 3
(cleaved)

Cell
signalling

9661

Rabbit

1:500

Yes

Goat serum

CC1/APC

Merck

OP80

Mouse

1:300

Yes

FASN

Abcam

Ab22759

Rabbit

1:200

Yes

M.O.M blocking/goat
serum
Goat serum

GFAP

DAKO

Z0344

Rabbit

1:300

No

Goat serum

GFAP

Chemicon

ab5541

Chicken

1:300

No

Goat serum

GFP

Aves

GFP-1020

Chicken

1:1000

Both

Goat serum

GFP

Invitrogen

A4655

Rabbit

1:500

No

Goat serum

GFP

Abcam

ab13970

Chicken

1:1000

Both

Goat serum

IBA 1

Wako

019-1971

Rabbit

1:300

No

Goat serum

MBP

Serotec

MCA409S

Rat

1:300

No

Goat serum

NF 160

Aves

NFM

Chicken

1:300

No

Goat serum

Olig2

Millipore

ab9610

Rabbit

1:400

Both

Olig2-biotin

R&D

MABN50

Goat

1:25

No

Goat serum
Biotin
blocking/donkey
serum

4857

Rabbit

1:200

No

Goat serum

PZ0

Chicken

1:200

No

Donkey serum

3174

Rabbit

1:500

No

Donkey serum

ab32570

Rabbit

1:400

No

Goat serum

P-S6
P0
PDGFRa
PDGFRb

Cell
signalling
Aves
Cell
signalling
Abcam

Table 2 List of primary antibodies used for IHC on spinal cord tissue section. “AG retrieval” refers to
of the use of the antibody in conjunction with basic antigen retrieval with Tris/EDTA buffer. If stated
“both”, then the antibody does not necessarily require antigen retrieval, but has been used in costaining with antibodies that do require so. “Blocking” refers to the serum used for the preparation of
the blocking solution used to dissolve the antibody.
Reactivity

Conjugate

# Cat.

Company

Origin

Dilution

Blocking

anti-rabbit

Alexa 488

A21206

ThermoFisher

donkey

1:1000

Donkey serum

anti-rabbit

Alexa 546

A11035

ThermoFisher

goat

1:1000

Goat serum

anti-rabbit

Alexa 555

A31572

ThermoFisher

donkey

1:1000

Donkey serum

anti-rabbit

Alexa 647

A21244

ThermoFisher

goat

1:1000

Goat serum

anti-rabbit

Alexa 647

ThermoFisher

donkey

1:1000

Donkey serum

anti-rat

Cy3

Jackson IR

goat

1:1000

anti-chicken

Dylight 488

A31573
112-165167
703-545155

Jackson IR

donkey

1:1000

anti-chicken

Cy3

703-165-

Jackson IR

donkey

1:1000

Goat serum
Donkey serum
Donkey serum
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155
anti-mouse

Alexa 546

A11003

ThermoFisher

goat

1:1000

Goat serum

anti-mouse

Alexa 546

A11030

ThermoFisher

donkey

1:1000

Donkey serum

anti-mouse

Alexa 647

A21237

ThermoFisher

goat

1:1000

Goat serum

Biotin

Alexa 647

S21374

ThermoFisher

Streptavidin

1:1000

Donkey serum

Table 3 List of fluorescent secondary antibodies and conjugated streptavidin used for IHC on spinal
cord tissue section. “Blocking” refers to the serum used for the preparation of the blocking solution
used to dissolve the antibody.

3.4.2.

Electron microscopy

Contol and cMU mice were deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital (10% in saline
solution) and intracardially perfused with 1x PBS followed by EM fixative (4% PFA
solution in 0.1M phosphate buffer, supplemented with 2.5% glutaraldehyde). 4 mm of
spinal cord tissue around the injection site were dissected and the tissue remained in
the fixative for a minimum of 24h. The tissue was washed in 0.1M phosphate buffer
(pH 7.4), postfixed in 2% osmium tetroxide at 4°C overnight, dehydrated through
graded acetone washes, and embedded in Spurr resin (Electron Microscopy Sciences).
Spinal cord tissue in the resin blocks was trimmed to the middle, where the injection
site was located, and 650 nm transversal semithin sections of the entire spinal cord
were cut using a Reichert-Jung Ultra cut E ultramicrotome. Semithin sections were
stained with 1% toluidine blue and examined by light microscopy. Areas of
remyelination were identified using standard morphological criteria. The blocks were
trimmed around the lesion site, and ultrathin sections were cut at a thickness of 99nm
with a Leica UC-7 (Leica) or a Reichert-Jung Ultra cut E ultramicrotome. Ultrathin
sections were deposited on ITO coverslips (Optic Balzers) for SEM, and
counterstained with 2% uranyl acetate and 1% lead citrate. The entire lesion area of
was imaged using the in-lens detector of a Zeiss Merlin FEG SEM operating at 2
KeV, attached to the ATLAS module (Zeiss). The entire lesion area was acquired as a
panorama, composed of individual images of 8192 x 8192 pixels, with overlap
between adjacent images. Alignment and merging of the images was performed using
FIJI (ImageJ) and Photoshop CS5 or CS6 (Adobe). Brightness and contrast of the
images were adjusted for optimal detection of the structures and axons were counted
in the entire thinly remyelinated lesion area using Photoshop. Three random fields of
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the panorama were chosen to quantify g-ratios in the almost entirely thinly
remyelinated lesion core using FIJI.

3.5. Fluorescence activated cell sorting
3.5.1.

Tissue dissociation and staining.

Control and FASN cMU mice were euthanized by CO2 inhalation, decapitated, and
approx. 1cm of spinal cord tissue surrounding the LPC double-injection site was
dissected at 10 days post LPC injection (dpl). Spinal cord tissue from 6-8 male control
or FASN cMU mice was pooled, and the tissue was briefly washed in HBSS (Gibco,
Thermo Fisher Scientific) containing Heparin (Sigma, 10u/ml), followed by two
washes in HBSS alone. The tissues were finely minced with forceps and digested with
papain (Sigma, 30 µg/ml) in HBSS, supplemented with DNase I (Sigma, 40 µg/ml),
1mM MgSO4 (Sigma), 0,46% Glucose (Sigma) and 0,24 mg/ml L-cysteine (Sigma)
for 30 minutes at 37°C on a horizontal shaker. Papain was inactivated by adding the
trypsin inhibitor ovomucoid (Sigma) to the solution, and the DNase digest was
continued at room temperature on a horizontal shaker for additional 10 minutes.
Remaining tissue pieces were dissociated by consecutive rounds of trituration with
serum coated Pasteur pipettes of decreasing calibre, each time removing 1ml of the
suspension and adding 1 ml of fresh DNase buffer (10% FBS, 10 mM MgSO4, 0,46%
Glucose, 5mM EGTA, 20 µg/ml DNase in HBSS). The cell suspension was filtered
through a 100 µm cell strainer, and centrifuged at 420xg for 10 minutes in an
Eppendorf centrifuge (5810R) at full acceleration and braking. To remove
erythrocytes the cell pellet was resuspended in 0,5 ml osmolytic haemolysis buffer
(150mM NH4Cl, 10mM KHCO3, 1mM EDTA) and incubated for 1 minute at room
temperature. Lysis was ended by adding excess of DNase buffer and the suspension
was centrifuged at 420xg for 10 minutes. The pellet was resuspended in 40% isotonic
Percoll (Sigma) in HBSS, containing 5mM EGTA, and centrifuged for 15 minutes at
650 xg at room temperature with full acceleration, but without braking. Myelin debris
were aspirated and the cell pellet resuspended in 50 µl Dulbecco's phosphate-Buffered
saline (DPBS, Sigma) containing 5 mM EGTA, Trustain fcX blocking solution (antimouse CD16/32, Biolegend, #101319 and Zombie violet live-death stain (Biolegend,
#423113). After 15 minutes of incubation at 4°C, BV421-conjugated CD31 antibody
(Biolegend, #102423; 1:100) and Alex fluor700-conjugated CD45 antibodies
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(Biolegend, #10312; 1:200) in flow buffer (1% normal mouse serum, Sigma; 1%
normal rat serum, Millipore, 5 mM EGTA in dPBS) were added. Cells were incubated
for 20 minutes at 4°C protected from light and subsequently centrifuged at 550xg for
5 minutes. The cell pellet was resuspended in flow buffer and YFP+/CD45-/CD31cells were sorted on a BD FACSAria III cooled to 4°C and equipped with a 100µm
nozzle. Cells were sorted directly into lysis buffer for cDNA library preparation.
Lasers for excitation included a 405 nm, 488 nm and 633nm laser. Filter sets used for
detection of emission included band pass filters in the range of 450/40nm, 530/30nm
and 710/50nm. A full set of compensation controls and fluorescence minus one
(FMO) controls were prepared and analysed for the first sorts, but due to no
detectable cross talk between the detected fluorophores and fluorescent protein, the
controls were limited to a single FMO for YFP.

3.6. Transcriptomic analysis
3.6.1.

cDNA library preparation

YFP+/CD45-/CD31- were directly sorted into lysis buffer, and the cell lysate was used
to directly generate cDNA libraries without previous isolation of RNA, using
SMART-Seq v4 Ultra Low Input RNA Kit for Sequencing (Takara clontech,
#634888). cDNA preparation was performed strictly according to manufacturers
protocol. For detailed description of the method see [584].
3.6.2.

RNA sequencing and data analysis

The quantity and quality of cDNA was determined with a Qubit (1.0) Fluorometer
(Life Technologies) and a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent). cDNA samples were
fragmented, end-repaired and polyadenylated, followed by ligation of TruSeq
adapters, containing the index for multiplexing. Fragments containing TruSeq
adapters on both ends were amplified by PCR. Quality and quantity of the libraries
after enrichment was again validated using Qubit (1.0) Fluorometer and the
Bioanalyzer 2100. The product with an average fragment size of approximately 360
bp were obtained and the libraries were normalized to 10nM in Tris-HCl 10 mM, pH
8.5, with 0.1% Tween-20. The TruSeq PE Cluster Kit v4-cBot-HS (Illumina) was
used for cluster generation using 8 pM of pooled normalized libraries on a cBOT.
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Sequencing was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 single-end at 126 bp using the
TruSeq SBS Kit v4-HS (Illumina).
For raw data processing, reads were cleaned by removing adapter sequences,
trimming low quality ends, and filtering reads with low quality (phred quality<20)
using Trimmomatic [585]. The sequences of the resulting high-quality reads were
aligned to the Mus musculus reference genome (build GRCm38) and gene level
expression was quantified using RSEM (version 1.2.22; [586]). A count based
negative binomial model in the software package EdgeR (R version: 3.2.2,
edgeR_3.12.0; [587]) was used to detect differentially expressed genes. Differential
expression was assessed with an exact test adapted for over-dispersed data. Genes
showing a fold change larger than 1.5 in expression, with an adjusted p-value<0.05
(Benjamini and Hochberg method, indicated as false discovery rate, fdr) were
considered differentially expressed.
To assure loss of floxed exons in samples from FASN cMUs, reads were aligned to
the Fasn gene from Mus musculus reference genome using Integrative Genomics
Viewer (Broad institute, [588]). Only FASN cMU samples that showed a profound
reduction in read alignment to the floxed exons were included into the analysis. These
samples also showed a significant down regulation of total Fasn transcript.
To identify upstream transcriptional regulators that can explain the observed changes
in gene expression data were analyzed by Ingenuity Pathway Analysis software (IPA
6.0; Ingenuity Systems) Upstream Regulator analytic. Genes that with an fdr <0.05
cut offs were considered for analysis.

3.7. Preparation of protein extracts for cytokine detection
Control and FASN cMU mice were deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital (10% in
saline solution) and intracardially perfused with 25-30 ml 1x PBS containing heparin
(10u/ml), to prevent excessive blood contamination of CNS tissue. 2 mm of spinal
cord tissue around the double LPC injection site were dissected, 2x briefly washed in
1x PBS, and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. The tissue was grinded in a pre-cooled
morter on dry ice, and the generated powder was resuspended in lysis buffer (100mM
Tris-HCl pH7.4; 150mM NaCl; 1mM EDTA; 1mM EGTA; 1% vol/vol Triton-X 100;
Protease inhibitor, Roche). The homogenate was centrifuged for 20 minutes at
17.000xg and the supernatant containing the native protein preparation was collected.
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Protein concentration was determined using Micro BCA Protein Assay Kit
(ThermoFisher Scientific) according to manufacturers guidelines. Protein lysates were
aliquoted to prevent repeated freeze/thaw cycles and stored at -80°C until further use.

3.8. Bead-based immunoassay for cytokine detection (LEGENDplex)
Absolute cytokine concentrations in protein lysates were measured using
LEGENDplex Th Cytokine 13-plex Flow Assay (Biolegend, #740001) according to
the manufacturers instructions, with a minor adaptation. Only a fourth of the volume
of all required reagents was used, as recommended by the technical support of
Biolegend. In brief, LEGENDplex utilizes the same principles as conventional
sandwich immunoassays, where a soluble analyte is captured between two
antibodies. Different populations of beads of distinct sizes and levels of APC
fluorescence were conjugated to a specific antibody on the surface. Each population
of beads captured a particular analyte. Beads were incubated with samples containing
unknown concentrations of target analytes, and each analyte was bound by a specific
bead population. After washing, biotinylated antibodies were added to bind to their
respective target analyte that was captured by the beads, forming a bead-analyteantibody sandwich. Phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated streptavidin was subsequently
added, for detection of the biotinylated antibody, and provided a fluorescent signal
that was proportional in intensity to the amount of bound analyte. PE signal intensity
is then measured on a flow cytometer (BD LSR Fortessa) for each bead population,
i.e., analyte. To determine the concentration of a particular analyte, a standard curve
for every analyte was generated using analyte standards of known concentrations.
Data was analysed using LEGENDplex data analysis software, and absolutes cytokine
concentrations were normalized to total protein content for each sample. The
cytokines measured included: IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10, IL-13, IL-17A, IL17F, IL-21, IL-22, IFN-γ and TNF-α.

3.9. RNA isolation for quantitative real-time PCR
Control and FASN cMU mice were deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital (10% in
saline solution) and intracardially perfused with 25-30 ml 1x PBS containing heparin
(10u/ml). 2 mm of spinal cord tissue around the double LPC injection site were
dissected, 2x briefly washed in 1x PBS, and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. The frozen
tissue was grinded in a pre-cooled mortar on dry ice, and the generated powder was
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resuspended in QIAzol Lysis Reagent (QIAGEN). RNA was extracted by
chloroform/isopropanol standard purification protocol. The isolated RNA was
resuspended in DEPC-water (ThermoFisher Scientific) and quantified with a
NanoDrop Lite spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). As a measure for RNA
quality, only samples with a 260 nm/280 nm ratio of 1.8–2.1 were further processed.

3.10. Quantitative Real-Time PCR
For each sample, 100ng RNA were reverse-transcribed to cDNA with oligo(dT) and
random hexamer primers in the presence of RNaseOUT

(Invitrogen) with

Superscritpt III RT (Invitrogen). Primers for transcripts of interest were designed
using Primer-Blast [589] and set to span exon-intron boundaries (intron length was set
to a minimum of 1000bp). Amplification of transcripts of interest was measured by
SYBRgreen incorporation in a LightCycler 480 (Roche) over 50 cycles. Cp values
were determined with the LightCycler 480 software (Roche). All measurements were
run in triplicates and normalized to b-actin or a-tubulin. The melting curve and length
of PCR product was assessed for newly designed primers to assure specificity. Table
4 lists the sequence of primers used.
Target
b-actin
Arg1
CD11b
(Itgam)
CD 68
CD 206
(Mrc1)
Csf1r
Gpr18
IFNg
IL-1b
IL-6
IL-10

Template strandsSequence (5'->3')
Fwd

GTCCACACCCGCCACC

Rev

GGCCTCGTCACCCACATAG

FwD

AGGAGGGGTAGAGAAAGGCC

Rev

CACACCAGCCAGCTCTTCAT

FwD

CAGTGCTGGGAGACGTGAAT

Rev

CACTCAGAGACTGCCCGAAG

FwD

CAGGGAGGTTGTGACGGTAC

Rev

ACTCGGGCTCTGATGTAGGT

FwD

TAGATGGAGGGTGCGGTACA

Rev

CCAGGCAGTTGAGGAGGTTC

FwD

TCAGTACTTCAGGGCCGTCT

Rev

GATGATCTTCCAGCGCACCT

FwD

TCAGACAGCCTTTGACAGACAG

Rev

CCTCTGGGTGTGAGCCATTAG

FwD

GCAAGGCGAAAAAGGATGCA

Rev

CGACTCCTTTTCCGCTTCCT

FwD

TGCCACCTTTTGACAGTGATGA

Rev

GCTGCTGCGAGATTTGAAGC

FwD

AGCCAGAGTCCTTCAGAGAGAT

Rev

GTCTTGGTCCTTAGCCACTCC

FwD

CAGAGAAGCATGGCCCAGAA
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Rev

GCTCCACTGCCTTGCTCTTA

FwD

ACTACATCCGCACTTCCACG

Rev

CTGTTCCTCGGGATGCATGT

iNOS
(NOS2)

FwD

GATGTGCTGCCTCTGGTCTT

Rev

CACCCACCTCCAGTAGCATG

Fizz1
(Rtlna)

FwD

TCGTGGAGAATAAGGTCAAGGAAC

Rev

CAAGCACACCCAGTAGCAGTC

FwD

CAAGTGTGGAGCAACATGTGG

Rev

CCACTGCCGTACAACTCCAG

FwD

CTGTCTACTGAACTTCGGGGTG

Rev

TTGAGAAGATGATCTGAGTGTGAGG

FwD

TTGACCCCTGCCTGTGTACT

Rev

AGAGACCATGGCACTGAACG

IL4Ra

Tgfb1
TNFa
Ym1 (Chil3)

Table 4 Sequences of qRT-PCR primers. All primers were designed to have a GC content of 50-60%,
a length of PCR product between 90 and 200 bp, a melting temperature of 60°C, and had to span
exon/exon junctions with an intron of min. 1000bp length between exons.

3.11. Organotypic cerebellar slice cultures
Cerebellar slice cultures were prepared from 9 day-old control and FASN cMU mice
according to [590]. In brief, P9 mice were decapitated and the cerebellum dissected.
The tissue was embedded in low melting point agarose (Invitrogen) dissolved in Geys
balanced salt solution (GBSS), supplemented with kynurenic acid (Sigma, 1 mM) and
glucose (33.33 mM). 350 µm sagittal sections of the agarose embedded cerebella
were cut on a vibratome (Zeiss, Hyrax) in Geys balanced salt solution (GBSS) with
kynurenic acid and glucose. The cerebellar slices were collected and transferred to
Millicell-CM inserts (Millipore) placed in 6-well plates. Cerebellar slices were
cultured in slice culture media containing 25% 2x MEM (Invitrogen), 25% 1xBME
(Invitrogen),

25%

horse

serum

(Sigma),

1x

glutamax

(Invitrogen), 1x

penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen) and 33.33 mM glucose. The medium was
changed every other day. Recombination in the cultures was induced by adding 1 mM
4-hydroxytamoxifen (Sigma) from 2 DIV to 4 DIV, according to a previously
published hydroxytamoxifen regimen in these cultures [468]. Demyelination was
induced at 7 DIV for 16-17 hours by adding 0,5 mg lysolecithin to the cultures, as
previously described [577]. Slices were fixed with 4% PFA in 1x PBS for 30 minutes
at the time points indicated in the text and figure legends. After washing in 1xPBS,
the slices were stained with antibodies according to basic IHC protocol with some
adaptations: Incubation time with primary antibody was prolonged to 48h and
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incubation with secondary antibody to 24h. Incubation with DAPI was prolonged to
15 minutes and the sections were mounted on glas microscopy slides (ThermoFisher)
with Vectashield (Vectorlabs). The sections were imaged on a customized Nipkow
spinning disk confocal setup equipped with a Yokogawa Confocal Scanner Unit
(CSU-W1-T2) and containing an interchangeable spinning disk with a pinhole
diameter of 25µm for the used 20x objective (0.75 CFI Plan Apo VC). Used light
sources included: a diode pumped solid state laser (DPSS) 405nm 120mW, DPSS
488nm 200mW laser, a diode 561nm, 200mW and a DPSS 640nm, 150mW. Signals
were detected by a digital Orca Flash 4.0 V2 camera and images generated in
VisiVIEW (Metamorph based imaging software, Visitron Systems GmbH). For
quantification, images of the arbor vitae of 3 randomly chosen lobes were acquired
for each section. 3 sections were acquired and quantified for one experimental
replicate (total of 3x3=9 images). The number of experimental replicates is specified
in the figure legend.

3.12. Quantification and statistical analysis
Statistics were analysed using GraphPad Prism (vs6.01). Data were assumed to be
normally distributed, and statistical significance was determined using an unpaired
two-tailed Student’s t-test for two group comparisons. Two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) and Tukey’s multiple comparison test were performed for multiple group
analysis, as detailed in figure legends. Data show mean ± SEM of min. 3 independent
experiments unless otherwise specified in text and figures. Significance was set at
p<0.05 *, p<0.01 **, p<0.001 ***. No statistical methods were used to predict
experimental sample size.
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4. Results
4.1. Characterisation of recombination in Pdgfrα-CreERT2:Rosa26stoploxP/loxP-YFP and Pdgfrα-CreERT2:Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP:FasnloxP/loxP
mice
4.1.1.

Pdgfrα-CreERT2 mediates recombination of the Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-

YFP allele in 1/3 of adult OPCs of the spinal cord
Using Pdgfrα-CreERT2: Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP mice allowed us to target tamoxifeninducible Cre-activity to adult PDGFRα+ oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs),
and follow their fate and the fate of their progeny through Cre-dependent expression
of yellow fluorescent protein (YFP). These mice served as founders for experimental
animals in subsequent experiments. To characterize the mouse line and to test the
efficacy of the tamoxifen regimen and experimental timing, we first addressed
Pdgfrα-CreERT2-driven recombination efficiency of the Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP
reporter gene in adult OPCs of the spinal cord five weeks after induction of
recombination with tamoxifen. Normal appearing spinal cord section more than 4 mm
rostral from the lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC)-injection sites were used to estimate
the initial recombination efficacy in the naïve spinal cord. Immunohistochemistry
(IHC) analysis of OPC marker PDGFRα and recombination marker YFP (Figure 5 a)
revealed a recombination efficiency of the Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP locus in
PDGFRα+ OPCs of 34.15% ± 4.33% in the adult spinal cord (Figure 5 b), which is in
accordance with previous reports [462].
Figure

Pdgfrα-CreERT2–mediated
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-YFP locus in adult OPCs of

the normal appearing spinal cord 5 weeks
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from transversal spinal cord sections of
Pdgfrα-CreERT2: Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP
control animals stained for PDGFRα,
YFP and DAPI five weeks post induction
of

recombination

illustrates

with

tamoxifen,

Pdgfrα-CreERT2-driven

re-

combination in approx. 1/3 of PDGFRα+
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OPCs. Arrowheads indicate PDGFRα+/YFP- single positive cells, and the arrow marks a PDGFRα+
/YFP+ double-positive cell. (b) Percentage of recombined PDGFRα+ /YFP+ double-positive cells
among total PDGFRα+ cells. n=3 animals with 3 whole spinal cord sections per animal quantified.
Mean was plotted and error bars indicate s.e.m. Scale bar (a) 20 µm.

4.1.2.

Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP and Fasn loxP/loxP locus show a high fidelity

of mutual Pdgfrα-CreERT2– mediated recombination
In the present study, we generated triple transgenic Pdgfrα-CreERT2: Rosa26stoploxP/loxP-YFP: FasnloxP/loxP mice (FASN cMU mice), which carry two independent
loxP-flanked target genes (Figure 6 a). Individual loxP-flanked target genes can differ
largely in their sensitivity to Cre-mediated recombination [591]. Therefore, sensitivity
to Cre-mediated recombination of a loxP-flanked STOP cassette in a reporter gene
can differ from that of the loxP-flanked experimental target gene, and recombination
of either one of these transgenes may occur independently of the other within the
same cell. To assess the fidelity of mutual recombination of FasnloxP/loxP and Rosa26stoploxP/loxP-YFP locus, we examined FASN expression in YFP expressing (Rosa26stoploxP/loxP-YFP recombined) CC1+/YFP+ differentiated oligodendrocytes and nonYFP expressing (Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP non-recombined) CC1+/YFP- differentiated
oligodendrocytes in LPC-lesions of control and FASN cMU mice at 7dpl by IHC
(Figure 6 b). In controls, virtually all CC1+differentiated oligodendrocytes expressed
FASN, with 100.0% ± 0.0% of the CC1+/YFP+ cells expressing FASN, and 99.09% ±
0.341% of the CC1+/YFP- cells expressing FASN (Figure 6 c). In FASN cMUs, the
majority of CC1+/YFP+ cells had lost FASN as expected. However, 21.79% ± 2.09%
of CC1+/YFP+ oligodendrocytes retained FASN expression. A similar deviation in
recombination was also detected in CC1+/YFP- oligodendrocytes, where only 85.69
%±

0.606%

of

CC1+/YFP-

oligodendrocytes

expressed

FASN,

indicating

recombination of the Fasn loxP/loxP, but not Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP allele in these
cells. This shows that independent recombination of Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP, but not
of the FasnloxP/loxP locus, affected approx. 20% of the CC1+/YFP+ cells, whereas
recombination of FASN and not Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP affected approx. 15%
CC1+/YFP- cells. Despite minor deviations, this suggests that the recombination of
either locus occurs at similar rates and that the majority of the YFP+ cells in the cMU
had lost FASN, which was a prerequisite for the subsequent analysis during
remyelination.
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Figure 6 Minor divergence of Pdgfrα-CreERT2–mediated recombination of Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP
and FasnloxP/loxP loci in oligodendrocytes following LPC-mediated demyelination at 7 dpl. (a)
Schematic representation of tamoxifen-inducible Pdgfrα-CreERT2-driven recombination of conditional
FasnloxP/loxP and Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP alleles. (b) Exemplary IHC images for differentiated
oligodendrocyte marker CC1, recombination maker YFP and FASN, counterstained with DAPI at 7dpl,
showing incomplete overlap in the recombination of FasnloxP/loxP and Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP alleles in
FASN cMU. Arrows indicate exemplary CC1+/YFP- cells and arrowheads indicate CC1+/YFP+ doublepositive cells. Cytoplasm of CC1+/YFP- cells is outlined in red and cytoplasm of CC1+/YFP+ cells is
outlined in yellow in the FASN panel. Note that the exemplary image for the FASN cMU does not
reflect the values quantification, due to the local, clonal expansion of OPCs and thereof derived
oligodendrocytes. (c) Percentage of CC1+/YFP- cells expressing FASN above threshold and
CC1+/YFP+ double-positive expressing FASN above threshold in controls and FASN cMUs within
demyelinated lesions at 7dpl. n=3 animals per genotype with a minimum of 100 CC1+/YFP+ cells
quantified for each animal. Mean was plotted and error bars indicate s.e.m. ***P<0,001; Student’s ttest. Scale bars (b) 20 µm.

4.1.3.

Minor off-target recombination in pericytes and astrocytes.

4.1.3.1.

Pdgfrα-CreERT2 drives minor off-target recombination in

pericytes
Pericytes surround blood microvessels and are a vital part of the BBB. They express
PDGFRα, and are thus likely to recombine when Cre-recombinase expression is under
the control of the Pdgfrα promoter. Following trauma or demyelination, pericytes
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contribute essentially to early scar formation in the CNS [592,593]. To our knowledge
Pdgfrα-CreERT2 –mediated recombination in pericytes has not been previously
addressed. Therefore we assessed Pdgfrα-CreERT2 –mediated recombination in
pericytes of Pdgfrα-CreERT2: Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP control mice following LPCmediated demyelination of the spinal cord at 7 dpl, when the lesion is in its acutely
demyelinated state. We extended our analysis to Pdgfrα-CreERT2: Rosa26stoploxP/loxP-YFP:FasnloxP/loxP (FASN cMU) mice to rule out changes in pericyte
density in FASN cMUs that could impact the remyelination outcome. IHC analysis
for pericyte marker PDGFRβ and recombination marker YFP at 7dpl (Figure 7 a)
revealed a recombination rate of 6,96 ± 1.38 % for controls and 5,78 ± 1,13% for
FASN cMUs, suggesting that the recombination rate in pericytes is low and does not
differ between controls and FASN cMUs (Figure 7 b). Accordingly, total density of
PDGFRβ+ cells was unchanged between controls and FASN cMUs (Figure 7 c).
These data show that Pdgfrα-CreERT2-mediated recombination affects only a small
percentage PDGFRβ+ pericytes, and FASN ablation in these cells had no apparent
effect on the abundance of PDGFRβ+ pericytes, suggesting no detectable effect of
Pdgfrα-CreERT2 –mediated FASN depletion on the ability of PDGFRβ+ pericytes to
contribute to scar tissue formation at 7 dpl. However, changes in PDGFRβ+ pericyte
gene expression or alterations in the secretion of some vital factors by pericytes that
may affect remyelination cannot be fully ruled out, but are unlikely to have a major
effect on remyelination, given the low density of recombined pericytes.

Figure

7

Pdgfrα-CreERT2–mediated

recombination

in

pericytes

following

LPC-mediated

demyelination at 7 dpl. (See next page) (a) IHC for pericyte marker PDGFRβ , recombination maker
YFP and DAPI shows infiltration of PDGFRβ+ and sparse PDGFRβ+ /YFP+ cells at the LPC-lesion site
of controls and FASN cMUs at 7dpl. Arrowheads indicate PDGFRβ+/YFP+ double-positive cells. (b)
Percentage of recombined PDGFRβ+ /YFP+ double-positive cells among total PDGFRβ+ cells within
demyelinated lesions of controls and FASN cMUs at 7dpl. (c) Density of total PDGFRβ+ cells in
demyelinated lesions of controls and FASN cMUs at 7dpl. n=3 animals per genotype with a minimum
of 3 sections quantified for each animal. Mean was plotted and error bars indicate s.e.m. Scale bars (a)
20 µm.
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4.1.3.2.

Pdgfrα-CreERT2-driven recombination leads to minor off-

target recombination in astrocytes
Multipotent adult PDGFRα+ OPCs were shown to generate a small number of GFAP+
astrocytes in the immune-mediated experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis
demyelination model [441]. To test whether this was also true for the LPC-mediated
demyelination model, we analysed the contribution of recombined adult OPC-derived
astrocytes to early astrogliosis in demyelinated LPC-lesions of control mice at 7 dpl.
Again, we included FASN cMU mice in the analysis, to preclude that changes in early
astrogliosis could have an effect on remyelination in FASN cMUs, as astrocytes exert
pleiotropic effects on demyelination and remyelination [594-596]. IHC for astrocyte
marker GFAP and recombination marker YFP revealed that approx. 3% of GFAP+
astrocytes expressed YFP in lesions of control and FASN cMU mice at 7 dpl,
confirming previous reports in EAE that a small percentage of astrocytes is derived
from adult OPCs (Figure 8 a). We could detect no significant difference in the
percentage of recombined GFAP+/YFP+ double-positive cells between controls
(3.15% ± 0.50%) and FASN cMUs (3.72% ± 0.59%) (Figure 8 b). Accordingly, the
total density of astrocytes was not changed between controls and FASN cMUs mice at
this time point (Figure 8 c). These findings indicate that Pdgfrα-CreERT2-mediated
FASN ablation in adult OPCs and derived GFAP+ astrocytes has no detectable effect
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on the early stages of astrogliosis in demyelinated LPC-lesions at 7 dpl. Then again,
changes in GFAP+ astrocyte gene expression or alterations in the secretion of some
vital factors by astrocytes that may affect remyelination cannot be fully excluded, but
are again unlikely, given the low density of recombined astrocytes.

Figure 8 Minor contribution of recombined adult-OPC derived astrocytes to astrogliosis in LPCmediated demyelination at 7 dpl. (a) IHC analysis of astrocyte marker GFAP , recombination maker
YFP and counterstain DAPI shows expansion of GFAP+ astrocytes and sparse GFAP+/YFP+ cells in the
LPC-lesion site of controls and FASN cMUs at 7dpl. Arrowheads indicate GFAP+/YFP+ doublepositive cells. (b) Percentage of recombined GFAP+/YFP+ double-positive cells among total GFAP+
cells in controls and FASN cMUs within demyelinated lesions at 7dpl. (c) Density of total GFAP+ cells
in demyelinated lesions of CTs and FASN cMUs at 7dpl. n=3 animals per genotype with a minimum
of 3 sections quantified for each animal. Mean was plotted and error bars indicate s.e.m. Scale bars (a)
20 µm.

4.2. FASN is dispensable for adult OPC homeostasis in the naïve spinal
cord
Before addressing the relevance of FASN in OPCs for the remyelination process, we
sought to understand whether adult OPCs require FASN during CNS homeostasis in
the naïve adult spinal cord. To this end, we induced recombination in 8-10 week-old
control and FASN cMU mice and analysed them 3 months later (Figure 9 a). First,
we asked if FASN was expressed in adult OPCs of control animals. IHC analysis of
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FASN expression in PDGFRα+/YFP+ OPCs revealed a very low to non-detectable
expression of FASN in adult OPCs of the naïve spinal cord (Figure 9 b).

In

accordance with the low expression of FASN in adult OPCs, IHC analysis detected no
difference in recombined PDGFRα+/YFP+ OPCs (Figure 9 c and d), nor in the total
population of PDGFRα+ cells in the spinal cord of FASN cMU compared to control
mice (Figure 9 e). Despite their stem cell-like proliferative nature, adult OPCs of the
naïve spinal cord appear not to be dependent on FASN-mediated de novo fatty acid
synthesis for maintaining their tightly controlled cell density during CNS homeostasis
up to three months post induction of recombination.

Figure 9 FASN is not required for homeostasis of adult OPC density in the naïve spinal cord. (a)
Schematic representation of experimental time line; recombination was induced in control and FASN
cMU mice by tamoxifen injection at 8-10 weeks of age and spinal cord tissue was analysed 3 months
later. (b) IHC for PDGFRα, FASN, YFP and counterstain DAPI revealed undetectable or very low
expression of FASN in adult OPCs of the spinal cord. Arrowhead points out PDGFRα+/YFP+
recombined OPC. Cytoplasm of a recombined PDGFRα+/YFP+ OPC is outlined in the FASN panel. (c)
Representative images of IHC for PDGFRα, YFP and DAPI, showing no difference in PDGFRα+/YFP+
recombined OPCs or total PDGFRα+ adult OPCs, three months after induction of recombination.
Arrowheads indicating PDGFRα+/YFP+ recombined OPCs. Arrows highlight PDGFRα+/YFP- nonrecombined OPCs. (d) Percentage of recombined PDGFRα +/YFP+ cells among total among total cells
(DAPI-stained nuclei) in the spinal cord of controls and FASN cMUs. (e) Percentage of total PDGFRα
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+

positive cells among total cells (DAPI-stained nuclei) in the spinal cord of controls and FASN cMUs.

n=3 animals per genotype with 3 whole spinal cord sections quantified for each animal. Mean was
plotted and error bars indicate s.e.m. Scale bars (b) 10 µm (c) 50 µm.

4.3. Oligodendrocytes upregulate FASN expression upon differentiation
in acutely demyelinated lesions
Demyelination induces the activation of adult OPCs, leading to their migration,
subsequent proliferation and differentiation into myelinating oligodendrocytes, which
ultimately restore myelin sheaths around denuded axons at the site of myelin damage.
We reasoned that the demyelination-induced activation, increased demand for
proliferation, and differentiation into myelinating oligodendrocytes could lead to
changes in the metabolic demand for fatty acids, and thus FASN expression, of
activated OPCs and/or derived oligodendrocytes, compared to OPCs during CNS
homeostasis. Using the normal appearing white matter (NAWM) of the contralateral
spinal cord as an internal staining control close to the homeostatic condition, we first
compared FASN expression in PDGFRα+/YFP+ OPCs in the NAWM and within
demyelinated spinal cord lesions at 7dpl by IHC (Figure 10 b). We found that
PDGFRα+/YFP+ OPCs in the contralateral (Figure 10 c, top) and in acutely the
demyelinated LPC-lesion at 7dpl (Figure 10 d, top), maintained low levels of FASN
expression, as observed during CNS homeostasis. In contrast, we found FASN to be
highly expressed in differentiated adult OPC-derived oligodendrocytes (CC1+/YFP+)
in LPC-lesions at 7 dpl (Figure 10 d, bottom), as well as in CC1+ differentiated
oligodendrocytes of the contralateral NAWM (Figure 10 c, bottom). Densitometry
analysis of FASN expression in CC1-/YFP+ immature oligodendrocytes and in
CC1+/YFP+ differentiated oligodendrocytes within the LPC-lesions at 7 dpl, further
validated the increased FASN expression upon differentiation (Figure 10 e). The
strong expression of FASN in CC1+/YFP+ differentiated oligodendrocytes of the
controls enabled us to visualize loss of FASN in CC1+/YFP+ cells of the FASN cMU
(Figure 10 f; For detailed description see section 4.1.2). In summary these data
suggest that FASN is expressed at low levels in OPCs regardless of their activation
state,

but

becomes

strongly

upregulated

upon

differentiation

into

CC1+

oligodendrocytes. Most importantly, this early upregulation of FASN in differentiated
oligodendrocytes suggested to us a critical role for FASN in differentiated
oligodendrocytes during remyelination.
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Figure 10 FASN is highly expressed by differentiated oligodendrocytes at 7 dpl. (a) Outline of
experimental timeline for remyelination experiments; To induce recombination, controls and FASN
cMUs were injected with tamoxifen at 8-10 weeks of age and subjected to LPC-induced demyelination
of the spinal cord 4 weeks later. Demyelination and remyelination were analysed at the indicated time
points. (b) Schematic representation of an LPC lesion in the ventral white matter of the thoracic spinal
cord at level T12. Boxes indicate regions of interest represented in (c) and (d). (c) Triple stainings for
OPC marker PDGFRα, FASN and YFP, and differentiated oligodendrocyte marker CC1, FASN and
YFP revealed a very low expression of FASN in PDGFRα+/YFP+ or CC1-/YFP+ recombined
OPCs/immature oligodendrocytes of the normal appearing contralateral white matter of the ventral
spinal cord. Note the high expression of FASN in CC1+ differentiated oligodendrocytes of the
controlateral spinal cord. Arrows indicate PDGFRα+/YFP+ (upper panel) and CC1-/YFP+ (lower panel)
recombined OPCs/immature oligodendrocytes. The cytoplasm of recombined OPCs is outlined in the
FASN panel. (d) Within demyelinated spinal cord lesions at 7dpl, triple stainings for
PDGFRα/FASN/YFP (upper panel) and CC1/FASN/YFP (lower panel) revealed a very low expression
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of FASN in PDGFRα+/YFP+ or CC1-/YFP+ recombined OPCs/immature oligodendrocytes. FASN
expression is remarkably higher in differentiated CC1+/YFP+ recombined adult OPC-derived
oligodendrocytes. (e) Densitometry analysis of FASN intensity in recombined CC1-/YFP+ immature
oligodendrocytes and CC1+/YFP+ recombined adult OPC-derived oligodendrocytes within LPC-lesions
at 7dpl. n=3 animals with 10 cells per differentiation stage quantified for each animal. Mean was
plotted and error bars indicate s.e.m. ***P<0,001 (f) Loss of FASN expression in CC1+/YFP+
recombined adult OPC-derived oligodendrocytes in demyelinated LPC lesion of FASN cMU at 7 dpl.
Scale bars (c, d and f) 20 µm

4.4. FASN in OPCs and derived oligodendrocytes is critical for efficient
CNS remyelination
Next, we used electron microscopy (EM) analysis to examine the impact of FASN
depletion in OPCs and derived oligodendrocytes on remyelination of the spinal cord
(Figure 11 a). Analysis of g-ratio, i.e., the ratio of axon diameter to fiber diameter,
showed no detectable difference in myelin thickness at 14 dpl, when remyelination of
LPC-lesions is actively ongoing, or after completion of remyelination at 21 dpl and 56
dpl (Figure 11 b and c). However, non-myelinated axons within the thinly
remyelinated LPC lesions were significantly increased in FASN cMUs compared to
controls at all three time points analysed (Figure 11 d), showing that FASN activity in
OPC and the derived oligodendrocytes is indeed critical for efficient CNS
remyelination. Furthermore, the persistent increase of non-myelinated fibers, up to 56
dpl, suggests a chronic block in remyelination efficiency.
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Figure 11 FASN in adult-OPC and derived oligodendrocytes is critical for efficient CNS
remyelination. (a) Exemplary electron micrographs from LPC lesions in the ventral spinal cord white
matter showing increased non-myelinated fibers in FASN cMU compared to control at 14, 21 and 56
dpl. Non-myelinated fibers are highlighted in yellow. (b) Scatter plot of the g-ratio of individual fibers
in relation to axon diameter. (c) Average g-ratio analysis of characteristically thinly remyelinated fibers
at 14, 21 and 56 dpl. n=3 animals per genotype with a minimum of 50 g-ratios analysed per animal. (d)
Percentage of non-myelinated axons within the thinly remyelinated lesion area at 14, 21 and 56 dpl.
n=3 animals per genotype with the total number of axons and non-myelinated axons quantified in the
thinly remyelinated lesion area, with a minimum of 500 axons quantified/animal. Unpaired Student’s ttest. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. *P<0,05, **P<0,01. Scale bars (a) 3 µm

4.5. FASN is required for maintaining the population of adult-OPCderived oligodendrocytes during remyelination
Based on our previous findings, we used IHC to assess whether the observed
remyelination impairment was caused by defects in proliferation, differentiation or
maintenance of oligodendrocyte lineage cells during remyelination. First, we asked
whether FASN is required for establishing or maintaining the PDGFRα+ OPC
population over the course of remyelination at 7, 10, 14 and 21 dpl. Analysis of
recombined PDGFRα+/Olig2+/YFP+ OPC density within LPC-lesions of the ventral
spinal cord white matter showed no difference between controls and FASN cMU at
any of the time points assessed (Figure 12 a, b). Also the density of total
PDGFRα+/Olig2+ OPCs within LPC-lesions of controls and FASN cMUs was not
detectably changed over the entire time course (Figure 12 c). The unchanged density
of OPCs, particularly early on at 7 dpl, when expansion of the OPC population is
largely completed, suggests that FASN activity is not required for establishing the
initial OPC population required for efficient CNS remyelination.

Figure 12 FASN is dispensable for establishing the initial OPC population required for efficient CNS
remyelination. (See next page) (a) IHC for PDGFRα, Olig2 and YFP showed no changes in the density
of PDGFRα+/Olig2+/YFP+ cells in LPC-lesions of FASN cMU compared to controls at 7, 10, 14 or 21
dpl. Arrowheads indicate PDGFRα+/Olig2+/YFP+ triple-positive cells. (b) Cell density analysis of
recombined PDGFRα+/Olig2+/YFP+ OPCs at 7, 10, 14 and 21 dpl. (c) Cell density analysis of total
PDGFRα+/Olig2+ OPCs at 7, 10, 14 and 21 dpl. n=5 animals per genotype with the entire lesion area
analysed on a minimum of 4 sections per animal. Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and
Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Scale bar (a) 20 µm
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In line with these findings, IHC analysis of proliferation marker protein Ki67,
detected no significant difference in the proliferation of recombined Olig2+/YFP+
(Figure 13 a and b) or total Olig2+ oligodendrocyte lineage cells (Figure 13 c) within
demyelinated LPC-lesions of FASN cMUs compared to controls at 7 dpl, further
indicating that FASN-activity is not required for the formation of the initial
oligodendrocyte lineage cell population.
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Figure 13 FASN-activity is not
required for the proliferation of
oligodendrocyte lineage cells in
demyelinated

LPC-lesions

at

7dpl. (a) IHC analysis for
proliferation marker Ki67, Olig2
and YFP showed no changes in
proliferating,
+

+

recombined
+

Ki67 /Olig2 /YFP oligodendrocyte lineage cells in LPC-lesions
of

FASN

cMU

at

Arrowheads
+

+

+

7

dpl.

indicate
+

Ki67 /Olig2 /YFP triple-positive cells. (b) Percentage of proliferating recombined Ki67 /Olig2+/YFP+
oligodendrocyte lineage at 7 dpl. (c) Percentage of total proliferating Ki67+/Olig2+ oligodendrocyte
lineage at 7 dpl. n=5 animals per genotype with the entire lesion area analysed on a minimum of 4
sections per animal. Student’s t-test. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Scale bar (a) 20 µm

We next asked whether FASN activity is required for the differentiation of OPCs into
CC1+ oligodendrocytes. Analysis of recombined CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ oligodendrocytes
by IHC showed no significant difference between controls and FASN cMUs up to the
onset or early phase of remyelination at 10 dpl (Figure 14 a and b). However,
recombined CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ oligodendrocytes were strongly reduced at 14 dpl and
21 dpl, when remyelination is advanced or completed respectively. The sudden
reduction in CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ oligodendrocytes over time was also reflected in the
density of the recombined Olig2+/YFP+ oligodendrocyte lineage cells, which showed
no change at 7 and 10 dpl, followed by a proportional decrease of Olig2+/YFP+
oligodendrocyte lineage cells at 14 and 21 dpl in FASN cMUs compared to controls
(Figure 14 c). The total CC1+/Olig2+ and Olig2+ oligodendrocyte population mirrored
the behaviour of the YFP+ recombined oligodendrocyte population and showed no
difference at 7 and 10 dpl, followed by a reduction at 14 and 21 dpl (Figure 14 d and
e).
Taken together, these data indicate that FASN-activity is not required for establishing
the initial population of adult-OPCs or the derived differentiated oligodendrocytes up
to the onset of remyelination. Instead, the diminished density of differentiated
oligodendrocytes following initiation of remyelination suggests a critical function of
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FASN in the onset of remyelination and/or survival of oligodendrocytes during
remyelination.
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Figure 14 FASN is required for maintaining the adult OPC-derived oligodendrocyte population during
remyelination. (a) IHC in LPC-lesions of FASN cMU and controls for CC1, Olig2 and YFP showed no
difference in the formation of the CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ oligodendrocytes population at 7 and 10 dpl,
followed by a marked reduction in CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ oligodendrocytes at 14 dpl that persists to 21
dpl. Arrowheads indicate CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ triple-positive cells. (b) Cell density analysis of
recombined CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ differentiated oligodendrocytes at 7, 10, 14 and 21 dpl. (c) Cell density
analysis of recombined Olig2+/YFP+ oligodendrocyte lineage cells at 7, 10, 14 and 21 dpl. (d) Cell
density analysis of total CC1+/Olig2+ differentiated oligodendrocytes at 7, 10, 14 and 21 dpl. (e) Cell
density analysis of total Olig2+ oligodendrocyte lineage cells at 7, 10, 14 and 21 dpl. n=5 animals per
genotype with the entire lesion area analysed on a minimum of 4 sections per animal. Two-way
ANOVA and Tukey multiple comparisons test. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Scale bar (a) 20
µm.

We next addressed whether apoptosis was the cause for the reduction in CC1+/YFP+
oligodendrocytes. We assessed apoptosis of recombined CC1+/YFP+ differentiated
oligodendrocytes by IHC for apoptosis marker cleaved caspase 3 (cC3) at 10dpl, prior
to the previously detected reduction in recombined oligodendrocytes. We could not
detect cC3+/CC1+/YFP+ triple-positive cells in LPC-lesions of controls or FASN cMU
at 10 dpl. Therefore we went on to assess apoptosis of CC1+/YFP+ oligodendrocytes
at an intermediate time point, 12 dpl. Again, we could not detect apoptotic
cC3+/CC1+/YFP+ triple-positive oligodendrocytes in controls or FASN cMU at this
time

point,

but

found

that

recombined

CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+

differentiated

oligodendrocytes and recombined Olig2+/YFP+ oligodendrocyte lineage cells were
already strongly reduced in FASN cMUs at 12 dpl (Figure 15 a, b and c). Also the
total CC1+ oligodendrocytes in the LPC-lesions of FASN cMUs were reduced
compared to controls (Figure 15 d), whereas the total number of Olig2+
oligodendrocyte lineage cells was not significantly changed (Figure 15 e). Given the
strong reduction of CC1+/YFP+ recombined oligodendrocytes at 12dpl, we moved on
to assess apoptosis one day earlier, at 11 dpl. By evaluating a minimum of 140-300
CC1+/YFP+ cells per animal, we could detect 0-2 cC3+/CC1+/YFP+ triple-positive
oligodendrocytes per animal (Figure 15 f). Even so, we could detect only a minor
tendency for an increase in apoptotic cC3+/CC1+/YFP+ recombined oligodendrocytes
in FASN cMUs compared to controls (Figure 15 g). Accordingly, there was also no
difference in apoptotic cC3+/YFP+ recombined cells, regardless of their differentiation
state, suggesting no detectable increase of caspase-3 mediated apoptosis of
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recombined oligodendrocytes in LPC-lesions of FASN cMU at this time point (Figure
15 h).

Figure 15 FASN ablation leads to a reduction in adult-OPC derived oligodendrocytes in LPC lesions
by 12 dpl, but no increased apoptosis could be detected prior to the reduction at 11dpl. (a) IHC for
CC1, Olig2 and YFP showed a strong reduction in CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ oligodendrocytes by 12 dpl in
LPC-lesions of FASN cMU compared to controls. Arrowheads indicate CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ triplepositive cells. (b) Quantification of cell density of recombined CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ oligodendrocytes at
12 dpl. (c) Quantification of cell density of recombined Olig2+/YFP+ oligodendrocyte lineage cells at
12 dpl. (d) Quantification of cell density of total CC1+/Olig2+ oligodendrocytes at 12 dpl. (e)
Quantification of cell density of total Olig2+ oligodendrocyte lineage cells at 12 dpl. (f) Exemplary
IHC image for CC1, YFP and apoptosis marker cC3. Arrowhead indicates a cC3+/CC1+/YFP+ triplepositive

cell.

(g)

Percentage

of

cC3+/CC1+/YFP+
+

+

among

total

CC1+/YFP+

recombined

+

oligodendrocytes. (h) Percentage of cC3 /YFP among total YFP recombined cells. (b-e) n=3 animals
per genotype with the entire lesion area analysed on a minimum of 45 sections per animal. Unpaired
student’s t-test with Welch’s correction in (b) for correction of unequal standard deviation. For (g-h)
n=5 animals per genotype with the entire lesion area analysed on a minimum of 14 sections (140-300
CC1+/YFP+ ) per animal. Unpaired student’s t-test. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Scale bar (a, f)
20 µm.
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4.6. FASN ablation in adult OPCs does not affect Schwann cell-derived
remyelination
Adult-OPC-derived oligodendrocytes are considered the major remyelinating cells of
the CNS, but also Schwann cells substantially contribute to remyelination in spinal
cord [536,537]. Some of these remyelinating Schwann cells in the CNS are derived
from adult OPCs [442]. Therefore we addressed whether loss of FASN in OPCs
impacted the remyelination of LPC-lesions by Schwann cells and could contribute to
the observed remyelination impairment in FASN cMUs. We assessed Schwann cell
remyelination by IHC for Schwann cell specific myelin protein 0 (P0) (Figure 16 a).
Densitometry analysis of P0+ pixels in remyelinated LPC-lesions at 21 dpl revealed
no overall difference in Schwann cell-derived remyelination between controls and
FASN cMUs (Figure 16 b). This finding suggests that the observed remyelination
impairment was not caused by a defect in Schwann cell-derived remyelination, and is
rather caused by the reduction in remyelinating oligodendrocytes.
Figure 16 FASN activity in adultOPCs is dispensable for efficient
Schwann cell remyelination in the
CNS.

(a)

Representative

IHC

images for P0 and counterstain
DAPI showed no difference in
Schwann cell derived remyelination of LPC-lesions in controls and FASN cMU at 21dpl. (b) Densitometry analysis of P0+ pixels in
LPC-lesions of controls and FASN cMU at 21 dpl. n=5 animals per genotype with the entire lesion
area analysed on a minimum of 4 sections per animal. Unpaired student’s t-test. Data are presented as
mean ± s.e.m. Scale bar (a) 20 µm.

4.7. FASN ablation in OPCs does not affect density of microglia or
astrocytes during remyelination
Another aspect of the response to demyelination is the activation and proliferation of
microglia and astrocytes, which can have a dramatic impact on oligodendrocytes and
thus remyelination [597,598]. To determine if depletion of FASN in OPCs and
derived oligodendrocytes had impacted microglia or astrocyte activation, we assessed
the area covered by GFAP+ astrocytes and IBA+ microglia as a measure of the density
and activation/hypertrophy of either cell type by IHC. As expected, activated
hypertrophic microglia were highly abundant in demyelinated LPC lesions at 7 dpl.
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The area covered by IBA+ microglia was unchanged between controls and FASN
cMU mice (Figure 17 a and b). GFAP+ astrocytes in demyelinated LPC lesions at 7
dpl were mostly confined to the lesion borders and the area covered by GFAP+
astrocytes was again not changed between controls and FASN cMU (Figure 17 c and
d).
Figure 17 Loss of FASN in
adult OPCs and derived oligodendrocytes has no detectable
effect on microglia or astrocyte
abundance in demyelinated LPC
lesions at 7 dpl.
analysis

of

(a) IHC

IBA1

and

counterstain DAPI showed no
difference in IBA1+ microglia
density between con-trols and
FASN

cMUs

at

7dpl.

(b)

Densitometry analysis of IBA1+
pixels in LPC-lesions of CT and
FASN cMU at 7dpl. (c) IHC analysis of GFAP and counterstain DAPI showed no difference in
GFAP+ astrocyte density at 7dpl. (d) Densitometry analysis of GFAP + pixels in LPC-lesions of CT and
FASN cMU at 7dpl. n=5 animals per genotype with the entire lesion area analysed on a minimum of 3
sections. Unpaired student’s t-test. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Scale bar (a, c) 20 µm.

The hypertrophic appearance and abundance of microglia notably declined by 21 dpl
in remyelinated LPC lesions of both controls and FASN cMUs (Figure 18 a and b),
with no detectable difference between the two genotypes in the area covered by IBA+
microglia. The lesion area covered by GFAP+ astrocytes had expanded by 21 dpl, but
showed again no difference between controls and FASN cMUs (Figure 18 c and d). In
summary, we could detect no changes in the abundance of microglia or astrocytes in
demyelinated or remyelinated LPC-lesions of FASN cMUs compared to controls,
indicating no major oligodendrocyte-independent changes in the cellular composition
of the LPC lesion environment.
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Figure 18 Microglia and
astrocyte densities remain unchanged in remyelinated LPC
lesions of FASN cMUs compared to controls at 21 dpl.
(a) IHC analysis of IBA1+
microglia density in remyelinated LPC lesions at 21dpl
shows no detectable changes
between controls and FASN
cMUs. (b) Densitometry analysis of IBA1+ pixels in LPClesions of controls and FASN
+

cMU at 21dpl. (c) IHC analysis of GFAP astrocyte density reveals no detectable difference in LPClesions of controls and FASN cMU at 21dpl. (d) Densitometry analysis of GFAP + pixels in LPClesions of controls and FASN cMU at 21dpl. n=5 animals per genotype with the entire lesion area
analysed on a minimum of 3 sections. Unpaired student’s t-test. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m.
Scale bar (a, c) 20 µm.

4.8. Addressing functional consequences of FASN ablation in adultOPCs during remyelination
We next sought to understand the molecular mechanisms underlying the observed
remyelination

impairment

and

loss

of

recombined

adult

OPC-derived

oligodendrocytes during remyelination in FASN cMUs. FASN has long been
categorized as a housekeeping enzyme that synthetizes fatty acids as building blocks
for membrane lipids or energy storage. Recent studies of conditional FASN depletion
in other cell types have expanded our understanding of FASN function beyond its
housekeeping properties, focusing on the regulatory function of FASN-derived lipids
on gene expression, mostly by modulating the activation of peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptors (PPARs) [165,256,264,266,270,271]. To determine whether
FASN has similar functions in regulating gene expression in oligodendrocytes during
remyelination, we used fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS) to isolate
recombined YFP+ adult OPCs and derived oligodendrocytes that become strongly
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enriched at the lesion site from LPC-treated spinal cords of controls and FASN cMUs
at 10 dpl (Figure 19 a), prior to the profound reduction in oligodendrocytes in LPC
lesions of FASN cMUs. To assure that the isolated YFP+ cells were indeed highly
pure OPCs or OPC-derived cells, we employed negative selection for the wellestablished pericyte marker CD31, and CD45 for highly abundant leukocytes. This
approach proved the most efficient, as the clean staining properties of CD31 and
CD45 antibodies allowed us to reliably gate for live CD31-/CD45-/YFP+ cells without
loss-of already scarce YFP+ cells or extensive staining controls. A graphical depiction
of the employed gating strategy can be found in Figure 19 b. Despite our extensive
efforts in establishing and optimizing the isolation protocol, we were left with a very
low yield of approx. 250 YFP+ cells from 1 cm of spinal cord tissue around the LPCinjection site of 6-8 pooled male mice per sample. Despite the low yield of isolated
cells, the obtained sequencing data was of high quality, and sequencing depth and
coverage was comparable to that seen in bulk sequencing approaches (Figure 19 c and
d).

Figure 19 FACS and low-input RNA sequencing of oligodendrocyte lineage cells from LPC-treated
spinal cord tissue at 10 dpl. (a) Schematic representation of experimental timeline; according to the
previously established experimental timing, recombination was induced by tamoxifen injection in 8-10
weeks old male mice. These animals received a double injection of LPC into the dorsal and ventral
white matter to induce demyelination four weeks later. 1cm of spinal cord tissue surrounding the
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injection site was prepared and dissociated for FACS 10 days later. (b) Schematic illustration of gating
strategy: Cells were first roughly gated according to forward and side scatter, followed by negative
selection for live CD31- cells. Subsequently the well-defined CD45-/YFP+ population was sorted. (c)
Bar graph showing read alignment for individual samples, highlighting high sequencing depth and
coverage of low-input RNA-seq. (d) Comparison of RNA-sequencing depth of low-input RNA
sequencing to bulk tissue sequencing of optic nerve (ON) at P14, shows similar degree of coverage for
all major classes of detected RNAs.

To assure that the enrichment of recombined cells was successful we analysed FASN
expression in the initial three control and three FASN cMU samples. For unknown
reasons, Fasn was not reduced in one of the FASN cMU samples. Alignment of reads
to the floxed exons 4-9 of the Fasn gene also showed no reduction of reads within the
targeted exons and we therefore excluded the sample from analysis since it did not
qualify as a FASN cMU sample. Next, we assessed the expression of cell-typespecific marker genes in the remaining samples, to confirm the enrichment of
oligodendrocyte lineage cells and rule out contamination by other CNS resident cells
or de/-remyelination associated cell types. We found markers for myelinating glia,
oligodendrocytes and OPCs to be strongly enriched in all samples, whereas most
markers for astrocytes, microglia, pericytes and neurons were virtually absent. Also
markers of Schwann cells and astrocytes were low expressed or not detectable, apart
from some transcripts that are known to be also transcribed in oligodendrocyte
lineage cells, such as Gfap and Pmp22 (Table 5).
Gene

Cell type speceficity

CT 1
[FPKM]

CT 2
[FPKM]

CT_3
[FPKM]

cMU 2
[FPKM]

cMU 3
[FPKM]

Plp1

Myelinating Glia

15040

11970

13780

10030

15590

Mbp

Myelinating Glia

4571

3431

3118

2600

3272

Cnp

Myelinating Glia

2999

2767

2356

2049

2603

Mag

Myelinating Glia

1311

1176

1274

805

1503

Olig1

Myelinating Glia

751,80

847,70

459,10

610,50

801,80

Olig2

Oligodendrocyte lineage

90,72

115,40

94,50

106,90

132,10

Gstpi1

Oligodendrocytes

4648

3226

4767

4119

3801

Myrf

Oligodendrocytes

74,54

59,05

57,32

48,82

88,49

Mobp

Oligodendrocytes

1687

1345

1315

1129

1112

Mog

Oligodendrocytes

2120

1280

1893

1219

1643

Nkx2-2
Pdgfra

OPC
OPC (Pericytes, Fibroblast)

26,41
33,10

33,64
81,88

20,66
34,16

29,90
59,99

25,02
41,64

NG2 (Cspg4)

OPC (Pericytes)

6,13

13,16

5,31

12,13

8,79

Egr2

Schwann cells

1,96

1,10

2,90

5,76

6,21

Mpz

Schwann cells

1,41

2,95

14,16

4,38

6,80

Prx

Schwann cells

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.
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Pmp22

Schwann cells

107,10

123,50

136,20

210,10

117,10

Pdgfrb

Pericytes.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Acta2 (SMA)

Pericytes

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Pecam1 (CD31)

Pericytes

0,04

0,07

0,04

0,01

1,61

Gfap

Astrocytes

12,85

32,25

8,79

6,56

12,21

Slc1a3 (EAAT1)

Astrocytes

12,19

12,94

14,96

12,52

12,79

Aldh1l1

Astrocytes

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Cd68

Macrophages/Microglia

4,19

0,51

0,64

0,31

2,14

Aif1 (IBA1)

Macrophages/Microglia

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Adgre1 (F4/80)

Macrophages/Microglia

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

rbfox3 (Neun)

Neurons

0,03

0,37

0,12

0,34

1,04

NF-L (Nefl)

Neurons

0,00

0,03

0,00

0,26

0,57

NF-m (Nefl)

Neurons

FASN

0,43

0,14

0,32

0,40

0,23

26,12

30,44

24,60

15,32

11,49

Table 5 Successful enrichment of adult OPCs and derived oligodendrocyte lineage cells from LPCtreated spinal cords at 10 dpl. FPKM values for cell type specific transcripts in the 3 control and 2
mutant samples, highlighting the purity of the isolated oligodendrocyte lineage cells.

After having confirmed FASN ablation and purity of the samples we looked at the
modest list of significantly up and down regulated genes in FASN cMUs compared to
controls (fdr ≤ 0,05 Table 6 and 7).
Gene
name

Gene description

Fold
change

fdr

CT 1
[FPKM]

CT 2
[FPKM]

CT 3
[FPKM]

cMU 2
[FPKM]

cMU 3
[FPKM]

Flg2

filaggrin family
member 2

1341,84

0,0001

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

7,26

INF- gamma inducible
protein 47
X Kell blood group
precursor related X
linked

865,27

0,000001

0,0000

0,0000

0,0000

8,58

0,92

676,53

0,000003

0,46

0,19

0,98

2,60

756,20

Iigp1

interferon inducible
GTPase 1

302,96

0,023

0,0000

0,0000

0,0000

1,84

0,05

Ifi44

interferon-induced
protein 44
zinc finger protein 42
tescalcin
enolase 1B
enhancer trap locus 4

297,55

0,030

0,0002

0,0006

0,0002

0,10

1,44

280,92
257,60
130,51
49,90

0,013
0,020
0,00003
0,014

0,0000
0,0000
0,04
0,0001

0,0000
0,0000
0,07
0,01

0,0000
0,0000
0,20
0,06

2,41
4,21
20,59
1,30

0,53
0,64
5,37
1,02

Klk10

kallikrein relatedpeptidase 10

19,97

0,0001

0,23

0,70

0,94

22,40

3,77

Fn3krp

fructosamine 3 kinase
related protein
Fc receptor-like 6
adaptor-related
protein complex AP-1,
sigma 3

18,62

0,000002

0,82

0,83

0,48

12,78

14,99

16,35

0,014

0,26

0,61

0,42

0,99

12,91

16,23

0,013

1,11

0,37

1,40

1,22

31,64

G protein-coupled
receptor kinase 1
ureidopropionase,
beta
midline 1

15,41

0,002

0,89

0,68

1,50

1,06

31,69

12,03

0,001

0,84

0,74

1,06

2,66

19,26

9,71

0,020

0,18

0,43

0,39

1,20

5,49

histocompatibility 2, Q
region locus 4

9,70

0,008

1,91

1,11

1,95

2,41

31,11

Ifi47
Xkrx

Zfp42
Tesc
Eno1b
Etl4

Fcrl6
Ap1s3
Grk1
Upb1
Mid1
H2-Q4
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Olfr613
Pkib
Tyms
Zfp488

Hsd3b2

Tuba1c
Dpp10
Fgd4
Cdc20
Hykk
Ccnb1
Parva
Cap1

olfactory receptor 613
protein kinase
inhibitor beta, cAMP
dependent
thymidylate synthase
zinc finger protein 488
hydroxy-delta-5steroid
dehydrogenase, 3
beta- and steroid
delta-isomerase 2
tubulin, alpha 1C
dipeptidylpeptidase 10

9,30

0,002

2,49

1,73

3,69

3,78

47,24

9,06

0,008

5,34

3,74

8,44

6,43

103,60

6,62
6,45

0,002
0,036

16,90
48,16

21,09
44,08

25,05
67,49

27,86
56,09

257,10
652,20

6,40

0,013

20,03

15,62

27,11

21,98

255,40

5,38
4,64

0,0001
0,014

2,58
2,46

4,51
3,00

4,03
4,32

29,88
4,19

11,83
26,89

FYVE, RhoGEF and PH
domain containing 4
cell division cycle 20

4,10

0,028

14,27

14,27

22,08

20,40

122,70

3,66

0,010

7,23

12,19

5,79

41,63

22,13

hydroxylysine kinase 1
cyclin B1
parvin, alpha

3,35

0,029

3,85

4,31

5,08

6,30

24,24

2,88
2,81

0,014
0,045

11,18
2,84

21,68
7,24

11,91
4,80

61,63
10,08

27,24
18,26

2,20

0,013

21,88

25,03

16,60

45,40

51,31

CAP, adenylate
cyclase-associated
protein 1

Table 6 List of significantly up regulated genes in FASN cMUs compared to controls. Criteria for
significance: fdr ≤ 0,05, 0,5-fold change
Gene
Ccdc3
Ogn
Eya2
Lum
Zfp429
Gstp2
Nt5e
Ranbp6
Fasn

Gene description
coiled-coil domain
containing 3
osteoglycin
eyes absent 2 homolog
lumican
zinc finger protein 429
glutathione Stransferase, pi 2
5' nucleotidase, ecto
RAN binding protein 6
fatty acid synthase

Fold
change

fdr

CT 1
[FPKM]

CT 2
[FPKM]

CT 3
[FPKM]

cMU 2
[FPKM]

cMU 3
[FPKM]

0,00

0,040

0,31

2,95

0,34

0,0004

0,0006

0,00
0,09
0,11
0,11

0,050
0,010
0,050
0,040

0,74
4,49
6,78
2,89

0,55
4,67
4,65
5,76

1,60
1,72
1,34
6,94

0,0000
0,33
0,49
1,10

0,0000
0,32
0,46
0,09

0,17

0,010

24,29

17,30

12,27

3,05

3,38

0,39
0,40
0,47

0,030
0,010
0,030

9,40
14,96
26,12

12,83
11,87
30,44

8,72
10,80
24,60

4,11
5,36
15,32

4,16
5,12
11,49

Table 7 List of significantly down regulated genes in FASN cMUs compared to controls. Criteria for
significance: fdr ≤ 0,05, 1,5-fold change

None of the detected changes stood out strongly, and we went on to perform a
prediction of upstream regulated pathways using Ingenuity. Ingenuity prediction of
upstream regulators identified signalling by two pro-inflammatory cytokines, tumor
necrosis factor (TNF) and gamma interferon (IFN-γ), to be regulated in FASN cMUs,
with the z-score for IFN-γ showing a clear upregulation. Consistent with the
upregulation of pro-inflammatory signalling, anti-inflammatory signalling through the
antagonistically acting interleukin 10 receptor (IL10RA) was predicted to be down
regulated in FASN cMUs (Table 8).
Upstream
regulator

Molecule Type

Predicted
activation

IL10RA

transmembrane receptor

Inhibited

Activatio
n z-score

Target molecules
in dataset
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TP53

transcription regulator

-1,562

CAP1,CCNB1,CDC20,FASN,GSTP1,
KPNA2,PARVA,TYMS

GH1

growth factor

-0,762

CCNB1,FASN,GSTP1,HDAC1

Interferon
α

group (ctokines)

-0,218

FASN,HLA-A,NT5E,TYMS

MED1

transcription regulator

-0,152

CCNB1,CDC20,FASN,GSTP1,
ZFP42

KMT2D

transcription regulator

-0,152

AP1S3,NT5E,Rsl1,XKRX

ACOX1

enzyme

0,000

FASN,GSTP1,HDAC1,HSD3B1

IL5

cytokine

1,000

ENO1,LUM,PKIB,UPB1

ESR1

ligand-dependent nuclear
receptor

1,000

AP1S3,CCNB1,ENO1,FASN,IFI44,
PKIB

PPARα

ligand-dependent nuclear
receptor

1,228

CCNB1,FASN,GSTP1,HSD3B1

MYC

transcription regulator

1,660

CCNB1,CDC20,ENO1,FASN,HLAA,LUM,TYMS,ZFP42

TNF

cytokine

1,972

FASN,GSTP1,HDAC1,HLA-A,OGN

IFNγ

cytokine

2,200

FASN,HLA-A,IFI44,Ifi47,Iigp1

Activated

Table 8 Prediction of upstream-regulated pathways by Ingenuity, based on differentially regulated
genes in FASN cMUs compared to controls.

Given that our previous findings showed a loss of differentiated oligodendrocytes in
FASN cMUs during remyelination, a potential upregulation of IFN-γ and TNF spiked
our interest, as both cytokines were shown to mediate cell death in oligodendrocytes
[599-601]. Furthermore TNF and IFN-γ are potent drivers of macrophage
polarization, promoting pro-inflammatory M1-type polarisation of macrophages. A
switch from type M1 to M2 macrophages occurs in the LPC-mediated demyelination
model around 10 dpl and is critical for promoting CNS remyelination [505]. Thus, we
decided to investigate the possibility of a more pro-inflammatory milieu in LPC
lesions of FASN cMUs at the onset of remyelination, which could at least partially
explain the observed remyelination impairment and loss of remyelinating
oligodendrocytes. To detect whether pro-inflammatory mediators such as the
predicted IFN- γ and TNF were indeed more abundant in LPC treated spinal cord
tissue of FASN cMU at 10 dpl, we performed a pilot experiment using a bead-based,
multiplexed immunoassay, similar to a sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent
Assay (ELISA) essays (experimental timeline depicted in Figure 20 a). Despite the
high sensitivity of the essay, the only cytokine detectable above threshold was IL-10,
which indeed showed a tendency for reduction in this pilot experiment, matching the
predicted down-regulation of IL-10 receptor signalling from the RNA sequencing
data (Figure 20 b). However, we did not expand the analysis to a full set of animals,
as we could detect no other cytokine of interest on the protein level above threshold.
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Instead, we turned to analysing the cytokine and macrophage signature in LPC treated
spinal cord tissue of controls and FASN cMU on the RNA-level by qRT-PCR at the
same time point. Spinal cord tissue from untreated control animals served as a
normalisation control. In accordance with the unchanged density of macrophages at 7
and 21 dpl, we found no detectable difference in the expression of pan-macrophage
markers (Figure 20 c) between LPC-treated controls and FASN cMUs. Proinflammatory type-M1 macrophage-associated cytokines TNFα and IFN-γ also
showed no difference or were only detectable after more than 40 cycles of
amplification respectively (Figure 20 d). M1 macrophage associated cytokine IL-6
showed a mild down regulation in the LPC treated FASN cMU samples compared to
LPC treated controls. However, classical type-M1 macrophage markers iNOS and
Gpr18 showed no regulation, which is in line with unchanged expression of proinflammatory cytokines TNFα and IFN-γ. None of the analysed type-M2 macrophage
markers revealed any significant changes between LPC treated controls and FASN
cMUs (Figure 20 e), further corroborating that macrophage polarisation was not
detectably altered in the FASN cMU compared to controls.
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Figure 20 Assessing potential alterations in inflammatory mediators or macrophage signature in LPCtreated spinal cord tissue of controls and FASN cMU mice at 10 dpl. (a) Schematic representation of
experimental timeline, analogous to previous experiments; recombination was induced by tamoxifen
injection in 8-10 weeks old mice, which received a double injection of LPC into the dorsal and ventral
white matter to induce demyelination 4 weeks later. At 10 dpl, 2 mm of spinal cord tissue surrounding
the injection site were isolated for protein or RNA extraction. (b) Exploratory assessment of IL-10
protein level in LPC-treated spinal cord tissue at 10 dpl, using the LegendPlex immunoassay. (c)
Analysis of general macrophage markers by q-PCR shows no significant difference between spinal
cord tissue from LPC-treated controls and FASN cMUs (d) q-PCR analysis of type M1-macrophage
markers shows no detectable difference in LPC-treated spinal cord tissue compared to controls and
FASN cMUs. (e) Also type M2-macrophage makers showed no detectable difference in LPC-treated
spinal cord tissue compared to controls and FASN cMUs by q-PCR. Unpaired student’s t-test. Data are
presented as mean ± s.e.m.
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Summarizing our efforts to analyse transcriptional changes in FASN cMUs with the
onset of remyelination, we were able to successfully enrich of oligodendrocyte
lineage cells from LPC treated spinal cord tissue and use them to generate low-input
RNA-sequencing data of high quality. However, we could neither detect nor validate
any promising transcriptional changes in FASN cMU cells isolated from LPC-treated
spinal cord tissue at 10dpl. The commonly observed high variability in the low input
RNA-sequencing data largely impeded the detection of significant changes in
transcription. A larger sample number could improve robustness of the approach and
help to obtain more conclusive data, either by technical refinement, i.e. improving
methods for isolating cells from adult tissue, or increasing animal numbers.
Regardless of technical challenges, it is also possible that the pre-dominant changes
caused by FASN ablation in OPCs are independent of transcription, and may rather
affect availability of fatty acids, other metabolites, or signalling through either of
these molecules with no effect at the level of the transcriptome.

4.9. Ex vivo cerebellar slice cultures for studying the function of FASN
in OPCs during remyelination
To investigate potential molecular mechanisms downstream of FASN that account for
the observed remyelination impairment in vivo, we took advantage of a wellestablished LPC-mediated ex-vivo model of de- and remyelination in cerebellar slice
culture[602]. We established the basic protocol for culturing cerebellar slices with the
help of Despoina Goniotaki from the laboratory of Adriano Aguzzi, and combined it
with published approaches for the timing of 4-hydroxytamoxifen mediated
recombination, induction of demyelination with LPC, and assessment of
remyelination [577,590,603]. First, we validated the general experimental setup
(Figure 21 a), i.e. myelination of the cultures prior to addition of LPC, efficient
demyelination at 2 days post LPC-treatment (DPL) and remyelination at 8 DPL by
staining for myelin basic protein (MBP) and axonal neurofilament medium chain
(NFM/160) in cerebellar slices of control animals (Figure 21 b and c). We secondly
aimed to detect a general impairment of remyelination in FASN cMUs compared to
controls by assessing the ratio of MBP/NF160 staining of cerebellar slices 8 DPL, but
we could detect no qualitative difference between controls and FASN cMUs (Figure
21 c), and therefore refrained from quantification.
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Figure 21 Ex vivo de- and remyelination in cerebellar slice cultures for studying the effect of FASN
ablation in OPCs on remyelination. (a) Schematic representation of experimental time line:
Recombination was induced with 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-OH-TAM) in cerebellar slices obtained from
P9 control and FASN cMU mice from 2 DIV to 4 DIV. At 7 DIV, demyelination was induced by
adding 0,5 mg/ml LPC to the media for 16-17 hours. The effects of demyelination were assessed at 2
DPL and remyelination at 8 DPL. (b) IHC for MBP and NF160 in cerebellar slices of control animals
prior to demyelination at 7 DIV, and at 2 DPL after demyelination showed loss of myelin after addition
of LPC, while leaving axons relatively intact. (c) IHC for MBP and NF160 in cerebellar slices of
controls and FASN cMU at 8 dpl showed efficient remyelination in the slice culture setup, but revealed
no apparent difference between the two genotypes. Scale bar (b and c) 100 µm.

We hypothesized that the detection of changes in remyelination by densitometry
analysis of MBP staining would require a relatively strong impairment of
remyelination, and the low recombination rate of Pdgfrα-CreERT2 may not have been
sufficient to cause a pronounced enough effect. Thus, we aimed to determine, whether
we could detect a reduction of recombined differentiated oligodendrocyte in the slice
cultures, as seen in the in vivo situation in FASN cMUs. We analysed the density of
recombined

Olig2+/YFP+

oligodendrocyte

lineage

cells

and

recombined

CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ differentiated oligodendrocytes prior to the induction of
demyelination at 7 days in vitro (DIV), after induction of demyelination at 2 days
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post-addition of LPC (DPL; to assess demyelination) and 8 DPL (to assess
remyelination; Figure 22 a). In accordance with the expansion of OPCs and derived
oligodendrocytes following demyelination, also in the slice cultures we observed
recombined Olig2+/YFP+ oligodendrocyte lineage cells to strongly increase after LPC
treatment at 2 DPL and 8 DPL, compared to 7 DIV (Figure 22 b, c). The recombined
CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ differentiated oligodendrocyte population showed an increase in
remyelinated cerebellar slices at 8 DPL compared to the earlier time points, further
substantiating the experimental set-up and timing (Figure 22 d). Nevertheless, we
could detect no difference in the number of recombined, differentiated
oligodendrocytes at any of the assessed time points. This suggested that under the
current culture conditions, the ex vivo cerebellar slice culture model of remyelination
does not recapitulate the in vivo phenotype seen in FASN cMUs. We could not assess
sufficient depletion of FASN protein in the slice cultures, due to problems with the
staining in this setting. Thus, it can not be ruled out that FASN had not been
sufficiently depleted in the FASN cMU, hence the absence of a phenotype.
Alternatively, the high concentrations of 25% horse serum in the slice culture media
may serve as a rich source of exogenous lipids, and could have compensated for the
lack of endogenous synthesis by FASN. Despite our efforts we were not able to
establish the culture system in a lipid-free, defined media for more than 2 weeks
Given the difficulties in recapitulating the in vivo phenotype and the lack of promising
candidates or candidate pathways to follow up in vitro, we decided to terminate the
slice culture experiments at this point.
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Figure 22 No detectable changes in oligodendrocyte density in ex vivo de- and remyelination in
cerebellar slice cultures of FASN CMUs compared to controls. (a) Schematic representation of
experimental time line: Recombination was induced with 4-hydroxytamoxifen in cerebellar slices
obtained from P9 control and FASN cMU mice from 2 DIV to 4 DIV. At 7 DIV, demyelination was
induced by adding 0,5 mg/ml LPC to the media for 16-17 hours. The effects of demyelination were
assessed at 2 DPL and remyelination at 8 DPL. (b) IHC for CC1, Olig2 and YFP in cerebellar slices at
7 DIV, 2 DPL and 8 DPL showed no difference in cell density of oligodendrocyte lineage cells. White
box indicates region of interest used for quantification. (c) Quantification of recombined Olig2+/YFP+
oligodendrocyte lineage cell density at 7 DIV, 2 DPL and 8 DPL. (d) Quantification of recombined
CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ differentiated oligodendrocyte density at 7 DIV, 2 DPL and 8 DPL. n=2
experiments for 7 DIV and 8 DPL. n=1 experiment for 2 DPL. For each experiment, 3 regions of
interest in 3 cerebellar slices (amounting to 9 regions of interest) were quantified. Two-way ANOVA
and Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Scale bar (b) 100 µm.

4.10. Addressing the function of mTORC1 as a potential regulator of de
novo lipogenesis in adult OPCs and derived oligodendrocytes during
remyelination
4.10.1. No detectable changes in remyelination following ablation of Rptor
in adult OPCs
The protein kinase mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) is a central
regulator of cell metabolism. Loss-of-function experiments in our laboratory and
others, targeting the essential mTORC1 component Raptor in oligodendrocytes, have
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highlighted the critical function of mTORC1 in timely and efficient CNS
myelination[273,324], an effect that is at least in part mediated by mTORC1dependent regulation of lipogenesis, i.e., synthesis of fatty acids and complex lipids.
Based on these findings, we hypothesized that mTORC1 activity in adult OPCs is also
critical for efficient CNS remyelination and lipogenic control in adult OPCs and
derived oligodendrocytes during CNS remyelination. We aimed to address the effect
of the ablation of mTORC1 activity following LPC-induced demyelination, applying
inducible and cell type specific depletion of Raptor in adult OPCs. To this end we
generated Pdgfrα-CreERT2: RptorloxP/loxP: Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP (Raptor cMU)
mice and induced recombination at 8-10 weeks of age, followed by induction of
demyelination by LPC-injection into the ventral white matter 4 weeks later (Figure 23
a and b). We assessed effects on remyelination in controls and Raptor cMUs by
electron microscopy at 14 dpl, when remyelination is well advanced (Figure 23 c).
We found g-ratios (Figure 23 d and e), i.e., myelin thickness in relation to axon
diameter, and percentage of non-myelinated axons (Figure 19 f) to be unchanged in
Raptor cMUs compared to controls. Furthermore, IHC analysis revealed no detectable
difference in the density of recombined Olig2+/YFP+ or total Olig2+ oligodendrocytes
at 14 dpl (Figure 19 g, h and i). Overall, these findings suggest no detectable changes
in remyelination in Raptor cMU in this experimental setting.
Figure 23 No detectable changes in CNS remyelination in Raptor cMUs (See next page) (a) Schematic
representation
Rptor

loxP/loxP

of

tamoxifen-inducible

and Rosa26-stop

loxP/loxP

Pdgfrα-CreERT2-driven

recombination

of

conditional

-YFP alleles. (See next page) (b) Schematic representation of

experimental timeline; Raptor cMUs and controls were injected with tamoxifen at 8-10 weeks of age
and subjected to LPC-induced demyelination of the spinal cord 4 weeks later. Remyelination was
analysed at 14 dpl by electron microscopy or IHC. (c) Representative electron micrograph in LPClesions of the ventral spinal cord of controls and Raptor cMUs at 14 dpl, showing no apparent changes
in remyelination of Raptor cMUs compared to controls. Non-myelinated fibers are highlighted in
yellow. (d) Average g-ratio analysis of characteristically thinly remyelinated fibers at 14 dpl. n=3
animals per genotype with a minimum of 50 g-ratios analysed per animal. (e) Scatter plot of the g-ratio
of individual fibers in relation to axon diameter. (f) Percentage of non-myelinated axons within the
thinly remyelinated lesion area at 14 dpl. n=3 animals per genotype with the total number of axons and
non-myelinated axons quantified in the thinly remyelinated lesion area. (g) IHC analysis for
oligodendrocyte lineage marker Olig2 and recombination marker YFP shows no difference in the
density of oligodendrocyte lineages cells within LPC-lesions at 14 dpl. (h) Quantification of
recombined Olig2+/YFP+ oligodendrocyte lineage cells in LPC lesions at 14 dpl. (i) Quantification of
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total Olig2 + oligodendrocyte lineage cells in LPC lesions at 14 dpl. Unpaired Student’s t-test. Data are
presented as mean ± s.e.m. Scale bars (c) 2 µm.

4.10.2. No reduction of FASN expression in differentiated Raptor cMU
oligodendrocytes during remyelination
mTORC1 was shown to regulate lipogenesis through activation of Sterol Regulatory
Element Binding Proteins (SREBPs), which in turn regulates expression of enzymes
involved in lipogenesis, including FASN [323,604]. The mTORC1 dependent
regulation of FASN expression was also observed in oligodendrocytes during
development [273]. To address whether mTORC1 acts as an upstream regulator of
FASN expression in oligodendrocytes during remyelination, we analysed FASN
expression in recombined, CC1+/YFP+ differentiated oligodendrocytes by IHC
(Figure 24 a and b). Contrasting the strong reduction of FASN in differentiated CC1+
oligodendrocytes of conditional Raptor mutants during development, we could detect
no changes of FASN expression in CC1+/YFP+ oligodendrocytes (Figure 24 c).
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Figure 24 No changes
of FASN expression in
differentiated oligodendrocytes of Raptor cMU
during

remyelination.

(a) Schematic representtation of LPC lesions in
the spinal cord. Square
indicates

location

microscopy
shown in (b).

of

images
(b) Re-

presentative image of
triple staining for CC1, YFP and FASN with counterstain DAPI within LPC-lesions at 14dpl.
Arrowheads indicate CC1+/YFP+ oligodendrocytes (c) Densitometry analysis of FASN intensity in
CC1+/YFP+ recombined oligodendrocytes within LPC-lesions at 14dpl. Confocal images were used for
quantification. n=3 animals, intensity of FASN staining was measured in 10 CC1+/YFP+ cells per
animal. Unpaired Student’s t-test. Mean was plotted and error bars indicate s.e.m. (b) 20 µm

4.10.3. Low phosphorylation levels of S6 in controls impede detection of
potentially reduced mTORC1 activity in Raptor cMU
Given the surprising finding that FASN expression was not reduced in
oligodendrocytes of Raptor cMUs, and the absence of a detectable phenotype, we
next asked whether mTORC1 activity was really abolished, as a consequence of
efficient depletion of Raptor protein in the applied experimental setting/timing. Using
phosphorylation of ribosomal protein S6 (p-S6) on Serine 235/236 as readout for
mTORC1 kinase activity, we assessed p-S6 levels in recombined Olig2+/YFP+
oligodendrocytes within LPC lesions of controls and Raptor cMUs at 14 dpl by IHC
(Figure 25 a). In accordance with previously published data [146], we could find only
very few P-S6+/Olig2+/YFP+ recombined oligodendrocytes in control animals.
Similarly, a few P-S6+/Olig2+/YFP+ recombined oligodendrocytes were also present
in the Raptor cMUs (Figure 25 b). This may indicate that Raptor had not been
sufficiently depleted on the protein level in the conditional mutants, as a consequence
of high protein stability. Alternatively, P-S6+/Olig2+/YFP+ cells present in the cMUs
might be a result of independent recombination of the Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP and
RptorloxP/loxP allele, as observed in the FASN cMU, where also not all YFP+ cells had
lost FASN. Either way, we were not able to confirm, or deny efficient depletion of
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mTORC1 activity in Raptor cMUs, with 4 weeks between induction of recombination
and injection of LPC, followed by 2 weeks to allow for remyelination to occur.
Figure 25 Low phosphorylation
levels of S6 in oligodendrocyte
lineage cells during remyelination
impede detection of potentially
abolished
Raptor

mTORC1
cMUs.

activity

(a)

in

Exemplary

images of IHC for P-S6, Olig2 and
YFP reveal low levels of P-S6 in
recombined

oligodendrocyte

lineage cells in LPC-lesions of
controls and Raptor cMUs at 14 dpl.
Yellow dashed lines indicate lesion
borders.

Arrowheads

indicate

Olig2+/YFP+ cells and white dashed
lines

indicate
+

outline

of

+

Olig2 /YFP . (b) Magnification of
images shown in (a). Arrowheads
+

+

indicate Olig2 /YFP cells and white dashed lines indicate outline of Olig2+/YFP+. Scale bars (a,b) 20
µm.

4.10.4. Extension of experimental timing to allow for efficient Raptor
protein depletion in adult OPCs does not lead to detectable changes in
remyelination of Raptor cMU
Detection of mTORC1 activity in this system proved to be difficult, and we were not
able to directly address depletion of Raptor protein and consequent loss of mTORC1
activity. Therefore we decided to test if extending the period between induction of
recombination and induction of demyelination with LPC to 8 weeks would allow us to
detect an effect on remyelination in Raptor cMUs, and if so, follow up by proving
Raptor protein depletion and loss of mTORC1 activity. Maintaining the previous
experimental set up, with an extended period between induction of recombination and
induction of demyelination (Figure 26 a), we could again detect no changes in
remyelination in Raptor cMUs compared to controls at 14 dpl by EM (Figure 26 b).
Neither the percentage of non-myelinated fibers (Figure 26 c) nor g-ratios (Figure 26
d and e) were significantly altered in Raptor cMUs compared to controls. Since we
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could detect no phenotypic alteration in Raptor cMUs during remyelination up to this
point, we decided to terminate this line of experiments.
Figure 26 Raptor cMUs
show

no

detectable

defects in remyelination,
even after extending the
time for protein depletion.
(a) Schematic representation of adjusted experimental timeline: Raptor
cMUs and controls were
injected with tamoxifen at
8-10 weeks of age and
subjected to LPC-induced
demyelination

of

the

spinal cord 8 weeks later.
Remyelination was again
analysed at 14 dpl by EM.
(b) Representative electron micrograph of LPClesions

in

the

ventral

spinal cord of controls
and Raptor cMUs at 14
dpl, showing no changes
in remyelination. Nonmyelinated

fibers

are

highlighted in yellow. (c) Percentage of non-myelinated axons within the thinly remyelinated lesion
area at 14 dpl. n=3 animals per genotype with the total number of axons and non-myelinated axons
quantified in the thinly remyelinated lesion area (d) Average g-ratio analysis of characteristically thinly
remyelinated fibers at 14 dpl. n=3 animals per genotype with a minimum of 50 g-ratios analysed per
animal. (e) Scatter plot of the g-ratio of individual fibers in relation to axon diameter. Unpaired
Student’s t-test. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Scale bars (c) 2 µm.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Characterisation of recombination and assessment of off-target
effects in PDGFRα-CreERT2: Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP and PDGFRαCreERT2:Rosa26-stoploxP/ loxP-YFP:Fasn loxP/ loxP mice
Determining gene function through gene inactivation is a standard approach in mouse
genetics, but inactivation of many genes causes early lethality and precludes
phenotypic assessment of later time points. Targeted gene disruption by the Cre/loxP
system has revolutionized tissue-specific loss-of-function studies in vivo [605], as it
allows for tissue or cell type specific ablation of a gene. Tissue specificity can be
achieved by integrating Cre-recombinase downstream of an endogenous promoter (a
so called knock in), or, as in the case of the Pdgfrα-CreERT2 used here, by placing
Cre-recombinase expression under the control of a tissue specific promoter, with the
construct then randomly integrated into the genome. The specific properties of a
promoter and the location of the insertion of the Cre transgene will strongly affect the
expression pattern of a given Cre transgene, and may affect recombination rate and
fidelity (i.e. lack of leakiness) of Cre expression [606]. To also achieve temporal
control, Cre expression can be controlled by using inducible Cre transgenes, such as
that encoding the tamoxifen-sensitive Cre-estrogen receptor fusion protein (CreER or
CreERT2) [607,608]. When employing these techniques it is important to consider
possible limitations, pitfalls and peculiarities, such as erroneous Cre expression,
recombination in cell types other then the cell type of interest, rate of recombination,
varying susceptibility of different genomic sites to Cre-mediated loxP recombination,
and for inducible CreER(T2) systems

the

regimen of tamoxifen administration

[591,606]. Given these limitations, and mouse line (background) or experimental
regimen-specific properties, we characterized key features of Pdgfrα-CreERT2-driven
recombination in our experimental setting.
Pdgfrα-CreERT2 mice were generated by the laboratory of William D. Richardson
[440]. This mouse line has been widely used to target inducible Cre-dependent
recombination to adult OPCs in the healthy [440,460,461] and diseased CNS
[441,442,609,610]. To identify recombined OPCs and follow their progeny in
subsequent experiments we combined Pdgfrα-CreERT2 with the Rosa26-stoploxP/loxPYFP reporter line. The resulting Pdgfrα-CreERT2: Rosa26-stop loxP/ loxP -YFP control
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mice were crossed with FASNloxP/loxP mice to generate Pdgfrα-CreERT2: Rosa26stoploxP/loxP-YFP: FASNloxP/loxP (FASN cMU) mice.

First, we confirmed Pdgfrα-

CreERT2 induced recombination of the Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP reporter in roughly
30% of OPCs in our experimental setting, which is in line with previous reports in the
spinal cord [462]. Next, we could verify the loss of FASN in the majority of Rosa26stoploxP/loxP-YFP (YFP+) recombined oligodendrocytes in our experimental setup. We
found

that

FASNloxP/loxP

and

Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP

alleles

recombined

independently from each other in 15-20% of oligodendrocytes, indicating a similar
recombination rate for the FASNloxP/loxP and the Rosa26-stoploxP/loxP-YFP allele overall.
In the healthy CNS, the only cell type reported to recombine using Pdgfrα-CreERT2 is
the OPC.

However, pericytes, the mural cells surrounding blood microvessels,

express PDGFRα and are thus prone to recombine when the Pdgfrα promoter controls
Cre-recombinase expression. In CNS homeostasis, pericytes are an essential
component of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and confined to surrounding blood
vessels. Upon traumatic or demyelinating injury, pericytes can enter the CNS
parenchyma and contribute to the early scar formation in the brain and spinal cord
[592,593]. To our knowledge, Pdgfrα-CreERT2-driven recombination in pericytes had
not been previously addressed, and we found a low recombination rate in pericytes in
demyelinated LPC-lesions at 7 dpl. The density of total and recombined pericytes was
unchanged in FASN cMU, suggesting no major effect of FASN depletion on their
abundance or their ability to participate in early scar formation.
Following demyelination, multipotent adult OPCs generate mostly oligodendrocytes,
and in the spinal cord Schwann cells [442]. To a minor extent adult OPCs also
generate astrocytes, and rarely neurons [441,609,610]. Depending on the timing, and
potentially the activation state [611], astrocytes impact the remyelination process in
multiple ways that can be either detrimental or beneficial for the remyelination
outcome [594-596,598,612]. We assessed the fraction of recombined adult OPCderived astrocytes in acutely demyelinated LPC lesions at 7 dpl, and found an
expectedly low fraction of recombined astrocytes, as has been previously reported in
another immune-mediated demyelination model [441]. The abundance of total and
recombined astrocytes was unchanged in FASN cMUs compared to controls,
suggesting no changes overall in astrogliosis or OPC fate, i.e. increased generation of
astrocytes by OPCs. The area covered by astrocytes, as a measure of astrogliosis,
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becomes more extensive as remyelination progresses. To assure that FASN depletion
did not impact this process, we analysed the lesion area covered by astrocytes at 7 and
21 dpl. As expected, the area covered by astrocytes increased from 7 to 21 dpl, but no
changes were detectable in FASN cMUs compared to controls, indicating that FASNdepletion in OPCs had no detectable impact on astrogliosis.
Other cells that have a profound influence on remyelination are tissue resident
macrophages, i.e. microglia, and invading macrophages. Depending on the timing and
time-matched activation state, macrophages can support or impede remyelination
[490,504,505]. We assessed the abundance of macrophages at two time points. First
in acutely demyelinated lesions at 7 dpl that are populated by numerous hypertrophic
macrophages, and secondly in remyelinated lesions at 21 dpl, when macrophage
density is much reduced and the cells appear less hypertrophic. In line with these
expected changes, densitometry analysis showed a reduced area covered by
macrophages at 21 dpl compared to 7dpl in controls and FASN cMUs. No difference
was detectable between controls and FASN cMUs at either time point, suggesting no
gross changes in the abundance of macrophages. Yet, macrophages can be
differentially polarized and can acquire either a pro-inflammatory (M1) phenotype
that is associated with tissue injury, or a immune regulatory phenotype (M2) that is
associated with tissue repair [613-615]. A shift from a primarily M1 to M2 phenotype
with the onset of remyelination has been recently shown in LPC-mediated
demyelination model, and M2 macrophages and M2-derived inflammatory mediators
were shown to promote oligodendrocyte differentiation and remyelination [505]. An
age-associated imbalance in the spectrum of M1/M2 polarization favouring proinflammatory M1 macrophage polarization in aged individuals has been reported
[505,616,617]. In addition, changes in the M1/ M2 spectrum of macrophage
polarisation in MS lesions has been described [618]. Since we had indications for
alterations in immune modulators that are associated with macrophage polarization
from our RNA sequencing of oligodendrocyte lineage cells at 10 dpl, we assessed
inflammatory mediators and markers of macrophage polarisation by qRT-PCR.
However, we could detect once more no changes in immune mediators or markers of
M1/M2 polarization. Taken together, these data suggest no detectable changes in the
immune response of FASN cMU compared to controls at any of the assessed time
points that could have influenced the remyelination outcome.
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Of note, no striking effects on axons in LPC lesions of FASN cMUs compared to
controls were observed in the EM analysis. Initial quantification of axon density
showed no differences, but was dismissed due to the high variability in controls as
well as FASN cMU lesions that rendered the analysis inconclusive.
In summary, we could reproduce the reported recombination efficiency and confirm
the faithful recombination of the recombination reporter Rosa26-stop loxP/ loxP-YFP and
FASNloxP/loxP by Pdgfrα-CreERT2. We extended the characterization of the PdgfrαCreERT2 by assessing off-target recombination in pericytes following demyelination,
and confirmed the scarce generation of astrocytes from adult OPCs in the LPCinduced demyelination mode. Furthermore, we could largely rule out effects on other
glial cells that critically contribute to the remyelination process. These data suggest a
cell autonomous effect of FASN depletion in OPCs and derived oligodendrocytes
during remyelination, which had no detectable secondary effect on any of the assessed
cell types.

5.2. Endogenous fatty acid synthesis is critical for efficient CNS
remyelination and maintenance of the remyelinating oligodendrocyte
population
Remyelination requires OPCs to proliferate, differentiate and form new myelin
around denuded axons, calling for a massive increase in cell size and membrane
availability. How OPCs and derived oligodendrocytes achieve the necessary increase
in biomass that is required for these processes is currently not fully understood. Fatty
acids, as primary building blocks of cellular membrane lipids, can be either derived
by endogenous de novo synthesis or external uptake. Whether oligodendrocyte
lineage cells are mainly dependent on de novo synthesis or on uptake of fatty acids to
achieve remyelination has thus far not been addressed. We aimed to elucidate the
function of endogenous de novo fatty acid synthesis in adult OPCs and derived
oligodendrocytes for CNS remyelination. By inducible, conditional depletion of fatty
acid synthase (FASN) in adult OPCs, we assessed the effects of the depletion on
endogenous synthesis, proliferation, differentiation, and maturation of OPCs into
myelinating oligodendrocytes, following LPC-mediated demyelination.
First, we found that FASN is expressed at low to non-detectable levels in adult OPCs
of the spinal cord in the absence of demyelination during CNS homeostasis. In line
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with this observation, we found that FASN is dispensable for maintaining the adult
OPC population up to 3 months after induction of recombination in the healthy spinal
cord. Surprisingly, activated and highly proliferative OPCs in acutely demyelinated
lesions retained a low to non-detectable expression of FASN. Corresponding to the
low expression of FASN in these activated OPCs, its activity appears to be
dispensable for the proliferation and formation of the initial adult OPC population
after LPC-mediated demyelination. In contrast, differentiated oligodendrocytes
derived from adult OPCs strongly express FASN early on in demyelinated LPClesions. Yet, FASN activity seems dispensable for oligodendrocyte differentiation per
se, as we could detect no significant differences in the density of differentiated
oligodendrocytes in FASN cMUs compared to controls up to the onset of
remyelination. Instead, we observed a substantial decrease in differentiated
oligodendrocytes during the active phase of remyelination from 12 dpl on in FASN
cMUs. This sudden decrease in remyelinating oligodendrocytes suggested to us that
FASN depletion in oligodendrocytes might lead to the induction of programmed cell
death, i.e. apoptosis, during remyelination. Despite our best efforts we were not able
to detect increased apoptosis of differentiated oligodendrocytes in FASN cMUs
during remyelination. Technical challenges such as a very short time window for the
detection of cC3+ cells may have impeded detection of increased apoptosis in FASN
cMU. Alternatively, cell death may occur through another mechanism than caspase 3dependent apoptosis, such as pyroptosis, ferroptosis or caspase 3 independentapoptosis. We attempted to address cell death through detection of DNA
fragmentation by TUNEL, which is a hallmark of most mechanisms of cell death.
However we did not succeed in establishing TUNEL/CC1/YFP co-stainings, and thus
could not determine cell death by TUNEL in a cell type-specific manner. Hence, it
remains to be unequivocally determined whether loss of FASN induces apoptosis of
oligodendrocytes during remyelination. Nevertheless, the pronounced decrease in
oligodendrocytes with the progression of remyelination does strongly suggest that
FASN activity is critical for oligodendrocyte survival in this experimental setting. If
further evidence is required, administration of apoptosis inhibitors during the slightly
extended critical window from 7-14 dpl, during which the reduction of
oligodendrocytes was observed in FASN cMUs, followed by IHC analysis of
CC1+/Olig2+/YFP+ cells at 14 dpl may aid to prove this point. However, detrimental
effects due to impaired immune cell clearance might evolve, as seen in EAE [619].
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Conditional

loss

of

FASN

has

been

studied

in

several

cell

types

[253,262,264,266,268-272,620-622], but cell death or a reduction in FASN ablated
cells has only been reported in mammary glands [265]. Thus cell death does not
appear to be a common feature of FASN-depleted cells. Whether death of FASNdepleted oligodendrocytes was a result of a lack of lipid availability for membrane
synthesis, the accumulation of a toxic precursor, or the result of other FASN related
functions such as impaired palmitoylation of a vital protein, could not be determined.
Most approaches to detect these types of changes require larger amounts of material,
in which the cell type of interest is enriched. Sufficient amounts of material, i.e. cells,
could not be obtained with the current experimental set up. Given the strong link
between FASN and transcriptional regulation through activation of PPARs in other
FASN cMUs [165,253,256,264,266,270,271,620,622], we aimed to analyse
transcriptional changes with the very limited amount of material that we could obtain
from sorting recombined oligodendrocyte lineage cells from the demyelinated spinal
cord at 10 dpl. Despite generating low-input RNA-sequencing data of high quality,
we could not detect any promising transcriptional changes in FASN cMU cells. High
variability in the low input RNA-sequencing data, as is common in this type of
analysis, may have impeded the detection of more subtle changes in transcription. In
the future, increasing sample size may improve robustness of low-input approaches
and help to obtain more conclusive data. Larger sample size could be achieved either
through technical refinement such as improved methods for isolating cells from adult
tissue, or by increasing animal numbers. Due to limits in the use of animals for the
injury studies, the latter was not an option. We also appear to have reached the limit
of technical refinement of FACS isolation for these types of cells, as the recovery of
total cells and adult OPCs was comparable to the highest reported recoveries of these
cells [467,471,623,624]. Regardless of technical challenges, it is also possible that the
pre-dominant changes caused by FASN ablation in oligodendrocyte lineage cells
during remyelination are independent of transcription, and may rather affect any of
the other above mentioned possibilities, such as general availability of fatty acids,
other metabolites, or signalling through either of these classes of molecules with no
effect on the level of the transcriptome.
Irrespective of the underlying mechanisms, our data suggest a critical function of
FASN, and most likely FASN-mediated de novo fatty acid synthesis, in the survival
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of oligodendrocytes during the active phase of remyelination when oligodendrocytes
progressively mature into remyelinating oligodendrocytes and restore the myelin
sheath around demyelinated axons. Figure 27 graphically summarizes our
observations.

Figure 27 Fatty acid synthase is critical for efficient CNS remyelination and maintenance of
remyelinating oligodendrocytes. In controls, demyelination induces the activation, recruitment and
proliferation of adult OPCs that express FASN at low levels. Upon differentiation, FASN is strongly
upregulated in the ensuing differentiated oligodendrocytes, which then proceed to engage denuded
axons, leading to the restoration of the myelin sheath. In FASN cMUs, depletion of FASN in adult
OPCs has no effect on the first stages in remyelination, i.e., activation, recruitment, proliferation and
differentiation of adult OPCs. Instead, FASN-depleted adult OPC-derived oligodendrocytes are lost
with the progression of remyelination, resulting in a reduction of mature oligodendrocytes and
impaired remyelination in FASN cMUs.

Interestingly, depletion of SCAP a critical regulator of SREBP activation in
oligodendrocytes during developmental myelination, produced a similar phenotype.
Oligodendrocyte-specific loss of SCAP resulted in increased non-myelinated fibers
and a reduction in differentiated oligodendrocytes. Proliferation was slightly
increased, and thus cannot account for the observed reduction in differentiated
oligodendrocytes. The authors suggested that OPC numbers were not affected, since
Olig2+ oligodendrocyte lineage cells were not significantly changed. Whether the
reduction in differentiated oligodendrocytes was a result of reduced survival of
SCAP-depleted oligodendrocytes was not addressed directly. SREBP1 target genes
required for de novo lipogenesis and homeostasis, such as FASN, and SREBP2 target
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genes required for cholesterol homeostasis, were strongly down-regulated following
SCAP ablation in oligodendrocytes. Cholesterol levels in myelin were unexpectedly
unchanged, whereas the fatty acid profile was disturbed, suggesting a pronounced
effect on fatty acid homeostasis in SCAP-depleted oligodendrocytes. Surprisingly,
palmitate, the primary product of FASN, was also increased in myelin, despite a
strong reduction of FASN in SCAP depleted oligodendrocytes. The authors
conclusively showed that SCAP-activity in astrocytes is critical for myelination,
suggesting that astrocytes supply oligodendrocytes with lipids for myelination. Yet,
loss-of SCAP in astrocytes did not lead to a reduction in differentiated
oligodendrocytes [210]. SREBPs control many aspects of lipid homeostasis, including
de novo lipogenesis, cholesterol synthesis, lipid uptake and recycling. Thus it remains
to be fully clarified which aspects are essentially contributing to the phenotypes
observed after SCAP ablation. The function of SCAP or SREBPs in remyelination has
so far not been addressed directly, but the similarities to the phenotype observed in
FASN cMUs during remyelination might suggest that defects in de novo lipogenesis
have significantly contributed to the observed phenotype in SCAP mutants.
However, other studies highlighting the critical function specifically of cholesterol
biosynthesis in oligodendrocytes during developmental myelination also showed a
phenotype similar to that seen after SCAP depletion in oligodendrocytes[130]. In a
recent study, TCF7l2, otherwise a key regulator of oligodendrocyte Wnt/b-catenin
signalling, was shown to be a critical regulator of cholesterol biosynthesis in
differentiated oligodendrocytes, and interference with TCF7l2-mediated upregulation
of cholesterol synthetizing enzymes resulted in deficits in developmental myelination
and remyelination, i.e., increased non-myelinated fibers and reduced g-ratio. In
development and remyelination interference with TCF7l2-mediated control of
cholesterol biosynthesis in oligodendrocytes resulted in a reduction in differentiated
oligodendrocytes, again with no changes in OPC abundance or proliferation [625].
This could point to a similar defect in oligodendrocyte survival as in FASN cMUs.
These common features of interference with cholesterol synthesis and fatty acid
synthesis in FASN cMU might indicate that interference with the synthesis of basic
building blocks of the myelin membrane induces the depletion of differentiated
oligodendrocytes during remyelination. This may suggest that the availability of
endogenously produced lipids for myelin production is not only a critical factor for
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efficient CNS remyelination, but also oligodendrocyte survival. While others have
speculated that defects in the availability of these lipids may contribute to
remyelination failure in human pathologies, further clarification is required for such a
bold claim [130,210,560]. Comparing the myelinogenic potential of young and aged
adult OPC-derived oligodendrocytes in culture and analysing the expression of
lipogenic enzymes in oligodendrocytes within MS lesions may provide further
evidence.
The function of other upstream regulators of FASN have also been addressed in
remyelination, but the pleiotropic functions and targets of these regulators make it
difficult to relate the data to the current study. Depletion of LXR resulted in
myelination and remyelination deficits and reduced myelin gene expression, in line
with in vitro analysis of oligodendrocyte morphology maturation defects in these cells
[297]. The observation of maturation defects in LXR-depleted oligodendrocytes may
match to some extent the defects observed in FASN cMUs, yet the maturation defects
were related to LXR-driven expression of myelin genes [299], and in vitro to defects
in cholesterol synthesis [298]. Analysis of OPC proliferation or differentiation
following LXR depletion in vivo during remyelination is missing. Thus, making a
comparison of LXR and FASN -dependent phenotypes is difficult, and it remains to
be determined if the phenotypes are related. Furthermore, it remains to be determined
whether LXR is a regulator of FASN expression in oligodendrocytes and might
actually contribute to lipogenic control in developmental myelination and
remyelination.

5.3. mTORC1 function in remyelination
Mammalian target of Rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) is the central regulator of
most anabolic processes that are required for cell growth, including protein synthesis,
purin synthesise and de novo lipogenesis [308]. mTORC1 activity was shown to be
critical for developmental myelination [273,324] and de novo lipogenesis in
oligodendrocytes [273]. Thus, we aimed to assess whether mTORC1 activity in adult
OPCs and derived oligodendrocytes is also essential for CNS remyelination, and
whether it is required for lipogenic control in these remyelinating cells. By means of
genetic depletion of the critical mTORC1 component Raptor in adult OPCs, followed
by LPC-mediated demyelination, we set out to address effects of loss of mTORC1
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activity in OPCs and derived oligodendrocytes on CNS remyelination. Repeating the
experiment twice, with variations in experimental timing to allow for efficient protein
depletion, in both experiments we failed to detect effects of the genetic depletion of
Raptor in adult OPCs and derived oligodendrocytes on remyelination. However, we
could not confirm loss-of mTORC1 activity in recombined oligodendrocytes of
Raptor cMUs, as assessed by detecting phosphorylation of the mTORC1 target S6 (PS6) in oligodendrocyte lineage cells.

We could detect only a small fraction of

oligodendrocyte lineage cells that were P-S6+ in remyelinating lesions of control
animals at 14 dpl, which is in line with previous reports of approx. 20% of P-S6+
oligodendrocytes in LPC lesions at the same time point [626]. The reported fraction
of P-S6+positive oligodendrocytes was even lower at 7 dpl [626]. Thus, we were not
able to prove loss of mTORC1 activity in Raptor cMUs, and it remains to be
determined whether mTORC1 activity is truly dispensable for remyelination and
lipogenic control in oligodendrocyte lineage cells during remyelination.
A previous study showed that systemic inhibition of mTORC1 activity with
Rapamycin in the systemic cuprizone model of demyelination resulted in delayed
remyelination [627]. Whether this effect was a result of mTORC1 inhibition in
oligodendrocytes or other cell types was not fully clarified, and is thus not necessarily
in contradiction with our results.
Hyperactivation of mTORC1 in oligodendrocytes during developmental myelination
remyelination by depletion of negative regulators of mTORC1 led to somewhat
conflicting results. Depletion of the negative regulator of mTORC1, Pten, in
oligodendrocytes during development led to increased myelin production and
hypermyelination, whereas it had no effect on remyelination [146,147]. In contrast,
depletion of mTORC1-inhibitors TSC1 or 2 in oligodendrocytes during development
resulted in reduced myelin production and hypomyelination [273,330]. TSC1
depletion in adult OPCs on the other hand resulted in improved remyelination and
increased myelin thickness [578]. Thus it appears that loss of TSC1/2, and
consequently mTORC1 hyperactivation, has differential effects on developmental
myelination and remyelination. It furthermore seems that hyperactivation of
mTORC1 resulting from loss of Pten, upstream of TSC1/2 complex, has a differential
effect on developmental myelination and on remyelination. Pten has a broader range
of downstream effectors, such as PDK1, AKT, and others, thus affecting multiple
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pathways of cellular growth that are mTORC-dependent and independent[628].
Therefore different phenotypes are understandable, but the lack of a phenotype in
oligodendrocytes lacking Pten, compared to the loss-of TSC1 that resulted in
improved remyelination, is puzzling. In addition, non-canonical functions of TSC1/2
that are independent of mTORC1 activity have been proposed [629], and may have
contributed to the observed phenotype, as mTORC1-dependency of the phenotype has
not been shown.
The effect of TSC1 depletion was hypothesized to be dependent on early
recombination of the transgene, a finding that may require further confirmation. Yet,
if the timing of recombination is of essence, this might suggest that mTORC1 activity
is temporally tightly regulated and mTORC1 activity might only be detectable during
a tight time window in oligodendrocyte lineage cells during remyelination. This
would also explain the low fraction of P-S6+ oligodendrocytes during remyelination.
Thus, modulating mTORC1 activity may have different consequences, depending on
experimental timing, and eventually differentiation or maturation state of
oligodendrocyte lineage cells. Such differential and initially contradictive effects have
been recently described in Schwann cells, where timely mTORC1 activity is precisely
coordinated to facilitate proliferation and myelin growth in Schwann cells [630]. A
similar regulation may explain the difficulties in interpreting the present literature on
mTORC1 and its regulators in remyelination. Differential phenotypes or absence of
such might be dependent on the timing of the induction of Cre-mediated
recombination. However, the role of mTORC1 in CNS remyelination remains
somewhat ambiguous, and further research is required to fully clarify its function and
potential implications in regulating lipogenesis in oligodendrocytes.

5.4. Future perspectives
We could show that endogenous de novo fatty acid synthesis in adult OPC-derived
oligodendrocytes is critical for efficient remyelination and for the survival of the
remyelinating oligodendrocyte population. Whether this is a result of a lack in lipid
availability for membrane synthesis or might be dependent on other regulatory
functions of FASN and derived fatty acids is not clear, and is difficult to determine in
the setting of CNS remyelination. Cell culture studies using purified oligodendrocytes
may aid in the understanding of functions of endogenous fatty synthesis for
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oligodendrocyte survival and/or defects in maturation. Oligodendrocyte cultures can
be maintained in defined SATO media without lipids, and thus the exogenous supply
of fatty acids can be tightly controlled and may be used for potential “rescue” effects
on FASN cMU cells. However, these cultures are usually derived from the neonatal
brain, and any finding would require validation in vivo to determine applicability to
the in vivo situation during development and remyelination.
In vivo, exogenous sources of fatty acids for oligodendrocytes could be either the
peripheral circulation or other cells in the tissue, foremost here astrocytes. Loss of
SCAP in astrocytes led to a pronounced defect in myelination, suggesting that
astrocytes may supply oligodendrocytes with lipids during development[210].
Whether this is also true during remyelination has not been addressed. Demyelination
leads to activation of astrocytes, which then contribute to scar formation. Whether
these scar-forming astrocytes are capable of supporting the cells in their surrounding
with nutrients (and other factors, e.g. growth factors) as in CNS homeostasis is not
fully understood. Analysing astrocyte-specific loss of SCAP in LPC-induced
demyelination may provide insight into that question. Similarly, astrocyte-specific
knockout of FASN and analysis of developmental myelination and remyelination
might be of interest to understand the contribution of endogenous fatty acid synthesis
in astrocytes for myelination and remyelination. The same analysis with an astrocyte
specific knockout for squalene synthase could then be used to analyse the contribution
of cholesterol synthesis by astrocytes for myelination, an aspect that has to be
carefully evaluated due to possible effects on neurons that also require astrocyte
derived cholesterol [128]. Cell culture experiments with purified oligodendrocyte and
astrocyte co-cultures could further contribute to understanding lipid exchange
between the two cell types and identify protein factors that are involved in the
process, by analysing lipioproteins and lipid particles in the media. Such protein
factors could then be tagged and used to visualize lipid exchange in vitro, and
potentially in vivo, which could ultimately validate in vitro data on lipid shuttling.
Yet, it has to be kept in mind that conventional culture methods lead to an activation
of astrocytes, and thus the in vitro system might actually be closer to the injury model
than to developmental myelination. Either way, in vitro studies have a great potential
to advance our understanding in the matter, although in vitro data have to be treated
with care and should be validated in vivo where possible.
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Loss of SCAP in astrocytes could be compensated by dietary intervention, i.e.,
increasing lipid availability through the diet[210]. High fat diets (HFDs) have been
studied in animal models of remyelination, but mostly their effects on the immune
response and astrogliosis have been studied. Conventional HFDs that mimick western
HFDS with a high carbohydrate content have a detrimental effect on the immune
response in EAE models of demyelination[631]. Since this type of HFD leads to
activation of microglia and promotes inflammation even in the absence of any type of
injury [566,632], these diets are most likely not well suited for remyelination studies.,
Any effect on remyelination is likely to be masked by the changes in the immune
response. High-fat ketogenic diets with a lipid:carbohydrate:protein ration of 6:1:1
mimic a fasting-like state, and bypass negative effects of conventional HFDs
[570,633]. Ketogenic HFDs were shown to have neuroprotective and antiinflammatory effects in animal models of disease [570,634,635], and to reduce the
severity of EAE [633]. Effects on remyelination have so far not been directly
addressed, yet a diet mimicking a fasting-like state was shown to promote
remyelination in cuprizone-mediated demyelination, and the same study also
validated the safety and beneficial potential of ketogenic diets for MS patients[570].
To understand the effect of ketogenic diets on remyelination, it would be beneficial to
use multiple animal models of demyelination, as they differ in many critical aspects,
such as permeability of the BBB and immune cell activation. Bearing the strengths
and weaknesses of these models in mind, this approach may have the greatest
potential to anticipate the effects of diets in the human pathology. Off-target effects
on other cell types are always likely to occur with systemic treatments or diets,
therefore effects on, e.g., the immune response, astrocytes and neurons would need to
be monitored. Combining such diets with the above-mentioned oligodendrocyte and
astrocyte-specific knockouts for, e.g., FASN or SCAP, could help in understanding
whether an increase of exogenous lipids can compensate for the lack of endogenous
synthesis. However, as discussed before, systemic effects of diets and metabolism of
dietary fatty acids will always make the interpretation of such experiments difficult.
Furthermore, if developmental studies are any indication, they might just show
increased uptake under conditions where endogenous synthesis is lacking. Therefore
experiments using HFDs may be indicative of potentially beneficial effects of dietary
intervention in demyelinating conditions, but they would provide no direct evidence
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or measure for lipid uptake into the CNS in demyelinating conditions, or the
contribution of such uptake to remyelination.
Uptake studies of 14C-labelled lipids are still the state-of-the-art method to determine
lipid uptake. Injecting

14

C-labelled lipids, e.g., palmitate, in the active phase of

remyelination in a focal toxin induced remyelination model with a well-established
time course of remylination could be performed. However detecting the incorporation
of fatty acids specifically in newly formed myelin is close to impossible. Laser micro
dissection would allow isolating the lesion area, but not obtaining enough material to
purify myelin and analyse

14

C-labelled fatty acid species, making detection of lipid

uptake during remyelination even more difficult than it is already during
development. Further development of methods to measure lipids may aid these issues
and allow us to understand lipid metabolism better in remyelination.
We are just at the beginning of understanding the importance of lipid metabolism in
oligodendrocytes during CNS development, homeostasis and disease. Many questions
remain regarding the origin and functions of lipids, as well as the regulation of lipid
metabolism in oligodendrocytes. New developments and advances in metabolomic
approaches, in conjunction with the use of well established animal models and mouse
genetics, are likely to provide exciting new insights into these aspects of
oligodendrocyte lipid metabolism during health and disease. A further understanding
of lipid biology in oligodendrocytes may further aid the development of new
therapeutic approaches for the preservation and regeneration of myelin under
pathological conditions.
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Figure 19 FACS and low-input RNA sequencing of oligodendrocyte lineage cells
from LPC-treated spinal cord tissue at 10 dpl.
Figure 20 Assessing potential alterations in inflammatory mediators or macrophage
signature in LPC-treated spinal cord tissue of controls and FASN cMU mice at 10 dpl.
Figure 21 Ex vivo de- and remyelination in cerebellar slice cultures for studying the
effect of FASN ablation in OPCs on remyelination.
Figure 22 No detectable changes in oligodendrocyte density in ex vivo de- and
remyelination in cerebellar slice cultures of FASN CMUs compared to controls.
Figure 23 No detectable changes in CNS remyelination in Raptor cMUs.
Figure 24 No changes of FASN expression in differentiated oligoden-drocytes of
Raptor cMU during remyelination.
Figure 25 Low phosphorylation levels of S6 in oligodendrocyte lineage cells during
remyelination impede detection of potentially abolished mTORC1 activity in Raptor
cMUs.
Figure 26 Raptor cMUs show no detectable defects in remyelination, even after
extending the time for protein depletion.
Figure 27 Fatty acid synthase is critical for efficient CNS remyelination and
maintenance of remyelinating oligodendrocytes.

6.2. Tables
Table 1 Lipid composition of CNS myelin in humans and rats compared to lipid
composition of the gray matter (human) and whole brain (rat).
Table 2 List of primary antibodies used for IHC on spinal cord tissue section.
Table 3 List of fluorescent secondary antibodies and conjugated streptavidin used for
IHC on spinal cord tissue section.
Table 5 Successful enrichment of adult OPCs and derived oligodendrocyte lineage
cells from LPC-treated spinal cords at 10 dpl.
Table 6 List of significantly up regulated genes in FASN cMUs compared to controls.
Table 7 List of significantly down regulated genes in FASN cMUs compared to
controls.
Table 8 Prediction of upstream-regulated pathways by Ingenuity, based on
differentially regulated genes in FASN cMUs compared to controls.
Table 4 Sequences of qRT-PCR primers.
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7. List of abbreviations
4-OHTAM
AEA
ChREB
CNP
Deptor
FABPpm
FACS
GE
NF-Y
NSPCs
PDGF
PE
Raptor
RXR
S2P
SCAP
SR-BI
SREBP
ABC
Abreviation
ACC
ACP
ACS
ACS
ANOVA
BBB
CC1
cC3
CDK
CNS
CreER/
CreERT2
CSF
CXCL1
DAPI
DIV
DPBS
DPL
dpl
EAE

4-hydroxytamoxifen

ELISA

anterior entopeduncular area
carbohydrate regulatory element
binding protein
2',3'-cyclic nucleotide 3'phosphodiesterase
mTOR-interacting protein
fatty acid binding proteins
fluorescent activated cell sorting
ganglionic eminences
nuclear factor Y
neuronal stem and progenitor
cells
plathelet-derived growth factor
Phycoerythrin
regulatory- associated protein of
mTOR
retinoid-X receptor
site-2 protease
SREBP cleavage-activating
protein
scavenger receptor class B type
1
sterol regulatory element
binding protein
ATP-binding cassette
Full name
acetyl-CoA carboxylase
acyl carrier protein
long‐chain‐fatty‐acid‐CoA
synthases
acyl-CoA synthetases
analysis of variance
blood-brain-barrier
clone of antibody genereated
against amino acid residues 1 226 of APC, recognizes quakin1
cleaved Caspase 3
cell-cycle dependent kinase
central nervous system
tamoxifen-sensitive Creestrogen receptor fusion protein
cerebrospinal fluid
C-X-C motif ligand 1
4′,6′-diamidino-2-phenylindole
days in vitro
Dulbecco's Phosphate-Buffered
Saline
days post-addition of LPC
days post LPC injection
experimental autoimmune
encephalomyelitis

EM
ER
EtBr
FABP
Fasn
FASN
FASN
cMU
FAT/CD36
FBS
fdr
FGF
FMO
FPKM
GFAP
GM
HDL
HFD
HNF-4α
IBA1
IFN-γ
IGF
IHC
IL
INSIG1
LCFA
LDL
LDLR
LIF
LPC
LRP
LXR
MAG
MBP
MGE
mLST8
MOG
MRF
MS
mSin1
mTORC
NAWM
NFM/160
Olig1/2
OPC

enzyme-linked immunosorbent
Assay
electron microscopy
endoplasmic reticulum
ethidium bromide
fatty acid binding proteins
Fasn gene
fatty acid synthase
Fasn conditional mutant
fatty acid translocase
fetal bovine serum
false discovery rate
fibroblast growth factor
fluorescence minus one
fragments per kilobase of exon
per million fragments mapped
glial fibrilary acidic protein
gray matter
high density lipoprotein
High fat diets (
hepatic nuclear factor-4α
ionized calcium-binding adapter
molecule 1
interferon-γ
insulin-like growth factor
immunohistochemistry
Interleukin
insulin induced gene protein 1
long chain fatty acid
low density lipoprotein
LDL receptor
leukemia inhibitory factor
lysophosphatidylcholine
LDL receptor-related protein
liver X receptor
myelin associated glycoprotein
myelin basic protein
ganglionic eminence
Mammalian lethal with Sec13
protein 8
oligodendrocyte glycoprotein
myelin gene regulatory factor
multiple sclerosis
mammalian stress-activated
protein kinase interacting protein
mammalian target of Rapamycin
complex
normal appearing white matter
neurofilament medium chain
Oligodendrocyte transcription
factor
oligodendrocyte progenitor cell
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p-S6
P0/MPZ
PBS
PBT
PCR
PDGFRa/b
PFA
PI3K
PKB/AKT
PLP
Pmp22
PPAR
PRAS40
Protor-1
PTEN
PUFAs
q-RT-PCR
Raptor
cMU

phosphorylated of ribosomal
protein S6
myelin protein 0
phosphate buffered saline
PBS containing 1% Triton X100
polymerase chain reaction
platelet-derived growth factor
receptor a/b
paraformaldehyde
phosphoinositide 3-kinase
protein kinase B
proteolipid protein
peripheral myelin protein 22
peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor
proline-rich Akt substrate
40kDa
protein observed with Rictor-1
phosphatase and tensin
homologue deleted on
chromosome 10
polyunsaturated fatty acids
quantitative real-time
polymerase chain reaction
Raptor conditional mutants

USF
VLCFA
VLDL
VLDLR
VZ
WM

rapamycin-insensitive
companion of mTOR
site-1 protease
S6 kinase
SRY-related HMG-box
thyroid hormone
tumor necrosis factor α
tuberous sclerosis complex 1/2
(TdT-mediated dUTP-biotin
nick end labeling
upstream stimulatory factors
very long chain fatty acids
very low density lipoprotein
VLDL receptor
the ventricular zone
white matter

XBP1

X-box binding protein 1

YFP

Yellow fluorescent protein

Rictor
S1P
S6K
SOX
TH
TNFα
TSC1/2
TUNEL
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